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It is my pleasure to report to the Executive Board on the activities of the Finance 
and Audit Committee (F&A) at this Spring Meeting – Thursday, April 19.  Below 
are some of the primary topics discussed and reviewed by the committee: 
 
 Auditor Evaluation and RFP 
 Neal-Schuman Acquisition 


- Transition Update 
- Valuation for Financial Reporting 
- Financing Options (Loan Obligation) 


 FY 2012 Budget Update and Projections – EBD #14.11 
 Preliminary FY 2013 Budget Overview  – EBD #14.10 
 Controller’s Report – EBD #4.9 
 Membership Retention – EBD #4.14 
 Indirect Cost Study – EBD Info #1 
 New Business Development Update 
 Annual Conference Update 


 
 
Auditor Evaluation and RFP 
 
Russ Swedowski – Controller, updated the committee on the status of the 
relationship ALA’s current auditor Grant Thornton. Grant Thornton has been 
ALA’s auditor for the past three years.  It was also noted that one of Grant 
Thornton's greatest strengths is their knowledge of ALA and its business 
operations. However, this strength was offset by constant staff turnover, which 
included the recent voluntary resignation of the lead auditor assigned to ALA, who 
was viewed in high regard by the accounting staff.   Staff   recommends that an 
RFP to perspective audit firms be issued. 
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The timeline for the requested RFP, after the acceptance of the draft RFP, would 
be as follows: 
 


1. April 30 – issues RFP 
2. May 18 – Deadline for replies 
3. May 29 – Interview day for invited firms 
4. June 4 – Conference call with F&A to discuss recommendation 
5. June 7 – Discussion with Executive Board 
6. June 15 – Notify selected firm 
7. July 7 – Begin preliminary audit work 


 
After further discussion the following action was taken: 
 
Action: F&A recommends to the Executive Board to direct ALA management 
to submit an RFP to several audit firms in preparation for the FY 2012 audit 
process.              
Motion carried. 
 
 
Neal -Schuman Purchase 
 
Transition Update – Don Chatham and Michael Jeffers updated the committee on 
the progress of the integration of the Neal-Schuman (NS) operation since its 
purchase on 12-23-11. It was noted that January – March was the integration 
period which is still in progress. The NS inventory has been moved to ALA’s 
fulfillment house (PBD) in Atlanta. ALA is also booking sales through the NS 
website, which is now linked directly into ALA’s system. Although the primary 
systems are now integrated there are still some auxiliary systems and databases 
that are still being reviewed by ITTS and accounting.  
 
Valuation for Financial Reporting Purposes EBD #4.15 – The committee was 
joined by Stella Su – CPA and Toni Despresia – Audit Partner of Blackman 
Kallick to discuss the assumptions and process for determining the valuation for 
the NS purchase. ALA required the use of their services in conjunction with the 
Financial Accounting Standard Board FASB) Accounting Standards Codification 
(ASC) Topic 805 – Business Combinations (FASB ASC 805). The purpose was to 
develop fair value estimates for the identifiable intangible assets associated with 
the NS transaction. Note: The services did not include the valuation of any tangible 
assets. This exercise was necessary to ensure that accounting was in the best 
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possible position to properly book the acquisition and make for a smoother audit 
process. 
 
It was noted that the NS transaction was unusual in that it is rare that a non-profit 
will purchase a for-profit company. As a result the pool of market based 
participants i.e. similar organizations that would be in a position to make a 
purchase NS is limited. The committee was then guided through the classification 
and the assumptions used in the determination. It is the assumptions that the 
auditors will be focusing on and testing extensively during the audit. 
 
Financing Options: EBD #4.13 – The committee was joined by David Chan – 
Loan Officer and Laura Mishlove – Relationship Manager of JP Morgan Chase 
and Richard Newman - attorney of Arent Fox to discuss a number of financing 
options available to ALA with respect to financing the NS purchase. Currently 
ALA has two outstanding loans - the Washington Office ($2.7 million) and the 
Choice property ($1.6 million). Additionally, it is the desire of management to 
replenish a portion of the cash outlay for the NS purchase ($5.5 million). As a 
result the committee was asked to review two financing options (taxable and tax-
exempt) to consolidate the NS purchase, the Washington Office and the Choice 
property into one loan. R. Newman provided some insight into the advantages and 
or limitations for each of the two financing options. It was pointed out that with the 
tax-exempt financing, which involves receiving approvals from different governing 
authorities resulting from the locations of the properties, would place some 
operating restrictions on the Association i.e. the types of business activities ALA 
could potentially venture into. Another consideration is the amount of time 
involved to close each option. A tax-exempt financing could take up to four 
months while a taxable loan could be completed in as little as thirty days. Finally, 
while the tax-exempt financing offers a lower rate than the taxable option, the 
transaction costs are higher. As a result, the tax-exempt option fully benefits the 
Association the longer the term as the low interest cost minimizes the higher 
transaction costs.  
 
The committee, along with staff, weighted the merits of the term of each option 
and took the following action: 
 
Action: F&A recommends to the Executive Board that the Executive Director  
proceed with taxable/no pre-payment financing arrangements with JPMorgan 
Chase Bank and prepare financing terms to be finalized and approved prior 
to Annual Conference. 
Motion carried. 
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FY 2012 Budget Update and Projections – EBD #14.11 
 
F&A reviewed the February second quarter FY 2012 budget report, and noted the 
following highlights: 
 
Total ALA (all combined funds) reported revenues of $21.3 million are $804,138 
(-3.6%) less than budget. The General Fund revenues were $11.8 million and 
$190,004 (-1.6%) less than budget.  Division revenues were $6.2 million and 
$707,993 (-10.3%) less than budget.  Grants and Awards revenues were $2.8 
million and $122,745 (4.7%) more than budget due primarily to timing. Long 
Term-Investments revenue was $440,966 and over budget by $22,094 (5.3%).  
 
Total ALA expenses were $23.5 million and $1.4 million (-5.8%) less than budget 
but $1.5 million more than last year. The General Fund expenses were $13.8 
million and $336,456 (-2.5%) less than budget.  Division expenses were $6.8 
million and $1.6 million (-19.3%) less than budget of $8.4 million.  Grants and 
Awards expenses were $2.8 million and $122,745 (4.7%) more than budget due 
primarily to timing. Long Term-Investments expenses were $140,899 and less than 
budget by $75,431 (-34.9%). 
 
General Fund – As noted above General Fund revenues were less than budget due 
primarily to lower than expected interest income ($204,194) as a result of funds 
used in the Neal-Schuman acquisition. Dues income totalled $2.9 million, which 
was more than budget by $28,703 as a result of better than expected Organizational 
dues activity. Personal member dues were $2.2milion and less than budget by 
$10,000.  
 
Publishing was slightly under budget by $17,211 (-0.3%) to $5.8 million. The 
primary area of the shortfall was in ALA Editions, which was $1.8 million or 
$101,900 (-5.5%) less than budget as On-Line Resources were under budget by 
$34,082 (-14.4%) at $203,232 as subscriptions continue to be a hurdle. 
Subscriptions were under budget by $57,182 (-31.0%). On the positive side ALA 
Graphics revenue was more than budget by $83,133 (12.1%) at $769,580 as the 
sale of materials to libraries was stronger than expected. Booklist publications – 
the magazine and online – both reported revenues above budget in the amount of 
$31,135. Subscription revenue in the magazine was the primary driver, along with 
fewer related commissions. Print subscriptions continue to be a challenge as the 
library market seems to be converting rapidly to electronic versions and was under 
budget by $53,280 (-3.3%) to $1.6 million.  
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On the expense side total General Fund expenses were $13.7 million, which is 
more than budget by $336,456 (2.5%). The areas with the most significant impact 
were Publishing Services ($673,412), Business Expense ($237,790) and Overhead 
Recovered ($154,358). The overage in Publishing Services was driven by ALA 
Editions which saw expense exceed budget by $561,543 (34.4%) to $2.2 million. 
The areas affected Fulfillment ($86,692), Cost of Sales ($53,072), Inventory 
Adjustment ($60,476), Postage ($47,839) and Royalties ($44,765) is directly 
related to the integration of the Neal-Schuman acquisition. 
 
As a result of the above information net revenue reflects a deficit of $2.0 million, 
which is $526,460 more than budgeted of a deficit of $1.5 million (36.4%).  
 
Division revenues were $6.2 million, which was less than budget of $707,993 (-
10.3%). There were three divisions that accounted for most of the shortfall – 
Choice ($290,911), AASL ($292,958) and ALTAFF ($115,011). The shortfall in 
Choice was due to lower revenue from subscriptions ($77,574) and royalties 
($103,965). AASL revenue was down in the sale of books ($83,365) and 
conference registration ($159,307). ALTAFF was down due to lower donations 
($55,561) and subscriptions ($37,562). ALTAFF revenue has been hurt by lower 
donations ($55,561) and subscriptions ($37,562. Division expenses were $6.8 
million and were under budget by $1.6 million (-19.3%). Four divisions accounted 
for most of the underage: 
 


- PLA: $792,911 – salaries, professional services, conference rental and 
entertainment 


- AASL: $423,961 – national conference cutbacks 
- ACRL: $211,276 – salaries, professional services and program allocations 
- Choice: $111,866 – salaries, depreciation and royalties 


 
Net revenue reflects a deficit of $602,479, which is under a budgeted deficit of 
$1.5 million or $911,437 (-60.2%).  
 
FY 2012 Year-End Projections – Based upon six months results, senior 
management asked staff to review their operations and plans for the remaining year 
and prepare projections for the remainder of the year.  Based on their work General 
Fund revenues are projected to reach $27.9 million, which is $835,765 (3.1%) 
more than budget. The impact of the Neal-Schuman acquisition is favorably 
impacting publishing revenue. Dues revenue is projected to reach $5.7 million or 
$10,600 less than budget, primarily in the personal member category ($30,000). 
Revenue from Member Programs & Services is projected to be $8.0 million or 
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$728,560 less than budget, which is primarily related to a shortfall in Annual 
Conference revenue of $711,529. General Fund expenses are projected to be $28.3 
million or $1.2 million more than budget.  The result is a projected deficit of 
($401,335). 
 
Management discussed with the committee a number of options to cover the 
projected deficit – see EBD #14.11.  As such, the following actions were taken: 
 
Action: F&A recommends to the Executive Board approval to transfer the 
remaining unspent interest of $94,551 from the ALA Future Fund interest 
generated from 2005 and 2006 to partially offset the projected FY 2012 
General Fund operating deficit. 
 
Action: F&A recommends to the Executive Board approval to use up to 
$300,000 in General Fund net asset balance reserves to further offset the 
projected FY 2012 General Fund operating deficit. 
Motion carried. 
 
Note: That in order to minimize the use of reserves, management is also capping 
the use of previously approved net asset reserves on 2015 projects of $250,000 to 
$150,000. The net result of these actions will leave a net asset reserve balance of 
$572,293. 
 
 
FY13 Preliminary Budget – EBD #14.10 
 
K. Fiels and G. Calloway gave the committee a broad overview of the FY 2013 
budget.  Details will be presented to the Executive Board on Saturday - April 21, 
2012. 
 
Action: F&A recommends to the Executive Board that the preliminary FY 2013 
budget proposal - EBD #14.10 – be forwarded to the Budget Analysis and 
Review Committee (BARC) for further analysis and review. The Board affirms 
the strategic direction of the budget and requests that BARC report back on its 
analysis at the 2012 Annual Conference in Anaheim, CA. 
Motion carried. 
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Controller’s Report – EBD #4.9 
 
Russ Swedowski – Controller and Joanne Pak – Assistant Controller were present 
to highlight the report for the committee. 
 
ALA Financial System Update – Migration to the new financial management 
system is moving forward. Training in SharePoint and Knowledge Lake with the 
larger Divisions continues with more users coming onboard daily. Training is 
expected to be completed by the end of June. Critical financial reports continue to 
be designed, refined and utilized. Other specialized reports will be completed 
during the remainder of the year.  
 
Regulatory Issues: 403 (b) Retirement Plan Audit –The 2010 audit was performed 
by McGladrey & Pullen in August 2011 and completed in February 2012. The late 
start was due to previously disclosed issues with the plan provider and issues 
surrounding the prevention of an audit opinion.  The following action was taken: 
 
Action: F&A recommends to the Executive Board acceptance of the 403(b) for 
the 2010 retirement plan audit. 
Motion carried. 
 
In addition, after some discussion with staff the following action was taken: 
 
Action: F&A recommends that the Executive Board that the firm Mueller & 
Co. LLP be retained to perform the audit for the 2011 403(b) plan year. 
Motion carried. 
 
Cash Management and Bond Fund - Total cash and short-term investments at 
February 29, 2012 amounted to $13.5 million as compared to $18.8 million a year 
ago.  The decrease was mainly related to the Neal-Schuman acquisition which 
required a drawdown of $7.5 million out of the bond fund investments.  Year-to-date 
interest income is $340,446, which is $204,194 less than the budget of $544,640.   
 
The Neuberger Berman bond fund investment balance is $7.8 million at February 29, 
2012. As noted in schedule 6, this investment has produced over $9.2 million in 
interest income since December, 1991 and the yield has been well above the yield 
from certificates of deposit.  With regard to risk of principal, the account finished 
YTD with a realized/unrealized loss of $35,485.  The cumulative (computed since 
December, 1991) net realized/unrealized gain is $372,327.   
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The Association maintains a line of credit in the amount of $2.5 million with JP 
Morgan Chase. There have been no draws in FY12.       
 
Inventory and Credit and Collections – Information related to these two topics was 
covered in the controller’s report and were well within the acceptable levels for 
required reserves (excess and obsolete), aging of receivables and reflected no issues.  
 
Grant Overhead Rate – ALA has been working with the National Business Center 
(NBC) of the U.S. Department of the Interior to determine the indirect rate to be used 
on grants. ALA proposed a rate of 20.98%, but after some adjustments that resulted 
in transfers from the direct cost base, the proposed rate is 18.74%. The proposed rate 
is currently under final review and will last through 2013. 
 
 
Membership Retention – EBD #4.14 
 
Cathleen Bourdon, AED, Communications and Member Relations, updated the 
committee on a proposal from the ALA Membership Committee to offer a special 
membership promotion to two groups: 
 


• First year members who dropped their membership after 12 months 
• Small and very small library organizational members who dropped their 


membership over the last two years 
 
The first year members will receive a 25% discount off the member rate of $98 or 
$65. The organization promotion will feature a 50% discount off the small libraries 
($300) and very small libraries ($175) rate of $150 and $87.5 respectively. There 
will be a number of tactics used to reclaim these former members, as well as, plans 
to engage these members once they join in order to enhance the member 
experience and increase the potential to renew.   
 
Action:  F&A recommends that the Executive Board approve in principle a 
special promotion for first-year personal members, who dropped their 
membership after 12 months, and a special promotion for small and very 
small organizational members, subject to review and recommendation by 
BARC. 
Motion carried. 
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Indirect Cost Study - EBD Info #1 
 
K. Brown summarized for the committee the results of the 2011 Indirect Cost 
study. Using the 2011 ALA audited financial reports, internally generated 
performance reports and updating the allocation information, the resulting rate was 
24.2%. This was a decline of -6.9% from last year’s rate of 25.5%. The primary 
driver of the decline was a reduction in total ALA expenses of $3.6 million (6.9%), 
as a result of fewer Grants & Awards. This year’s rate will be applied to the FY14 
budget at 100% (24.2%) on certain division conference revenue and 50% (12.1%) 
on certain publishing revenue 
 
In closing it was noted that the allocation method used to allocate ITTS costs, 
currently the number of PC’s, may be modified to use “Help Desk” tracking. 
Discussions indicate that the help desk tracking or some blend make be a better 
measure of actual utilization by staff. 
 
 
New Business Development Update  
 
K. Fiels updated the committee on the work of the new business development 
working group, which met recently here in Chicago. He noted that while quite a 
few items were discussed, a major portion of the discussion centered on 
international markets and electronic publishing. Specifically to develop the 
capability to make ALA publishing content completely accessible and to find new 
ways to package e-content.  The international market was considered to be a major 
area of focus, particularly with RDA having the potential to interact with over a 
1000 libraries. RDA also has the advantage of being a dynamic database that is 
constantly updated. This presents the opportunity to not only sell products and 
services but to develop relationships as well. In addition to RDA, online learning 
and virtual conferences are also viewed as prime areas for development. It was also 
noted that there will be a focus group at the annual conference of people from 
around the world to discuss what they see as areas of opportunity or need where 
ALA may be able to fill a need or role. 
 
 
Annual Conference Update 
 
Paul Graller, Manager, Conference Services, and Mary Ghikas, Senior AED, 
provided the committee with a brief update. As most people have observed 
exhibitors are being squeezed by the current economic environment and the 
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number of library shows they are being asked to attend i.e. ALA, Division, State 
and Regional conferences. Consolidation within the industry continues to be an 
issue to be addressed. As a result, ALA is suffering from a loss in exhibit space. 
There are reviews underway to redo the exhibit floor in a way that might take 
advantage of smaller more specialized vendors.   It was also noted that there are far 
too many meetings at ALA. These meetings require a commitment a specific 
number of rooms which in many cases are underutilized. This is a message that 
will be carried by the Treasurer in Anaheim.   
 
 
Annual Conference Planning 
 
In preparation for the Annual Conference in Anaheim the Treasurer, BARC and 
finance staff will focus on the following messages: 
 


• ALA’s continuing financial challenges 
• ALA’s efforts to improve revenue enhancements 
• Bank loan consolidation 
• Efficiency and productivity at HQ 
• ALA’s continued commitment to member services 
• Annual Conference meeting space efficiency 
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		Motion carried.

		FY 2012 Budget Update and Projections – EBD #14.11








              
         2011 -2012 EBD #14.11 
 
 
 
TO:    Finance and Audit Committee (F&A)                         
 
RE:             Options to Cover the Projected FY12 Budget Deficit 
 
 
ACTION REQUESTED/INFORMATION/REPORT: 
 


Finance and Audit is being asked to consider the recommendations by senior 
management to address the projected FY 2012 net operating deficit in the ALA  
General Fund. 


 
 
ACTION REQUESTED BY: 
 
                        Senior Management 
  
 
DRAFT OF MOTION: 
 


1. Senior management recommends to the Executive Board approval  
            to transfer the remaining unspent interest of $94,551 from the ALA  
            Future Fund interest generated from 2005 and 2006 to offset the projected  
            FY 2012 General Fund operating deficit. 


  
                        2.  Senior management recommends to the Executive Board approval  


                        to use up to $306,784 in General Fund net asset balance reserves to offset 
                        the projected FY 2012 General Fund operating deficit. 


 
 
DATE:  April 19, 2012 
 
 
BACKGROUND: 
 
In an effort to meet the projected loss in the FY11 General Fund operating budget, management 
received approval from the ALA Executive Board to cover the deficit from two sources: 
 


1. Up to $374,000 from the General Fund Net Asset Balance reserve ($1.6 million) 
2. A transfer of $300,000 out of a possible $394,551 in unspent deferred interest 


 from the ALA Future Fund generated in FY2005 and FY 2006  
 
As FY11 came to a close, ALA entered FY12 with a General Fund Net Asset Balance of $1.4 
million.  
 
 
 







In preparation for this spring meeting senior management and staff worked to prepare the best 
projections possible based on available information through February 29, 2012. Based on the 
analytical work and analysis performed at this time, year-end projections indicate a total net 
operating loss in the General Fund of approximately $400,000. A number of actions and steps 
were taken to get to this result 
 
Recommendations - After a review of the financial results through February and the expectation 
of a net operating loss in the General Fund of approximately $400,000, senior management is 
recommending two actions to help cover this shortfall:   
 
 


1. To use up to $307,000 from the General Fund Net Asset Balances 
2. To use $94,551 of the remaining1


 


 unspent Future Fund deferred 
accumulated interest income (Unrestricted Funds) generated in 2005 
and 2006. 


 
Use of Reserves – After the FY11 close ALA had approximately $1.4 million in General Fund 
Net Asset Balances.  Along with the recommended use to cover a portion of the deficit and the 
allocation of $150,000 to support 2015 projects, the effect will be to reduce ALA’s General Fund 
Net Asset Balance to $972,000 - See attached.   
 
Use of Future Fund Interest - On the use of proceeds from the ALA Future Fund2


 


 ($94,551), 
management by authority in policy 8.5.1, may as part of its budget preparation utilize the net 
interest generated from the ALA Future Fund.  In FY11 the Executive Board authorized the use 
of “Deferred Accumulated Interest” from prior years – 2005 and 2006 respectively ($394,551). 
Senior management made the conscious decision at the close of FY05 and FY06 to forgo the use 
of net interest from the Future Fund as the General Fund produced positive net revenue in both 
years. As a result of the issues in the General Fund in FY11 approximately $300,000 was used 
leaving an unused balance of $94,551, which is recommended to be used in FY12.  


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


                                                           
1 Approximately $300,000 of a total of $394,551 was spent in FY11 
2 Unrestricted Board Designated funds  





		1. Senior management recommends to the Executive Board approval

		to transfer the remaining unspent interest of $94,551 from the ALA

		Future Fund interest generated from 2005 and 2006 to offset the projected

		FY 2012 General Fund operating deficit.

		2.  Senior management recommends to the Executive Board approval

		to use up to $306,784 in General Fund net asset balance reserves to offset

		the projected FY 2012 General Fund operating deficit.
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Report to Council and Executive Board  
 


April 13, 2012 
 


Keith Michael Fiels 
Executive Director 


 
 


Highlights 
 


National Library Week 


Author Brad Meltzer is serving as the Honorary Chair of National Library Week 2012 (April 8-
14).  A full page print National Library Week public service announcement (PSA) featuring 
Meltzer, who is also the host of the History Channel’s “Decoded,” has appeared in TIME 
magazine and in other publications with national reach.  The total circulation for the publications 
is 5.4 million, and the donated ad value is more than $400,000.  Electronic banner ads will also 
appear on TIME magazine’s website during National Library Week (250,000 impressions).  
Electronic ads will appear on other media websites, as well, through a PSA donation from a 
D.C.-based ad network, which works with non-profits. 


State of America's Libraries Report Issued 


The Public Information Office released the State of America's Libraries Report this week as part 
of National Library Week.  The report announces the Top Ten List of Most Frequently 
Challenged Books of 2011, covers the rapid growth of interest in ebooks, the controversy with 
some publishers, and budget cuts in libraries. The report is available at: 
http://www.ala.org/news/mediapresscenter/americaslibraries/soal2012 . 


National Library Legislative Day April 23-24, 2012 
 
The ALA’s Office of Government Relations staff and fellow colleagues and friends of libraries 
will host the 2012 National Library Legislative Day on April 23 and 24 in Washington, DC.  Each 
year hundreds of library supporters travel to D.C. where they receive training and briefings to 
prepare for meetings with their members of Congress. For additional information and to register 
for this year's event please visit www.ala.org/nlld . 
 
AASL Invites Communities to “Belong” During School Library Month 
 
Recognizing school libraries as the centers of the school community where learning, research 
and collaboration happen and technologies and information resources are available 24/7, the 
American Association of School Librarians (AASL) invites all to celebrate School Library Month 
(SLM) during the month of April.  The 2012 theme, You belong @ your library®, will highlight the 
role strong school libraries play in a student’s educational career.  During School Library Month, 
school librarians are encouraged to create activities to help their schools and local communities 


EBD # 12.30 
2011-2012 



https://owa.ala.org/exchweb/bin/redir.asp?URL=http://www.ala.org/news/mediapresscenter/americaslibraries/soal2012�
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celebrate and will find continuously updated resources and information by visiting the SLM web 
pages regularly.  Other announcements are forthcoming, such as an exciting new professional 
development archive for AASL members, how to participate in Virtual Library Legislative Day, 
and winners of AASL awards.  AASL members will also receive periodic emails as the month 
progresses, updating them on these events and resources.  More information and resources 
can be found at www.ala.org/aasl/slm.  For more news about School Library Month, see the 
AASL section of this report. 
 
Celebrate Preservation Week with ALCTS, April 22-28 
 
From April 22-28, libraries across America will celebrate Preservation Week @ your library. 
Themed "Pass it on," participating libraries will help connect library users with preservation 
tools; promote the importance of preservation; and will strive to enhance knowledge of 
preservation issues among the general public.  During the week, libraries will focus on 
preservation themes including: Monday, LP (vinyl) records; Tuesday, quilts; Wednesday, comic 
books; Thursday, slides; Friday, digital photos; and Saturday, family letters.  Go to:  
www.ala.org/preservationweek  for more information.  New York Times best-selling author 
Steve Berry has been named the first national spokesperson for Preservation Week.  Berry is 
the author of nine novels, including his most recent book, “The Jefferson Key,” the seventh in 
the Cotton Malone series.  Berry recorded public service announcements for Preservation 
Week:  http://www.ala.org/news/mediapresscenter/presskits/pwpsas  Preservation Week 
posters and bookmarks are now available in the ALA Store: 
 http://www.alastore.ala.org/detail.aspx?ID=2823 
For more information about Preservation Week Activities, see the ALCTS section of this report. 
 
Día Expanded to Include Chinese and Spanish Language Material 
 
Just published, the El día de los niños/El día de los libros (also known as Día) website now 
features information translated into Chinese.  A brochure featuring an updated book list, as well 
as tips for parents, is available in a pdf format, and portions of the website have also been 
translated into Chinese.  Also, both the brochure and portions of the website have been 
translated into Spanish.   Celebrated annually on April 30, and practiced throughout the year, 
Día connects children to books, languages and cultures. 
 
Top Ten Most Frequently Challenged Books List 
 
The Office for Intellectual Freedom released the top ten most frequently challenged books list of 
2011 as part of the State of America’s Library Report.  The list has garnered more than 19,000 
media hits and has been featured in Wall Street Journal, Washington Post, Huffington Post, and 
the New York Times.  
 
Choose Privacy Week 2012 Observed May 1-7 
 
OIF is preparing for Choose Privacy Week 2012, to be held May 1-7, 2012.  OIF's observance 
will feature a new documentary on the impact of government surveillance on civil liberties, a 
webinar, and the release of a new survey on librarians' attitudes towards privacy.    
 
Value of Academic Libraries Podcasts 



http://www.ala.org/aasl/slm�

http://www.ala.org/preservationweek�

http://www.ala.org/news/mediapresscenter/presskits/pwpsas�

http://www.alastore.ala.org/detail.aspx?ID=2823�

http://dia.ala.org/�
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In February and March, ACRL released a series of podcasts featuring chief academic officers 
and librarians discussing ways to demonstrate library value on campus.  The podcasts were 
recorded during the IMLS-grant funded Value of Academic Libraries summits held in late 2011 
in Chicago.  The podcasts, along with complete details on ACRL Value of Academic Libraries 
initiatives, are available on the Value of Academic Libraries website.  
  
 LLAMA Awards Competitions See Huge Increase in Number of Entries 
 
Two of LLAMA’s highest profile awards had dramatic increases in the number of entries 
received.  The John Cotton Dana Public Relations award received a record breaking 108 entries 
from public, academic and other types of libraries of different sizes.  The ALA/IIDA Library 
Interior Design award received 117 entries from libraries throughout the world.  For more 
information on the awards, see the LLAMA section of this report. 
 
Teens’ Top Ten 
 
The nominees for the 2012 Teens’ Top Ten list will be available on YALSA’s website beginning 
April 12.  To learn more or to download a free toolkit, visit www.ala.org/teenstopten.  This is an 
easy summer reading activity for teens.  They can read the titles from April through August and 
then vote online for their favorites. 
 
 PLA 2012 Wrap Up 
 
The PLA 2012 Conference, March 13-17, in Philadelphia, was a great success with a final 
attendance of more than 8,700 library professionals, authors, and exhibitors. 


• Read the final press release here. 
• Get an inside look with photos on facebook: 


o Wednesday, March 14, Thursday, March 15, Friday, March 16, and Saturday, 
March 17 


• Hear from attendees on the PLA Blog. 
 


 
Neal-Schuman Publishers Now Operating Fully from ALA Chicago Offices 


The Neal-Schuman offices in New York closed in late March with operations now fully 
transferred to Chicago.  The Neal-Schuman website is still operational for purchasing products 
in that imprint, with orders being fulfilled from the Chicago distribution center. For more 
information on new releases from Neal-Schuman and ALA Editions, see the Publishing section 
of this report. 
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ALA OFFICES 
 


 
ALA Library and Knowledge Management 


Interns Aid Development of Information Resources 


For the past few months, in addition to responding to the usual array of inquiries from ALA staff, 
members, library staff and supporters around the world—some 400 inquiries a month—the ALA 
Library has been developing (or redeveloping) three web-based information resources.  The 
ALA Library has been aided in this work by several interns:  Elias Pera, from Northeastern 
Illinois University, now at Dominican GSLIS; Liz Humrickhouse, Dominican GSLIS; Margaret M. 
Dort, University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign GSLIS; Anna Cho Walker, cellist, now at Ryerson 
and Burnham Libraries of the Art Institute of Chicago; Helen Davies, Loyola University of 
Chicago; and Kate Davies, University of Michigan Alternative Spring Break (ASB) student, with 
ALA from February 27 to March 2, 2012. 


Awards, Grants and Scholarships Database Redeveloped for Drupal 7 Platform 


This database, with additional information, (http://www.ala.org/awardsgrants/) has been 
redeveloped for the same Drupal 7 platform shared by the rest of the ALA website.  Every 
attempt has been made to include every award offered at all levels of the Association.  Historical 
awards, insofar as possible, have also been included.  The database is both browsable and 
searchable, and links from each award lead to information on how to apply or nominate for the 
award and lists of past winners.   Responsibility for updates rests with the ALA Units, for the 
unit-sponsored awards. 


Transforming Libraries Portal 


This portal, “Transforming Libraries,” gathers research, initiatives, and news items from all areas 
of the Association in support of the newest strategic goal, managing the transformation of 
libraries, not just technologically, but also with regard to services to the communities that 
libraries serve.  Currently located at http://transforming.ala.org/, this portal will move to a “top 
level” position off the ALA Home page, just as soon as the migration is complete (anticipated 
within the month).  Watch for it at  www.ala.org/transforming. 


Libraries Matter Portal 


This portal combines the links to the talking points and research which advocates can use to 
make the case for libraries at every stage of youth development and education—the “Add It Up!” 
resource, developed by the Office for Library Advocacy—with similar material for libraries in 
general, plus the popular “Return on Investment” (ROI) bibliography.  The research is tagged by 
type of library, geographical area, and “impact”—economic, educational/literacy, or social.  
Currently located at http://librariesmatter.ala.org/, this portal will move to 
www.ala.org/research/libraryimpacts (again, when the migration is complete).  
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Office for Government Relations  
(OGR) 
 
Library Appropriations 
 
On March 20, 2012 two “Dear Colleague” letters were sent to the U.S. House Appropriations 
Committee.  One of these letters, sponsored by Representatives Raul Grijalva (D-AZ) and Rush 
Holt (D-NJ) and included 45 other signatures from Members of Congress, asked for the 
committee to fund LSTA at $184.7 million in FY 2013.  Likewise, another letter was sent to the 
House Appropriations Committee with 120 signatures and sponsored by Reps. James 
McGovern (D-MA), Don Young (R-AK), Holt and Grijalva.  This letter asked the committee to 
appropriate $28.6 million for Innovative Approaches to Literacy (IAL).  In similar action to the 
letters sent in the House, there were also two letters asking for library funding that were sent to 
the U.S. Senate Appropriations Committee with bi-partisan support.   The first letter, sent by 
Sens Jack Reed (D-RI) and Olympia Snow (R-ME) with 32 other signatures, asked for $184.7 
million for LSTA in FY 2013.  The second letter, sent by Sens. Reed, Snowe, Chuck Grassley 
(R-IA), Roger Wicker (R-MS), and Debbie Stabenow (D-MI) and 35 other members, asked the 
committee for $28.6 million for Innovative Approaches to Literacy (IAL).  
  
Madison Award 
 
On March 16, ALA President Molly Raphael presented Rep. Zoe Lofgren (D-CA) with the James 
Madison Award.  Lofgren received the award during the National Freedom of Information Day 
Conference held at the Knight Conference Center at the Newseum in Washington, D.C. 
Recently Lofgren fought against the Stop Online Piracy Act (SOPA), legislation that would 
require Internet service providers to police users’ activities in an attempt to combat online 
infringement overseas.  Recognizing the potential harm that SOPA could have on First 
Amendment rights, intellectual freedom and privacy, Lofgren fought tirelessly to oppose the bill. 
Lofgren was recognized both for her commitment to sponsoring legislation that strengthens the 
public’s right to access information and her opposition to legislation that impedes First 
Amendment rights. 
 
Cybersecurity and Surveillance 
 
During this 112th Congress, ALA has been closely monitoring numerous cybersecurity bills.  
Each time action on these bills was anticipated, the proposals were delayed and no action was 
taken.  At this writing, sponsors of two Senate bills have announced that their bills would move 
after the spring recess in late April.  The House announced that the week of April 23 will be 
“Cybersecurity Week” when a vote will be taken on a package of bills.  In the Senate, the two 
bills of concern are the Cybersecurity Act of 2012, S. 2105, sponsored by Sens. Lieberman, 
Feinstein, Collins and Rockefeller.  The other is the SECURE Act, S. 2151, sponsored by Sen. 
McCain.  Two of the House bills being monitored are the PRECISE Act of 2011, H.R. 3674, 
sponsored by Rep. Lungren, and the CISPA of 2011, H.R. 3523, sponsored by Reps. Rogers 
and Ruppersberger.  For library users and the public in general, the information sharing 
proposals in these current cybersecurity bills permit extraordinary amounts of information to be 
obtained by law enforcement, especially in the bills that would designate the National Security 
Agency as the lead agency to receive such information.  While ALA recognizes that some 
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legislative changes may be needed to allow for appropriate protections from cybersecurity 
threats, far more changes to protect civil liberties are needed in any final legislation.  ALA will 
promote amendments to assure that cybersecurity information is used for cybersecurity 
purposes and to push elimination of the extraordinary monitoring and countermeasures 
provisions.  The need for such provisions has not been proven – and they would, if passed, 
result in many grave problems, intended or not. 
 
 
Office for Information Technology Policy  
(OITP) 
 
Digital Literacy Task Force Defines Digital Literacy 
 
After careful consideration the Task Force agreed that digital literacy is “the ability to use 
information and communication technologies to find, evaluate, create, and communicate 
information requiring both cognitive and technical skills.”  This definition is also in a forthcoming 
primer that looks more deeply into the necessary skills, the need for digital literacy, the digital 
divide and the role of all types of libraries.  For more, visit: http://wp.me/p1zex0-204 
 
Digital Content and Libraries Working Group at the PLA Conference 
 
OITP staff provided support to the Digital Content and Libraries Working Group at the PLA 
Conference in March.  Meetings with four ebook distributors—OverDrive, 3M, Ingram, and 
Baker & Taylor—were organized; Molly Raphael, Maureen Sullivan, Keith Michael Fiels, 
Working Group Co-chair Sari Feldman, and OITP Director Alan Inouye participated in these 
meetings.  Additionally, Working Group members and/or staff met with representatives of the 
Association of American Publishers, Digital Public Library of America initiative, Perseus, and 
Random House.  Alan Inouye also served on a panel on e-books chaired by Gina Millsap. 
 
OITP Will Host a Google Policy Fellow for the Summer 2012 
 
Once again, OITP is participating in the Google Policy Fellows program.  For the summer of 
2012, the selected fellow will spend 10 weeks in residence at the ALA Washington Office to 
learn about national policy and complete a major project.  Google provides the stipend for the 
summer, but the work agenda is under the full control of ALA and the fellow.  The Google office 
in Washington provides an educational program for all of the fellows, such as lunchtime talks.  
For more visit: http://www.districtdispatch.org/2011/12/ala-seeks-candidates-for-google-policy-
fellowship/ 
 
OITP Outlines Library “Triple Play” for Digital Literacy 
 
In March 2012, the Federal Communications Bar Association hosted a continuing education 
course on “Developments in the Effort to Improve Broadband Adoption” in Washington, DC. 
ALA OITP presented as part of the panel on “Understanding Current Adoption Efforts,” along 
with representatives from Comcast, CenturyLink and One Economy.  The audience responded 
well to the suggestion that libraries provide a great “triple play” in communities: physical 
locations with technology infrastructure (including Internet accessible computers and wi-fi), 
assistance and training from information professionals, and robust and diverse electronic 
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content.  Aside from their own efforts, libraries are ideal partners for larger or national digital 
literacy and broadband awareness efforts – but this engagement should reflect real 
collaboration, rather than simply looking to libraries as a distribution point for promotional 
materials.  One person in the audience, in fact, asked about “community champions” for 
adoption, and all of the panelists confirmed the importance of engaged and passionate 
stakeholders to achieve success.  For more, visit: http://wp.me/p1zex0-1Yg  
 
FCC Proposal to Fund Digital Literacy Training through Public Libraries 
 
OITP filed comments (pdf) with the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) supporting its 
proposal to advance broadband adoption by low-income people through digital literacy training 
in our nation’s public libraries and schools.  For more, visit: http://wp.me/p1zex0-20p  
 
OITP Research Fellow, Jessie Mannisto Releases New Report 
 
In a new report, Restoring Contemplation: How Disconnecting Bolsters the Knowledge 
Economy, author Jessie L. Mannisto outlines future directions for libraries and other social 
institutions to improve the capacity for thoughtful endeavor.  These changes, the report argues, 
are essential for success in a globally competitive economy and a higher quality of life.  For 
more, visit: http://wp.me/p1zex0-1YI  
 
OITP Offers Alternative Spring Break 
 
Once again, OITP participated in the Alternative Spring Break (ASB) program of the School of 
Information (SI) at the University of Michigan.  Each year, dozens of SI students make their way 
to Washington, D.C. to spend a week at an organization focused on information-related fields.  
In addition to ALA, SI students are hosted by other advocacy groups such as EDUCAUSE, as 
well as federal agencies such as the Library of Congress, the Smithsonian Institution, and the 
National Archives.  The students get a taste of work life in D.C. and an opportunity to network 
with information professionals.  For more, visit: http://wp.me/p1zex0-1Y0  
 
 
Office for Intellectual Freedom  
(OIF)  
 
Free Webinar on Defusing Conflict in the Library Workplace 
 
OIF partnered with the ALA JobList Placement Center and the Leroy C. Merritt Humanitarian 
Fund to present a free webinar on defusing conflict in the library workplace.  The webinar, 
“Moving Difficult Conversations Toward Positive Outcomes: Coping with Challenges in the 
Library Workplace,” took place on Wednesday, April 11. 
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Office for Library Advocacy  
(OLA)  
 
“Rallying Your Community: Mobilizing the Grassroots” Webinar on May 2 


The Committee on Library Advocacy will host a webinar on May 2, 1:30 p.m., entitled “Rallying 
Your Community: Mobilizing the Grassroots.”  The webinar is designed to illustrate how two 
community organizations, the Sustainable Library Citizens Coalition of Indianapolis-Marion 
County (IN) Public Library and Urban Libraries Unite of New York City, have used their voices to 
impact library funding.  It will feature Laura Johnson, Deputy Director, Public Services, 
Indianapolis-Marion County Public Library and Tara Seeley, Senior Grants Officer, Central 
Indiana Community Foundation, as well as Lauren Comito, Urban Librarians Unite. 


 
Office for Research and Statistics  
(ORS)  
 
Dr. Kathy Rosa Named New ORS Director  
 
Dr. Kathy Rosa will be the new director of the Office for Research and Statistics, effective May 
21, 2012.  Rosa currently serves as an assistant professor of Library, Information and Media 
Studies in the College of Education at Chicago State University.  Prior to her teaching position, 
Rosa has held positions in public, academic, school, and special libraries.  Rosa earned an EdD 
with an emphasis in instructional technology from the University of Houston.  She holds a MSLS 
from the University of Kentucky and a MSE and BSE from Southern Illinois University at 
Carbondale.  See the full press release at http://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/news/ala/kathy-
rosa-new-office-research-and-statistics-director 
 
 
Public Information Office  
(PIO)  
 
Publicity for Two New Literary Prizes 
 
PIO handled the publicity on behalf of two new literary prizes—the Andrew Carnegie Medals for 
Excellence in Fiction and Nonfiction.  The awards are administered by Booklist Magazine and 
the Reference and User Services Association (RUSA).  To announce the creation of the new 
awards, PIO reached out to the Associated Press to secure coverage, which resulted in a news 
brief that appeared in thousands of news websites and blogs.  In total, 6,000 news media 
outlets carried the announcement.  The awards’ shortlisted authors and eventual winners reflect 
the expert judgment and insight of library professionals who work closely with adult readers.  
The 50 titles under consideration for the prizes will be drawn from the previous year’s Booklist 
Editors’ Choice and RUSA CODES Notable Books lists.  Winning authors will each receive 
$5,000, while the two additional finalists in each category will receive $1,500.  The list of finalists 
will be announced in May and the winners will be announced at the ALA Annual Conference in 
Anaheim, CA. 
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Sacramento Public Library Wins Scholastic Library Publishing National Library Week Grant 


Sacramento Public Library is the winner of the 2012 Scholastic Library Publishing National 
Library Week grant.  The library won $3,000 to support its National Library Week activities 
centered on the theme, “Your Belong @ your library.”  The winning grant was approved by the 
ALA Public Awareness Committee.  The library will present a series of programs during National 
Library Week aimed at the gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, questioning, intersex and ally 
(GLBTQIA) community that will reinforce the message that the library is a place for all members 
of the community.  Working with area GLBTQIA designers, the library has developed print and 
electronic ads that will be placed in local and GLBTQIA publications and throughout 
Sacramento’s public transit system.  Additional promotional materials will be distributed at the 
library’s 28 branch locations and among local partner organizations.  Following National Library 
Week the library will work with the Campaign for America’s Libraries to make the campaign’s 
creative components available for use by all libraries.  


 
Public Programs Office  
(PPO)  


PPO Joins with Public Insight Network to Expand Building Common Ground Initiative 


The ALA Public Programs Office announced its collaboration with the Public Insight Network 
(PIN) from American Public Media to expand the reach of Building Common Ground: 
Discussions of Community, Civility and Compassion, a library programming initiative supported 
by the Fetzer Institute.  In December, ALA awarded 30 public libraries $2,500 grants in support 
of a multi-format discussion program for public audiences to spark action, engagement and 
reflection within the community.  In order to seed public conversations of emerging community 
issues, PIN will seek public media partners and offer them similar grants to amplify and broaden 
the library’s discussions through their Building Common Ground programming.  By inviting 
public media partners into community conversations hosted by participating libraries, PIN will 
compound the impact of Building Common Ground programs and provide local citizens the 
chance to become sources for public media and other PIN newsrooms around the country.  
More information about Building Common Ground: Discussions of Community, Civility and 
Compassion, including programming resources and a list of participating public libraries, is 
available at www.ala.org/commonground. 


Inter-American Magnet School Library Wins Sara Jaffarian Award  


The Inter-American Magnet School in Chicago is the recipient of the 2012 Sara Jaffarian School 
Library Program Award for Exemplary Humanities Programming.  Francis Feeley, school 
librarian at Inter-American Magnet School, developed and submitted the winning program, titled 
“Who Are We?”  The program challenged 7th and 8th grade students to explore the individual 
and collective behavior of human beings in the past and present in a series of quarterly 
research projects.  The award will be presented in June at the ALA Annual Conference in 
Anaheim.  The Inter-American Magnet School Library will receive a plaque recognizing the 
achievement, a cash award of $4,000 and promotion of the winning program as a model for 
other school libraries through ProgrammingLibrarian.org.  More information on the “Who Are 
We?” program can be found at: http://iamslibrary.wikispaces.com/Archives.  For more 
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information about the Sara Jaffarian Award, visit 
http://www.ala.org/offices/ppo/awardsgrants/jaffarian/jaffarianaward.  


 
 
 


ALA DIVISIONS 
 
 
American Association of School Librarians  
(AASL) 
 
 
AASL’s School Library Month Webinars Focus on Programming and Advocacy 
 
Created with the busy school librarian in mind, the American Association of School Librarians 
(AASL) will present short, on-demand professional development focused on improving and 
advocating the school library program during School Library Month.  Susan Kowalski, school 
librarian at Pine Grove Middle School, one of the 2011 National School Library Programs of the 
Year award winners, will present four webinars on programs designed to bring stakeholders into 
the library.  A webinar presented by Debra Logan, 2008 Ohio Educational Library Media 
Association/Follett Library Resources School Librarian of the Year and past chair of the AASL 
Advocacy Committee, will help school librarians become intentional about looking at what 
school library stakeholder groups want from their libraries.  More information can be found at 
www.ala.org/aasl/slm.    
 
Founder of School Library Month Shares Her Story in New Audio Podcast 
 
Lucille Thomas, chair of the first School Library Month committee, shares the planning and 
presentation of the first month dedicated to celebrating the school library profession in a new 
audio podcast presented by the AASL.  Interviewed by Susan Hess, member of 2012 School 
Library Month committee, Thomas speaks to developing a national celebration for AASL.  In 
1983, AASL President Judy King appointed Thomas as the first chair of what was then known 
as the School Library Media Month Committee.  Thomas and her committee gathered ideas 
from existing state and local celebrations and compiled a handbook outlining the first national 
observance.  Their work culminated on April 1, 1985 with a ceremony on the west steps of the 
U.S. Capitol.  The podcast is available on the AASL website at www.ala.org/aasl/slmpodcast.  
 


 
School Library Month Video Contest Asks Students Why They Belong in Their School Libraries 


AASL, in collaboration with SchoolTube, launched the School Library Month 2012 student video 
contest You Belong @ Your School Library on February 7.  Students had through March 29 to 
submit a video via SchoolTube.com detailing how their school library is (either physically or 
virtually) the place to be.  AASL received 41 entries.  Three student entries—one from an 
elementary, middle and high school -- will each receive a $100 Amazon.com gift card and 
Mackin will provide $500 in books for their school libraries.  Winners will be announced April 17. 
www.ala.org/aasl/slmvideocontest.    
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Resources Available to Help School Librarians Celebrate School Library Month 


The AASL website plays host to many different resources school librarians can use to invite 
stakeholders into the library and celebrate their programs during the month of April.  Currently 
available are proclamation templates to share with elected officials, a flyer template to promote 
SLM activities, and general SLM public service announcements to share with the school 
community.  Also available through the ALA online store are SLM web graphics and a “Ten 
Reasons Why You Belong at Your School Library” poster.  Coming soon, School Library Month 
chair and a Past President of AASL, Cassandra Barnett will present a webinar on navigating the 
AASL website and using these SLM resources.  More information and resources can be found 
at www.ala.org/aasl/slm.   
 
 
Association of College and Research Libraries  
(ACRL) 
 
Scott Walter Appointed College & Research Libraries Editor 


In early March, ACRL announced the appointment of Scott Walter to the post of editor for 
College & Research Libraries (C&RL).  Walter will serve as editor designate from July 1, 2012 to 
June 30, 2013, when he will assume full editorial responsibility.  In the position of editor, Walter 
will also serve as chair of the C&RL Editorial Board.  He succeeds Joseph J. Branin, Director of 
Libraries at the King Abdullah University of Science and Technology, as C&RL editor.  Branin 
will work closely with Walter over the next year to ensure a smooth transition.  Walter currently 
serves as Associate University Librarian for Services, Associate Dean of Libraries and professor 
of library administration and library and information science at the University of Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign, and as an adjunct faculty member of the San Jose State University School 
of Library and Information Science.  On April 30, 2012, he will assume the position of University 
Librarian at DePaul University in Chicago. 


2012 ACRL Awards Winners, Part 2  


Congratulations to the following recipients of 2012 ACRL awards! 


• CJCLS EBSCO Community College Learning Resources Award – Sheila Afnan-Manns, 
Reyes Medrano, Kandice Mickelsen 


• CJCLS EBSCO Community College Learning Resources Leadership Award - Mary Ann 
Laun 


• CLS ProQuest Innovation in College Librarianship Award – Anne Burke, Adrienne Lai, 
Adam Rogers 


• Hugh C. Atkinson Award – John F. Helmer 
• IS Ilene F. Rockman Publication of the Year Award – Char Booth 
• IS Innovation Award – Joshua Vossler, John Watts 
• RBMS Leab Exhibition Awards 
• WGSS Career Achievement Award – Ellen Greenblatt 
• WGSS Significant Achievement Award – Kirsten Canfield, Kayo Denda, Alicia Graham, 


Rhonda Marker, Li Sun, Lucy Vidal 
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Part 1 of the list appeared in the March 12 Report.  A complete listing of 2012 award winners is 
available on the ACRL website. 
 
The Atlas of New Librarianship Wins Best Book in Library Literature Award 


The Atlas of New Librarianship by R. David Lankes, co-published by ACRL and MIT Press, has 
been named the winner of the 2012 ABC-CLIO/Greenwood Award for the Best Book in Library 
Literature.  More information on The Atlas of New Librarianship is available on the book website 
and in the award press release. 


Scholarly Communication Road Show Hosts 
 
The ACRL Scholarly Communications Committee has selected five sites from 12 applications to 
host the “Scholarly Communication: From Understanding to Engagement” workshop this spring 
and summer, including the first host site outside the U.S.  The workshop focuses on new 
methods of scholarly publishing and communication, open access and openness as a principle, 
copyright and intellectual property and economics.  The institutions selected to host the 2012 
road shows are Atlanta University Center Robert W. Woodruff Library. Atlanta, GA; Colorado 
State University. Pueblo, CO; James Madison University. Harrisonburg, VA; University of New 
Mexico. Albuquerque, NM; and University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.  Learn more 
about ACRL’s scholarly communication initiatives on the ACRL website. 
 
Environments for Student Growth and Development 


In late March, ACRL released Environments for Student Growth and Development: Libraries 
and Student Affairs in Collaboration, edited by Lisa Janicke Hinchliffe and Melissa Autumn 
Wong.  Environments for Student Growth and Development focuses on collaborations between 
campus student services and libraries.  Librarians and student affairs professionals share a 
commitment to student success and holistic development, collaborative strategies and reflective 
practice.  The book explores how librarians and student affairs professionals partner through 
programming and other activities in order to create stronger campus environments for student 
learning, growth and development.  Environments for Student Growth and Development is 
available for purchase in print, as an e-book, and as a print/ e-book bundle through the ALA 
Online Store; in print and for Kindle through Amazon.com; and by telephone order at (866) 746-
7252 in the U.S. or (770) 442-8633 for international customers. 


MLA Members Receive Complimentary Access to CHOICE Reviews 


The Modern Language Association (MLA) and Choice, the leading academic review journal, 
recently announced a pilot project to provide MLA members with complimentary access to 
Choice reviews.  During the pilot phase, all MLA members will receive free and full access to 
Choice Reviews Online (CRO) through a link from the members-only portion of the MLA 
website.  There they will find more than 160,000 reviews of carefully selected scholarly titles 
published since September 1988, including the more than 600 new reviews published by Choice 
each month.  In addition, all MLA members who register with CRO will receive a monthly e-mail 
bulletin alerting them to new reviews in language and literature.  All told, Choice Reviews Online 
currently houses approximately 16,000 reviews of language and literature titles, along with a 
number of language- and literature-related editorial features. 
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CLIPP Call for Proposals 


The ACRL College Libraries Section (CLS) is seeking proposals for CLIPP: College Library 
Information on Policy and Practice, a reconceptualization of ACRL’s CLIPNotes publication 
series.  Any librarian at a college or small university can submit a publication proposal to the 
CLIPP committee.  Any trend or subject of interest to college and small university libraries is a 
potential topic.  Proposal ideas could include the changing nature of collections (e-books, 
remote storage, weeding policies, etc.); mobile access; grant writing; staff development; and the 
place of the library in campus organizational structures.  For a full description of the submission 
and publication process, visit the CLIPP website.  


ACRL 2013 Update 


In March, ACRL confirmed the second keynote speaker for the ACRL 2013 conference – Henry 
Rollins.  Singer/Actor/Poet/Activist/Raconteur and one of the most thought provoking individuals 
of our time, Rollins joins ACRL for a unique and engaging evening of spoken word. 
Congratulations to Rosalind Tedford of Wake Forest University and John Jackson from San 
Jose State University, winners of copies of Rollins’ book Occupants in the latest ACRL 2013 
contests.  Tedford won a drawing from the Conference Updates e-mail list, and Jackson won 
the best Rollins content.  The conference Call for Proposals is currently available.  Proposals for 
contributed papers, panel sessions, workshops, and preconferences are due on May 11, 2012. 
ACRL 2013 registration will open in May 2012. 


e-Learning Update 


The ACRL e-Learning program offered three online courses and four live webcasts during this 
report period.  103 individuals and 32 groups participated in these seven e-Learning events. 
Upcoming spring 2012 online seminars and webcast include budgeting, embedded librarianship, 
libraries and student affairs, and user experience and virtual reference. 
 


Association for Library Collections & Technical Services  
(ALCTS) 
 
Preservation Week Free Webinars 
 
Take a few moments during Preservation Week, April 22-28, to attend two free webinars.  
Sponsored by the HFGroup and Gaylord, these webinars will enlighten two very important and 
timely topics:  accidents and digital memories.  The webinars are produced as part of 
Preservation Week by the ALCTS.  These Preservation Week webinars are free and open to 
anyone with an interest in the topics.  For more information, visit the ALCTS website at 
www.ala.org/alcts and for more information on being part of Preservation Week, visit the 
website www.ala.org/preservationweek.   
 
Tuesday, April 24, 1 – 2 p.m., CDT. 
Taking Care:  Family Textiles 
To register, visit the GoToWebinar site   
https://www1.gotomeeting.com/register/318517225 
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Thursday, April 26, 1 p.m. - 2 p.m., CDT. 
Preserving Your Personal Digital Photographs 
To register, visit the GoToWebinar site: https://www1.gotomeeting.com/register/666813208 
 
ALCTS/ACRL Joint President’s Program Features Duane Bray 
 
Duane Bray, a partner at IDEO, a global innovation and design consulting firm, is the featured 
speaker at the joint President’s Program of the Association for Library Collections & Technical 
Services (ALCTS) and the Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL).  Duane is a 
partner at IDEO, where he heads the firm’s Global Digital Business.  He joined IDEO in 1995 to 
lead and develop the discipline of interaction design, now one of the most sought-after 
capabilities.  Duane’s experience includes the development of major software and hardware 
programs and the integration of emerging technologies into human-centered products and 
services.  He routinely explores the intersection of technology and people, revealing and 
elevating the emotional connections that we forge with digital media.  Bray’s presentation, 
“Future of the Book: Innovation in Traditional Industries,” will delve into the challenges traditional 
industries often face when experiencing disruptive change.  He will share concrete techniques 
for recognizing and harnessing opportunities for innovation.  The program is Monday, June 25, 
2012 during the Annual Conference of the American Library Association in Anaheim. 
 
 
Association for Library Service to Children   
(ALSC) 
 
Call for ALSC Online Education Proposals 
 
The ALSC Education Committee is adding to ALSC’s online course and webinar offerings.  
People interested in teaching a course or webinar are encouraged to submit a proposal on the 
ALSC website.  The Education Committee is looking for programs that offer students a valuable 
learning experience in the field of children’s library services and literature. 
 
Call for Host Site Applications for the 2013 Arbuthnot Lecture Featuring Michael Morpurgo 
 
The 2013 Arbuthnot Committee is now seeking applications to host the 2013 May Hill Arbuthnot 
Lecture featuring Children’s Laureate Michael Morpurgo to be delivered next spring.  
Applications are due May 11, 2012, and the location will be announced by the committee during 
the 2012 Annual Conference. 
 
ALSC Releases Top Titles for Tweens 
 
As a part of ALSC's collaboration with the Young Adult Library Services Association (YALSA) to 
further efforts to support those who serve the middle school age group, ALSC recently released 
the Top Titles for Tweens, a list of the ALSC award winners that are of most interest to tweens.  
This list was created by the 2012 School Age Programs and Services Committee, chaired by 
Tami Chumbley Finley.  These are titles identified from the ALSC Media and Notable Awards 
that are suitable for tween readers, ages 10-14. 
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Friends of ALSC and ALSC Membership Sponsor Facebook Contest 
 
The ALSC Membership Committee and the Friends of ALSC are giving away ten tickets to the 
2012 Newbery-Caldecott Banquet to ALSC members.  Members are asked to leave a 100-word 
comment on the ALSC Facebook page describing the value of their ALSC membership.  Only 
current personal ALSC members are eligible.  The contest runs until Sunday, April 15, 2012 
when winners will be randomly selected.  
 
Plans for the Annual Conference 2012  
 


• ALSC 101—Hosted by ALSC once again, this event is a member-driven effort to teach 
new members and would-be new members the ins and outs of membership at ALSC.  
The event will be held Saturday, June 25, 2012.  Members use games, talks and 
dialogue to demonstrate committee work and how to get involved. 


• The Newbery Caldecott Banquet will take place Sunday evening, 6:00-11:00 p.m., with a 
cash bar reception from 6:00-7:00; doors to the Banquet open at 6:45.  Speeches from 
Newbery Medalist Jack Gantos and Caldecott Medalist Chris Raschka will follow the 
dinner, and a receiving line will conclude the evening’s events.  


• The 2012 Pura Belpré Award Celebración, will take place on Sunday from 1:30-3:30 
p.m.  ALSC and REFORMA will welcome all attendees as they join the winning authors 
and illustrators in a special event to honor and celebrate the 2012 Medal winners. 


• The ALSC Awards Presentation will follow the President’s Program on Monday, 10:30 
a.m. – 12:00 noon.  The Batchelder, Carnegie, Geisel, and Sibert Awards will be 
presented, and the ALSC membership meeting will follow. 


• The Odyssey Awards for Excellence in Audiobook Production, administered jointly by 
ALSC and YALSA and sponsored by Booklist, will be presented on Monday from 4:00-
5:30 p.m.  A reception with light refreshments, sponsored by the Audio Publishers 
Association, will follow the award presentations and program, at a location announced in 
late May. 


 
 
Association of Library Trustees, Advocates, Friends and Foundations  
(ALTAFF) 


New Webinars on Engaging Baby Boomers as Volunteers for Libraries 


A new series of webinars on engaging the baby boom generation as volunteers for libraries and 
Friends was launched in April.  The series includes three courses: the first gives an overview of 
how members of the baby boom generation are different than previous generations in what they 
are looking for in volunteer opportunities, the second is on engaging active volunteers for 
Friends groups, and the third is on creating new volunteer opportunities in libraries.  The 
courses are given by Carla Lehn (from the California State Library), and Sally G. Reed.  Single 
seat license will be $139 for non-ALTAFF members and $39 for members.  Multi-seat (but same 
site) licenses will be $149 for non-ALTAFF members, and $49 for members.  The price 
differential was set with generating new ALTAFF membership in mind. 
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Joint Preconference on Fundraising 


ALTAFF and LLAMA have begun work to develop a joint preconference on fundraising for the 
2013 annual conference in Chicago.  The preconference will be divided into three two-hour 
courses set over the course of the day:  Planned Giving, Capital Campaigns, and Starting a 
Foundation.  The courses will be sold ala carte with a discount for those attending all three.  
More planning on this will take place in Anaheim at the 2012 annual conference. 


 
Library and Information Technology Association  
(LITA) 
 
ITAL (Information Technology and Libraries) Now Open Access, e-only 
http://ejournals.bc.edu/ojs/index.php/ital/issue/current 
 
Congratulations to LITA on publishing the first open access, e-only issue of ITAL in March.  
ITAL is the LITA members’ journal, and the LITA membership is to be congratulated on its 
generous contribution to the library technology literature.  Bob Gerrity, ITAL editor, said, “This 
will help ensure the long-term viability of ITAL by making it more accessible, more current, more 
relevant, and more environmentally friendly.  ITAL will continue to feature high-quality articles 
that have undergone a rigorous peer-review process, but it will also begin expanding content to 
include more case studies, commentary, and information about topics and trends of interest to 
the LITA community and beyond.”   
 
LITA at the Annual Conference 
http://www.ala.org/lita/conferences/annual/2012 
 
LITA is offering 30+ programs on Saturday through Monday in Anaheim.  Of special interest is 
Sunday Afternoon with LITA which includes the popular Top Technology Trends panel, brief 
awards presentations, and the LITA President’s Program on The Fourth Paradigm: Data-
Intensive Research, Digital Scholarship and Implications for Libraries with Tony Hey from 
Microsoft Research and Clifford Lynch from the Coalition for Networked Information (CNI).  The 
popular LITA Happy Hour will follow the Sunday Afternoon programming.  
 
Professional Development Opportunities 
http://www.ala.org/lita/learning 
 
Three full-day learning opportunities are available on Friday, June 22 in Anaheim as follows:    


• Web Content Strategy for Libraries by Nina McHale. 
• Creating Library Linked Data: What Catalogers and Coders Can Build. 
• Building Digital Collections Using Islandora by Kirsta Stapelfeldt and Mark 


Leggott. 


Registration for these classes is open to all regardless of whether they are attending the Annual 
Conference.   More details are available at http://www.ala.org/lita/conferences/annual/2012. 
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Library Leadership and Management Association  
(LLAMA) 
 
LLAMA Awards Competitions See Huge Increase in Number of Entries 
 
Two of LLAMA’s highest profile awards had dramatic increases in the number of entries 
received.  The John Cotton Dana Public Relations award received a record breaking 108 entries 
from public, academic and other types of libraries of different sizes.  The ALA/IIDA Library 
Interior Design award received 117 entries from libraries throughout the world.   
 


• The John Cotton Dana Award, provided jointly by EBSCO Publishing, the H.W. Wilson 
Foundation, and the American Library Association, honors outstanding library public 
relations.  In recognition of their achievement, each John Cotton Dana award winner 
receives a $10,000 development grant from the H.W. Wilson Foundation.  Entries will be 
judged April 16-17 in Chicago.  Awards will be presented June 24 at a reception hosted 
by EBSCO Publishing during the ALA annual conference in Anaheim, CA. 


• The ALA/IIDA Library Interior Design Awards honor excellence in library interior design 
and promote examples of extraordinary design reflected through innovative concepts. 
They are co-sponsored by the ALA and the International Interior Design Association 
(IIDA). The winning projects will be selected by a jury of design and library professionals 
April 13 in Chicago.  Winning designers and their library clients will be honored at an 
awards program June 24 at the 2012 ALA Annual meeting in Anaheim, and will be 
published in American Libraries and Contract. 


 
 
Public Library Association   
(PLA) 
 
PLA @ ALA Annual Conference  
 
PLA is excited to present three unique preconferences and more than 15 programs for public 
library professionals at the ALA Annual Conference in Anaheim.  Additionally, PLA will host an 
Awards Presentation and President’s Program on Sunday, 1:30 p.m.   
 
PLA Webinars 
 
PLA continues to offer a wide range of education via monthly webinars and special series. 
Available Now: 
 


• Public Librarian’s Guide to E-Books: A PLA Webinar Series features something for 
libraries at every stage of e-book adoption.  Four webinars tackle e-book issues and 
concerns for public library staff.  Registration for the full series or individual webinars is 
now open.  Webinars include: E-Books 101 – A Look at Devices, Platforms, and Training 
Ideas (April 17); Stretching Your Library’s E-Books Budget (April 24); E-Books and 
Customer Service at Your Library (May 1); and E-Books and Libraries: What’s Next? 
(May 8)  
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Previously held: 
• March 28: “Implementing ‘Choose Civility,” a Community-Wide Campaign 
• February 23:  “Creating Dynamic Library Atmospheres”  


Edge Website Goes Live 


PLA and its Edge Coalition partners are excited to announce the Edge website, 
www.libraryedge.org.  Visit the website to learn more about this initiative to develop Public 
Access Technology Benchmarks, and to register and offer feedback on the draft benchmarks 
and indicators.  Input is vital to creating a tool that is relevant to public libraries, and the Edge 
website is the portal to do just that.  


PLA @ALA 2014 Annual Conference 


PLA is now accepting program and preconference proposals for the 2013 ALA Annual 
Conference in Chicago, June 27-July 2.  Proposals may be submitted and updated through the 
PLA online form until May 15, 2012.  


PLA Boot Camp 


Applications are now being accepted for the PLA 2012 Boot Camp, “Results Are What Matters: 
Management Tools and Techniques to Improve Library Services and Programs” presented by 
June Garcia and Sandra Nelson, August 21–25, 2012 at the Nashville (TN) Public Library. 


 
Young Adult Library Services Association  
(YALSA) 
 
2012 YA Literature Symposium Registration Open 
 
Registration is now open for YALSA’s symposium, “The Future of YA Literature: Hit me with the 
Next Big Thing.”  The symposium will be held in St. Louis, MO, November 2 – 4, 2012.  View a 
preliminary program, sign up for updates, interact with attendees and learn more about the 
event at www.ala.org/yalitsymposium.  
  
YALSA Receives Funding for New Online Continuing Education Effort 
 
YALSA and its design partner, Badgeville, were named one of 30 winners from a pool of 91 
finalists in the Badges for Lifelong Learning Competition on Thursday, March 1, at the Digital 
Media and Learning Conference.  The Competition is held in collaboration with Mozilla and is 
part of the 4th Digital Media and Learning Competition, supported by the John D. and Catherine 
T. MacArthur Foundation and administered by HASTAC.  YALSA received $75,000 to create 
badges that will be based on its Competencies for Serving Youth, national guidelines that 
outline what today’s librarians need to know to effectively serve teens.  
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2012 Teen Read Week™: What You Need to Know 
 
Registration for Teen Read Week™ (TRW) opened April 12.  The event will be celebrated 
October 14 – 20 with the theme “It Came from the Library!”  Ten mini grants, funded by the 
Dollar General Literacy Foundation, will be available for libraries to implement TRW programs.  
Products are on sale as well at www.alastore.ala.org/trw.   
 
Upcoming Events & New Initiatives  


• April 12, Celebrate Support Teen Lit Day by hosting a Booze for Books fundraiser, 
http://bit.ly/xpYuk4 (.pdf) 


• April 12, Teen Read Week™ web site launches, www.ala.org/teenread  
• April 12, Teens’ Top Ten nominations posted – a great list to share with teens to 


encourage summer reading.   www.ala.org/teenstopten  
• April 19, Managing the Swarm: Teen Behavior in the Library and Strategies for 


Success with Erin Downey Howerton 
• April 30, deadline to apply for mentoring program 


www.ala.org/yalsa/profdev/mentoring  
• June 1 through September 30, submit a Selection Committee Volunteer form 


http://yalsa.ala.org/forms/selectionvolunteer.php 
• July 2, Making the Match: Finding the Right Book for the Right Teen at the Right 


Time.  This six week course runs through August 13 
• Aug. 15 online vote for Teens’ Top Ten opens www.ala.org/teenstopten  
• September 15, registration closes for Teen Read Week™, www.ala.org/teenread  
• September 16, registration closes for YA Lit Symposium, 


www.ala.org/yalitsymposium  
• September 30, deadline to submit a Selection Committee Volunteer form 


http://yalsa.ala.org/forms/selectionvolunteer.php  
• October 14 – 20, Teen Read Week™ is celebrated with “It Came from the Library” 


theme, www.ala.org/teenread 
• November 2 – 4, Young Adult Literature Symposium in St. Louis, MO, 


www.ala.org/yalitsymposium  
 
 


ALA PUBLISHING 
 


New Books from Neal-Schuman Imprint and from ALA Editions 


With the transition of Neal-Schuman complete, new books published under the imprint include 
Using Web 2.0 and Social Networking Tools in the K-12 Classroom, The Holiday Handbook and 
The Digital Librarian's Legal Handbook. New books from the UK publisher Chandos include Not 
Your Ordinary Librarian, and Managing Intellectual Capital in Libraries.  ALA Editions has 
published several new titles, including Fundamentals of Library Instruction, Grant Money 
through Collaborative Partnerships, and Joint Libraries: Models That Work.    
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American Libraries Joins Pinterest, Attracting Thousands 


American Libraries joined Pinterest, the online pin board, in March and in less than a month has 
nearly 1000 followers for its Great Libraries of the World board, more than 1000 followers for the 
Featured Digital Libraries board, and hundreds of followers for its other boards.  Meanwhile, 
Twitter followers are up to 11,990. 
 


American Libraries was pleased to collaborate with the ALA's Public Information Office again in 
releasing the annual State of America's Libraries report, timed to release for National Library 
Week.  The report can be accessed at 


American Libraries Collaborates on State of America’s Libraries Report  


http://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/archives/issue/state-americas-libraries-2012. 


 
ALA TechSource and ALA Editions eCourse and Workshop Program Continuing to Grow 


ALA TechSource and ALA Editions well-attended workshops and eCourses have recently 
included Serving Deaf Patrons in the Library with Kathy MacMillan, and the second iteration of 
Integrating iPads and Tablet Computers into Library Services with Rebecca Miller, Carolyn 
Meier and Heather Moorefield-Lang.  Popular ALA Editions eCourses included Rethinking 
Library Instruction: Libraries as Social Learning Centers with Paul Signorelli and Demystifying 
Copyright: Educating Your Staff and Community with Lesley Ellen Harris. 


Booklist Reaches Millions of Eyes, and Shines at PLA  


Booklist Publications’ new subscription model, granting online access to print subscribers, 
contributed to Booklist Online’s reaching one million pageviews in January for the first time.  The 
upward climb continued, with March reaching 1.3 million pageviews.  At PLA, Booklist was the 
toast of Philly when it hosted a mystery authors cocktail party, where fifteen authors from seven 
different publishing houses mingled with enthusiastic fans and happily signed their books.  Also 
at PLA, Booklist staffers Rebecca Vnuk, Brad Hooper, and Keir Graff lent their expertise to 
panels on collection development and readers’ advisory.  Webinars continued apace, with 
eleven live events between January 1 and April 1.  Booklist is now preparing for Mystery Month 
(May), when blogs, newsletters, and the magazines will cover this genre favorite. 


RDA Toolkit released notable new content and features in early April.  In regard to content, the 
release included the first Joint Steering Committee (JSC) update of RDA consisting of 
substantive changes, as opposed to corrections such as typos.  In support of the updated 
content, an RDA Update History section was added to RDA Toolkit.  This new section serves as 
an archive of the outdated version of instructions and includes a summary of the changes made 
in the update.  Other enhancements included user-configurable timeout periods and revised 
Instruction filters.  These improvements allow users to better tailor their RDA Toolkit experience 
to meet their specific needs.  ALA Digital Reference has also announced RDA Toolkit 
promotional/sales partnerships with regional distributors DeGruyter (for German-speaking 
markets in Europe) and Rojas Eberhard (for Spanish-speaking markets in Latin America). 


RDA: Resource Description and Access 
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The ALA Store at PLA was a great success, particularly for all things Hunger Games, including 
the poster and bookmark, as well as a large selection of collectibles.  The store sold out of many 
of the gift items available exclusively at conferences, and Graphics looks forward to offering 
more of this merchandise at the Annual Conference.  Speaking of Annual—the poll to determine 
the color of the Annual Conference T-shirt is now open and being promoted at Annual 2012’s 
homepage and through social media.  The summer catalog was mailed in March with a much-
anticipated Frankie Pickle poster and bookmark, as well as a new theme for Teen Read Week™ 
and a new design for Banned Books Week. 


ALA Graphics—Hunger Games, One of Several Recent and New In-Demand Product Sets 
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		Transforming Libraries Portal

		Libraries Matter Portal

		Library Appropriations

		Madison Award

		Cybersecurity and Surveillance

		Digital Literacy Task Force Defines Digital Literacy

		Digital Content and Libraries Working Group at the PLA Conference

		OITP Will Host a Google Policy Fellow for the Summer 2012

		OITP Outlines Library “Triple Play” for Digital Literacy

		FCC Proposal to Fund Digital Literacy Training through Public Libraries

		OITP Research Fellow, Jessie Mannisto Releases New Report

		OITP Offers Alternative Spring Break



		Office for Intellectual Freedom

		Free Webinar on Defusing Conflict in the Library Workplace

		“Rallying Your Community: Mobilizing the Grassroots” Webinar on May 2

		Publicity for Two New Literary Prizes

		Sacramento Public Library Wins Scholastic Library Publishing National Library Week Grant

		ALA DIVISIONS

		Scott Walter Appointed College & Research Libraries Editor

		The Atlas of New Librarianship Wins Best Book in Library Literature Award

		Environments for Student Growth and Development

		MLA Members Receive Complimentary Access to CHOICE Reviews

		CLIPP Call for Proposals

		Preservation Week Free Webinars

		Call for ALSC Online Education Proposals



		Call for Host Site Applications for the 2013 Arbuthnot Lecture Featuring Michael Morpurgo

		ALSC Releases Top Titles for Tweens

		Friends of ALSC and ALSC Membership Sponsor Facebook Contest

		Plans for the Annual Conference 2012



		LLAMA Awards Competitions See Huge Increase in Number of Entries





		Public Library Association

		PLA @ ALA Annual Conference

		PLA Webinars

		2012 Teen Read Week™: What You Need to Know



		Registration for Teen Read Week™ (TRW) opened April 12.  The event will be celebrated October 14 – 20 with the theme “It Came from the Library!”  Ten mini grants, funded by the Dollar General Literacy Foundation, will be available for libraries to imp...

		Upcoming Events & New Initiatives



		ALA PUBLISHING
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EBD # 12.33 
2011-2012 


 
 


 
TO:   ALA Executive Board 
 
RE:  Public Information Office/Campaign for America’s Libraries 
 
ACTION REQUESTED/INFORMATION/REPORT: 


Informational report providing update on status of @ your library® Campaign 
projects, partnerships and initiatives 


 
ACTION REQUESTED BY:  


Cathleen Bourdon, AED, ALA Communications and Member Relations,  
   312-280-3217 


 
CONTACT PERSON:  


Mark Gould, Director, Public Information Office, 312-280-5042, mgould@ala.org 
Megan Humphrey, Campaign Manager, 312-280-4020, mhumphrey@ala.org  


 
DRAFT OF MOTION: N/A 


    
 
DATE: March 28, 2012 
 
Executive Summary 
 
Author Brad Meltzer is serving as the Honorary Chair of National Library Week 2012 (April 8-
14).  Meltzer is the latest in a series of National Library Week Honorary Chairs, which has 
included John Grisham, Neil Gaiman, Jamie Lee Curtis, and Julie Andrews.   
 
Sacramento Public Library is the winner of the 2012 Scholastic Library Publishing National 
Library Week grant. The library won $3,000 to support its National Library Week activities 
centered on the week’s theme, You belong @ your library. 
 
Atyourlibrary.org, ALA’s public awareness website, continues its upward growth.  The site has 
nearly 2,900 Facebook fans, up 156% from one year ago, and more than 7,600 Twitter followers, 
up 141% from one year ago.  More than 3,500 subscribers receive the bi-weekly 
atyourlibrary.org email newsletter, up 246% from one year ago.  Page views and site visits have 
jumped 141% over a one year period.     
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Brad Meltzer serves as Honorary Chair, National Library Week 2012 
 
“Without librarians, I wouldn’t be a writer today.”  --Brad Meltzer 


 
Author Brad Meltzer will serve as the Honorary Chair of 
National Library Week 2012 (April 8-14).  ALA is 
pitching a print public service announcement (PSA) 
featuring the author to national publications.   
 
ALA also offers free customization of the PSA to libraries 
who want to use it in local publications, newsletters or 
other media. 
 
ALA has re-branded the video PSAs Meltzer recorded for 
ALA Past President Roberta Stevens’ Our Authors, Our 
Advocates initiative with a National Library Week 
introduction.  The videos are available for libraries from 
YouTube and for download.  
 
Meltzer also recorded a testimonial on the powerful role 
libraries have played in his life, in which he explains, 
“Without librarians, I wouldn’t be a writer today.” 
 
Meltzer is the latest in a series of National Library Week 
Honorary Chairs which has included John Grisham, Neil 
Gaiman, Jamie Lee Curtis, and Julie Andrews.   
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National Library Week theme: You belong @ your library®; Sacramento Public Library 
wins National Library Week Grant 
 
The National Library Week theme for 2012 is, You belong  
@ your library.  The National Library Week subcommittee of the 
Public Awareness Committee recommended the theme for ALA 
President Molly Raphael’s approval.  The theme ties in with 
Raphael’s presidential themes around access and diversity. 
 
Tools to help libraries develop promotions around National Library 
Week are available on the National Library Week webpage and 
include sample press materials, a downloadable web graphic and 
audio PSAs, in addition to the Brad Meltzer PSAs. 
 
Following the ALA Midwinter Meeting in Dallas, the Public 
Awareness Committee announced Sacramento Public Library as the 
winner of the 2012 Scholastic Library Publishing National Library 
Week grant. The library won $3,000 to support its National Library Week activities centered on 
the week’s theme. 


The library will present a series of 
programs during National Library 
Week aimed at the gay, lesbian, 
bisexual, transgender, questioning, 
intersex and ally (GLBTQIA)  
community. Through its 
programming series and in 
conjunction with a comprehensive 
marketing campaign, the Sacramento 


Public Library will reinforce the message that the library is a place 
for all members of the community. 


Working with area GLBTQIA designers, the library has developed 
print and electronic ads that will be placed in local and GLBTQIA 
publications. Ads will also be placed throughout the Sacramento’s 
public transit system. Additional promotional materials will be 
distributed at the library’s 28 branch locations and among local 
partner organizations.   


The library will make the campaign’s creative components 
available for use by all libraries following National Library Week. 
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ALA in talks with Lifetime Networks about continued support for Connect with your kids 
@ your library®  
 
ALA is currently in talks with Lifetime Networks about continued support for the Connect with 
your kids @ your library campaign.  The campaign, which launched at the ALA Annual 
Conference last June in New Orleans, seeks to strengthen families by motivating parents to 
spend quality time with their children at the library. 
 
In 2011, Lifetime Networks, the campaign’s cable television media sponsor, gave ALA a grant 
to produce two television PSAs (http://tinyurl.com/3rgcxbu) in support of the campaign.  
Lifetime provided donated air time for one year to the spots.   ALA is hoping to continue support 
for donated air time. 
 


 
Since the summer, more than 1 
million Connect with your kids @ 
your library bookmarks and nearly 
80,000 Connect with your kids @ 
your library Family Activity Guides 
have been distributed through libraries 
nationwide.   
 
Libraries in 19 major media markets 
distributed the bookmarks and guides.  
Other libraries were able to order 
guides and bookmarks from ALA 
following the ALA Annual 
Conference in New Orleans.  The 
materials have been distributed at 


summer reading programs, at local Head Start outlets, at library story time and other early 
literacy programs, and at local book festivals and other community events outside the library.  
 
In response to member request, the Connect with your kids @ your library Family Activity 
Guide also has been translated into Spanish.  The guide is available as a free download for 
librarians from atyourlibrary.org/connectwithyourkids.  A Spanish web page also is available for 
the public. 
 
Scholastic Parent & Child magazine is the campaign’s print media sponsor.  The magazine has 
donated a total of six full-color ads.  
 
The program lives on atyourlibrary.org.  Elements include a web version of the Family Activity 
Guide.  The guide includes tips for parents and caregivers on spending quality time with their 
children in the library, at home or out in the community with resources from the public or school 
library.  Activities presented in the guide include reading together, homework help, cultural 
heritage and more.  Different suggested activities are grouped by theme: learn, explore, connect, 
play and create.   
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In addition, the site includes a blog dedicated to content for parents and stories from families 
who use the library together. 
 
Libraries can download the Connect with your kids materials, including the Family Activity 
Guide in English and Spanish and Connect with your kids logos, at no charge from 
atyourlibrary.org/connectwithyourkids.    
 
Atyourlibrary.org website hosts promotions for The Lorax and The Hunger Games, 
promotes Women’s History Month 
 
The atyourlibrary.org website 
continues to publish content that 
encourages visitors to utilize the 
resources at their library.  Recent 
articles include those on Women’s 
History Month, teen photography, 
crafting effective cover letters, 
financial education and Teen Tech 
Week.   
 
In addition to regular content, the site 
hosts initiatives to engage visitors, 
such as recent   sweepstakes with tie-
ins to “The Lorax” and “The Hunger 
Games.”   
 
During National Library Week, 
visitors will be encouraged to submit a story about why they belong at the library through the 
site’s story collection web page.  It will also feature content on School Library Month, the State 
of America’s Libraries Report, National Library Workers Day, National Bookmobile Day, 
Support Teen Literature Day and the release of the Top Ten Most Frequently Challenged Books 
of 2011.  
 
To date, atyourlibrary.org has nearly 2,900 Facebook fans, up 156% from one year ago, and 
more than 7,600 Twitter followers, up 141% from one year ago.  More than 3,500 subscribers 
receive the bi-weekly atyourlibrary.org email newsletter, up 246% from one year ago.  Page 
views and site visits have jumped 141% over a one year period.     
 
The website was designed for the general public – library users and non-users – and aims at 
increasing  the use of libraries by people of all ages. The goal is to provide information and 
recommended resources that everybody can take advantage of at their local library.  Carnegie 
Corporation of New York provided a generous grant to originally fund the site.  The site is also 
supported by Disney Book Group, FINRA and Library Champions.   
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The American Dream Starts @ your library® digital supplement coming in April 
 


The Public Information Office 
and ALA’s Office for Literacy 
and Outreach Services are 
preparing a digital supplement to 
American Libraries magazine 
that highlights the impact the 
American Dream Starts @ your 
library program has had on 
library users and grantee 
libraries.  The supplement will 
roll out in April. 
 
With generous support from the 
Dollar General Literacy 
Foundation, OLOS in 2010 
selected 73 public libraries to 
receive $5,000 to develop literacy 
programs for adult English 
language learners.  
 
 
 
 


 
 





		Cathleen Bourdon, AED, ALA Communications and Member Relations,     312-280-3217

		CONTACT PERSON:

		Mark Gould, Director, Public Information Office, 312-280-5042, mgould@ala.org

		Megan Humphrey, Campaign Manager, 312-280-4020, mhumphrey@ala.org

		Atyourlibrary.org website hosts promotions for The Lorax and The Hunger Games, promotes Women’s History Month








EBD #12.38 
2011-2012 


 
 


TO:   ALA Executive Board 
 
RE: Office for Human Resource Development and Recruitment (HRDR)  


Activity Report 
 
ACTION REQUESTED/INFORMATION/REPORT: 
            


INFORMATION ONLY 
 
ACTION REQUESTED BY:  
            None  
 
CONTACT PERSON: Lorelle R. Swader, CAE,  


Director 
 
DRAFT OF MOTION:   None 
 
DATE: April 12, 2012 
 
BACKGROUND: 
                        
HRDR provides information on education and professional development in support of the 
principle of lifelong learning. It designs and disseminates recruitment materials, conducts 
recruiting activities, and encourages participation in recruitment at the grassroots level of the 
profession. The office communicates with libraries on issues relating to management of human 
resources and acts as an advocate for “best practices” in these areas.  
 
In support of HRDR’s programmatic priorities, the office manages the ALA-Wide Scholarship 
Clearinghouse, JobLIST Placement Center (at MW, Annual and division national conferences) 
and Librarycareers.org website.  In support of its leadership development mission, the office 
coordinates the Emerging Leaders program, ALA/Council Committee Chair Orientation and 
ALA Internship program.  
 
As part of its liaison duties, the HRDR staff supports the following ALA committees and round 
tables: COE; COSWL; HRDR Advisory; Scholarship & Study Grants; TOLD; LEANRT; LIRT; 
LSSIRT, NMRT and SORT.  They also support four scholarship juries and two Assemblies 
(Education and Recruitment).   
 
The attached report is meant to highlight recent office activities.   
 
Attachments:   JobLIST Placement Center Activities  
 
 







   
 
 American Library Association 
50 East Huron Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60611-2795 
USA 


TDD 312 944 7298 
http://www.ala.org 
Toll Free 800 545 2433 
 


Telephone 312 280 4278 
Fax 312 280 3256 
E-mail lswader@ala.org 
 
 


Career Development Activities 
 


As part of the ALA 2015 Strategic Plan, HRDR was awarded an internal grant to support a series 
of career development activities for job seekers through August 2012.   
 
The array of services is designed to provide a comprehensive response to the full range of career-
related needs of ALA members (including needs expressed by attendees at the ALA conferences) 
and those services which are frequently requested by professionals going through job search, 
networking, career transition, professional development and retirement-related challenges.   
 
The program is designed to include items that individuals could immediately implement, as well 
as items that provide more in-depth coverage of a particular topic that will require more 
reflection and, at times, “homework” on the part of the participant.  Additionally, the overall 
program is meant to focus on their needs at different stages of their career development as library 
professionals, from first time job seekers graduating from college to mid and late library-related 
professionals. 
 
The program includes several components, which members opt to participate in – choosing one, 
several or all of these offerings, depending on their current and anticipated career-related 
challenges:  


• Online Virtual Chats (Held monthly) 
• Webinars (Held quarterly) 
• Individualized Counseling Sessions (Held onsite in the JobLIST Placement Center during 


the Midwinter Meeting in Dallas, TX) 
• Telephone counseling sessions (Held during the week following the Midwinter Meeting 


in Dallas) 
 


We have contracted with consultant, Dr. Caitlin Williams who has been in the field of career 
development for more than 20 years.  She writes, speaks, conducts research and coaches 
individuals on ways to continue growing professionally, as well as ways to remain employable in 
a challenging economy. As a faculty member of San Jose State University, Caitlin has been 
partnering with ALA for nearly 10 years to offer individuals help with managing their career and 
providing free one-on-one career coaching sessions at ALA conferences.   


 
Attached is a list of the activities held since the program began in October.  For a complete list of 
programs and access to its archives, please visit: 
http://joblist.ala.org/modules/jobseeker/controller.cfm 
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Annual Conference JobLIST Placement Center 


For more than 30 years, the ALA Placement Service has provided opportunities for employers 
and job seekers to meet, network, and achieve success in reaching their employment goals.  The 
recently branded “JobLIST” Placement Center is intended for people at every stage of their 
careers--not just new graduates. The center will be open during the Annual Conference in 
Anaheim.  All services and sessions are free to job seekers (unless otherwise noted). The dates of 
operation will be: Saturday & Sunday, June 23 - 24, 2012, 9:00am - 5:00pm. Conference 
registration is not required to participate.   


The International Association for Continuing Education and Training (IACET) has awarded 
ALA the prestigious Authorized Provider status. IACET Authorized Providers are the only 
organizations approved to offer IACET Continuing Education Units (CEUs). The recognition 
period extends for five years, and includes all programs offered or created during that time. 


Continuing Education Units (CEUs) Program 


In order to achieve Authorized Provider status, ALA completed a rigorous application process, 
including a review by an IACET site visitor, and successfully demonstrated adherence to the 
ANSI/IACET 1-2007 Standard addressing the design, development, administration, and 
evaluation of its programs.  ALA is now authorized to use the IACET name and Authorized 
Provider logo on promotional course material. Although not all ALA programs will be eligible 
for CEUs, the HRDR staff is working with units across the association to establish quality 
standards for programming.  In addition, we are now linked to the IACET web site.  YALSA is 
the first unit to step forward and offer the ALA CEU as part of their continuing education 
programs.   


LIS Education 


Recently, the ALA Committee on Education (COE) appointed a working group to undertake the 
charge of discussing and developing diversity recommendations for Library & Information 
Studies (LIS) education in the following areas:  


• Multicultural curriculum 
• Recruitment and mentoring of minority students 
• Recruitment and retention of minority faculty 
• Administrative support for a multicultural environment 


 
The working group is comprised of members of COE, the Association for Library and 
Information Science Education  (ALISE),  the Committee on Diversity (COD), the International 
Relations Committee (IRC), the American Indian Library Association (AILA), the Asian Pacific 
American Librarians Association (APALA), the Chinese American Librarians Association 
(CALA) and REFORMA (National Association to Promote Library and Information Services to 
Latinos and the Spanish Speaking).   
 
The first task of the group was to survey ALA accredited programs asking about their diversity 
efforts. Preliminary returns, which were presented to COE during the 2012 Midwinter Meeting, 
had a very low response rate. After further discussion, COE asked the working group to re-
evaluate the purpose of the survey, its design and make it more inclusive by also surveying 
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NCATE approved programs. After evaluation of the final data, the committee will determine 
next steps.  
 
Leadership Development Training 
 
The Training, Orientation and Leadership Development (TOLD) committee is supporting 
President-elect Maureen Sullivan in hosting a strategic leadership meeting for all incoming ALA 
and Council committee chairs.  This event will be held during the 2012 ALA Annual Conference 
in Anaheim, CA.  


   
Emerging Leaders Program 


 
The 2012 class of Emerging Leaders (EL) will have an opportunity to meet attendees of the ALA 
Annual Conference at their poster session and reception. The event will be held on Friday, June 
22, 2012; 3 - 4 p.m. in Anaheim Convention Center – Rm. 303 AB. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 







ALA JobLIST Placement Service Career Development Program Activities 
Summary Statistics  


Date Activity/Event Number 
Attended/ 
Registered 


Notes 


Oct. 27, 2011 Tips for Getting Unstuck in Your Job 
Search  
(Online Chat) 
 


90 
 


 


Nov. 17, 2011 Career Communication Documents - 
including that all-important resume  
(Online Chat) 


468 
 


 


Dec. 15, 2011 Prepare to WOW Them in Your Next 
Interview!  
CHAT 


438 
 


 


Jan. 11, 2012 How to Get Unstuck in Your Job Search 
(Webinar) 


152 
 


 


Jan. 21&22 Face-to-face counseling sessions 
(Held onsite in the JobLIST Placement 
Center during the Midwinter Meeting in 
Dallas, TX) 


23 
 


Online wait list as 
well as onsite 


Jan. 25 & 26 Telephone counseling sessions 
(Held during the week following the 
Midwinter Meeting in Dallas) 


21  


Feb. 23, 1012 Using Social Media for an Even More 
Effective Job Search  
(Online Chat) 


 Postponed to next 
month due to 
facilitator injury 


March 22, 2012 Using Social Media for an Even More 
Effective Job Search 
(Online Chat) 


399   


April 11, 2012 Moving Difficult Conversations Toward 
Positive Outcomes: Coping with 
Challenges in the Workplace  
 (Webinar) 


343  Co-sponsored with 
the LeRoy C. Merritt 
Humanitarian Fund 
 


April 26, 2012 Use the Power of Your Story, Your Brand 
and Your Accomplishment Statements to 
STAND OUT in Your Job Search 
(Online Chat) 


  


    
 








ALA EXECUTIVE BOARD 
2012 Spring Meeting Agenda  


April 20-23, 2012 
ALA Headquarters – Chicago, IL 


 
 


 - Friday, April 20, 2012 - 
 
 


Lunch 
12:00 – 1:00 


Carnegie Room 
 
 
 


**Please turn off cell phones and other communication devices 
 prior to the start of each session.  If there will be any handouts for the Board, 


please bring them to the Staff table prior to your presentation.** 
 
 
 
1:00 – 2:45 PM  Digital Initiatives Update – EBD# 12.37 


President Molly Raphael and Director of OITP, Alan Inouye 
will provide an update on the work of the Digital Content 
and Libraries Working Group and the meetings with 
various groups around the topic of e-books and digital 
content.   
 
Digital Content Strategy Discussion 
Discussion of current issues related to libraries, e-books 
and other digital content and Association strategies and 
options.   
 


 
2:45 – 3:30 PM  Update on ALA Committee on Accreditation  
    President Molly Raphael will lead a discussion of issues  
    raised by Committee on Accreditation members and how  
    the Association can best address concerns raised. 
 
 
 
5:00 PM   - Dinner- 
 


EBD #9.3 
2011-2012 
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   - Saturday, April 21, 2012 - 
 


 
ALA Executive Board Meeting – Session I 


9:00 – 5:00 PM 
Carnegie Room 


 
**Please turn off cell phones and other communication devices prior to the start 
of the meeting.  If there will be any handouts for the Board, please bring them to 


the Board Secretariat at the Staff table prior to your presentation.** 
 
 
 Procedural/Consent  
 


9:00 AM   Call to Order (Molly Raphael, ALA President) 
 Introduction of visitors:   
    Newly elected Executive Board members Robert Banks, Alexia  
    Hudson, and John Moorman. 
 


9:00–9:05 AM  Consent Agenda (Molly Raphael) 
• Agenda Approval–EBD #9.3 
• President’s Report – EBD #7.5 
• President-elect’s Report – EBD #7.6 
• Executive Director’s Report–EBD #12.30 
• Advocacy Report–EBD #12.32 
• Campaign for America’s Libraries Report, EBD #12.33 
• Media Relations Report - EBD #12.34 
• Office of Research and Statistics – EBD #12.31 


 
 
9:05 – 9:10 AM Approval of Midwinter Meeting Minutes and Vote Tally–EBD 


#2.2 and EBD #1.5 
 
    Confirmation of 2/21/12 Conference Call Vote – EBD   
    #1.6 


 
 Decision/Action 
 
 


9:10 –9:45 AM  Finance and Audit Committee (F&A) Report–EBD #4.10 
Jim Neal, ALA Treasurer, will report on the F&A meeting 
held on Thursday, April 19, 2012. 
 


• FY2012 Budget Update – EBD #14.11  
• FY 2013 Preliminary Budget– EBD #14.10 
• Indirect Cost Study – Info #1 
• Controller’s Report – EBD #4.9 
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 Discussion/Exploration 
 
 


9:45 – 10:30 AM FY2013 Budget Presentation  
Executive Director, Keith Michael Fiels and Associate 
Executive Director, ALA Finance Office, Greg Calloway will 
discuss the FY2013 Budget.   
 


 
 
 
 
 


10:30 – 10:45 AM - BREAK- 
 
 
 
 
 


10:45 – 11:05 AM Endowment Trustees’ Report – EBD #13.3 
Dan Bradbury, Chair of the Endowment Trustees, will 
participate via conference call, providing the most recent 
position of the portfolio, its managers and their 
performance. 
 
 


11:05 – 12:05 PM Diversity Office Report – EBD #12.36 
 Miguel Figueroa, Director, Office for Diversity will report on 


current grant funded projects including the Knowledge 
Alliance diversity recruitment. 


 
 


 
 
12:05 – 1:05 PM  -  Lunch - 
 


 
 
 


 Discussion/Exploration 
 
 
1:05 – 1:35 PM Washington Office Report – EBD #12.35 
    Emily Sheketoff, Associate Executive Director, ALA   
    Washington Office, will provide a written report and   
    will highlight aspects of the report and related issues  
    at the ALA Washington Office. 
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1:35 – 2:00 PM Development Office Report – EBD #6.3 
Kim Olsen-Clark, Director of the ALA Development Office 
will provide an Association-wide overview of grant-related 
activities, as well as information on grant opportunities and 
grants in development. 


 
 
2:00 – 2:15 PM Human Resource Development and Recruitment Advisory   


Office Report – EBD #12.38 
 Lorelle Swader, Director, Office for Human Resource 


Development and Recruitment will report on the goals and 
activities of the HRDR Office, including recruitment, career 
development and placement services, the Emerging 
Leaders program and the new Continuing Education Unit 
(CEU) program. 


 
 
 
  
2:15 – 2:30 PM  - Break- 
 
 
 
 
2:30 -3:30 PM New Business Development 
 Treasurer, Jim Neal and Executive Director, Keith Michael 


Fiels will report on the status of the new Neal Schuman 
publishing imprint and on the New Business Development 
meeting held prior to the Spring Board meeting.  They will 
also provide an overview of and lead a discussion about 
opportunities and options in the areas of international 
business development and online continuing education.  


 
 
 
  
*(The Board will convene at 3:30pm in a meeting of the ALA-APA Board of 
Directors.  See separate ALA-APA Board of Directors Meeting Agenda.) 
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 Decision/Action 
 
 
4:00 -4:30 PM  Procedures and Guidelines for ALA Virtual Membership  
    Meetings – EBD #12.40 
 The Board will be asked to approve the Procedures to 


Govern the ALA Virtual Membership Meeting and the 
Guidelines for Preparation of Resolutions for Virtual 
Membership Meetings. 
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 - Sunday, April 22, 2012 - 
 


ALA Executive Board Meeting – Session II 
9:00 AM – 12:00 Noon 


Carnegie Room 
 
 


**Please turn off cell phones and other communication devices prior to the start 
of the meeting.  If there will be any handouts for the Board, please bring them to 


the Board Secretariat at the Staff table prior to your presentation.** 
 
 
 Executive Session 


 
9:00 – 10:00 AM Review of Legal Counsel – CBD #11  


Board will discuss the performance of ALA legal counsel for 
the past year. 
 


    Legal Update  
ALA’s Legal Counsel will provide an update of legal issues 
of interest to the Board. 


 
 Discussion/Exploration 
 


 
10:00 -10:45 AM Strategic Plan Update – EBD #12.39 
 Executive Director, Keith Michael Fiels and Sr. Associate 


Executive Director, Mary Ghikas will lead a discussion of 
the Association’s activities in support of the goals and 
objectives of the Association’s 2015 strategic plan, with a 
particular focus on the Transforming Libraries goal area.  


 
 
10:45 -11:00 AM Council Self-Assessment 
 Executive Director, Keith Michael Fiels will lead a 


discussion regarding the procedure being developed for a 
Council Self-assessment. 


 
 
11:00 -11:05 AM Report out of Executive Session 


President Raphael will report on the April 22 Executive 
Session. 
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11:05 –11:15 AM  Board Effectiveness  - Roberta Stevens 
 
 
 
 
  


11:15 AM Adjournment 
 
 
 
11:15 AM - Lunch – 





		ALA Headquarters – Chicago, IL






2011-2012 EBD #4.9 


TO: ALA Executive Board 


DATE: April 10, 2012 


RE: Controller's Report 


ACTION REQUESTEDIINFORMATION REPORT: 
Quarterly status report. 


CONTACT PERSON: 
Russell D. Swedowski, Controller, 312-280-4253 


BACKGROUND: 
The Controller submits a quarterly information report to the Executive Board on some or 
all of the following: 


Financial Accounting System Update 
Regulatory Issues - 403 (b) Retirement Plan Audit 
Cash Management 
Inventory Levels 
Credit & Collections 
Grant Overhead Rate 







2011-2012 EBD #4.9 


TO: Finance and Audit Committee 


FROM: Russell Swedowski 


DATE: April 10, 2012 


RE: 2012 Spring Meeting Report 


Financial Accounting System Update-
The migration to the new systems is gaining momentum. Training in SharePoint and 
Knowledge Lake continues and is expected to be completed by the end of June. Many 
units, including the large Divisions, have been trained and are successfully using the 
system. 


The critical financial reports have been or are near completion. The February financial 
statements were based on the reports designed in the Prophix reporting package. 
Additional reports will be designed during the remainder of the fiscal year. 


To facilitate the review of the new systems during the FY 2012 financial statement audit 
the workflow documents that were created throughout the design and implementation 
process will be updated. This is necessary to reflect the changes to workflow and design 
that were put in place during the many technical adjustments and changes 
recommended by Association staff. 


Regulatory Issues: 403(b) Retirement Plan Audit-
On November 16,2007 the Department of Labor, IRS and Pension Benefit Guarantee 
Corporation published revisions to the 2009 Form 5500 Annual Report/Return of 
Employee Benefit Plans. The revisions cover Intemal Revenue Code Section 403(b) 
plans. The new rules, effective January 1, 2009 require additional schedules to be 
included with Form 5500 and an annual audit of the plan including the auditors opinion . 


The Association retained McGladrey & Pullen to perform the 2010 audit of the 
Association's 403(b) retirement plans. The firm had performed the 2009 audit. The audit 
commenced in late August, 2011 and finally reached completion. The final audit reports 
were issued in mid-February and the management letter was issued on March 9, 2012. 


The two 5500 filings, due October 17, 2011 , were fi led on October 17,2011 with an 
attachment detailing the issues preventing an audit opinion as a substitute for the 
auditor's opinion. Amended returns were filed with the audit reports on February 21 , 2012. 







Management's experience with the two audits has lead to a desire to replace McGladrey 
with a new firm that has more experience with auditing 403(b) retirement plans. On March 
15th


, management met with Mueller & Co, LLP to review a proposal to audit the 403(b) 
plan. Their credentials were assessed as was their client list resulting in the decision to 
retain the firm to perform the audit for the 2011 plan year. 


Cash Management-
Total cash and short-term investments at February 29,2012 amounted to $13,503,407 as 
compared to $18,776,967 a year ago. The decrease is mainly related to the acquisition 
of Neal Schuman which required drawing $7,500,000 of funds out of the bond fund 
investments. Year-to-date interest income is $340,446 which is $204,194 less than the 
budget of $544,640 (and $53,628 less than last year), due to lower interest from the bond 
investments offset by a higher endowment interest transfer. 


The Neuberger Berman bond fund investment balance is $7,797,391 at February 29, 
2012. As noted in schedule 6, this investment has produced over $9,211 ,000 in interest 
income since December 1991 and the yield has been well above the yield from 
certificates of deposit. With regard to risk of principal, at February 29, 2012 the account 
has a realized/unrealized loss of $35,485. At February 29, 2012 the cumulative 
(computed since December, 1991) net realized/unrealized gain is $372,327. See 
schedule 7 for additional details. 


The Association maintains a $2,500,000 line of credit with JP Morgan Chase. Draws on 
the line bear interest at the prime rate. In addition, there is a 0.20% fee for the unused 
portion of the line. Transactions on the JP Morgan Chase line of credit included a draw 
on August 3, 2011 for $1 ,000,000 to compliment operating cash needs. The line was 
repaid in full on August 25, 2011. There have not been any draws in FY 2012. 


Inventory Levels-ALA Editions and Products & Promotions-
Inventory levels at February 29, 2012, schedule 1, are as follows; ALA Editions $859,145 
and Products and Promotions (Graphics) $536,482. In comparison, last year levels were 
ALA Editions $826,560 and Products and Promotions $606,393. 


As of February 29,2012 the excess and obsolete inventory reserves, schedule 2, reflect 
the following balances, ALA Editions ($265,000) and Products and Promotions 
($133,000). In FY 2012, Graphics destroyed $4,263 of product deemed excess or 
obsolete, while ALA Editions has not destroyed any inventory. See schedule 3 for 
historical destruction levels. Additions to the reserve through November are $668 for ALA 
Editions and $0 for Graphics as no additions were budgeted (schedule 4). 


Credit and Collections-
At February 29, 2012, trade accounts receivable were $1,531,151 as compared to 
$2,878,082 at February 28, 2011. The 150+ day category decreased to ($51,776) as 







compared to the February 28, 2011 balance of $632,268, due to the timing of Annual 
Conference exhibit billings in 2011 . 


Grant Overhead Rate-
A tentative indirect cost rate has been proposed by the National Business Center (NBC) 
of the U.S. Department of the Interior. Our original proposal requested a rate of 20.98%. 


NBC has made four adjustments, mainly transfers, from our indirect cost pool to the direct 
cost base, which resulted in an indirect rate of 18.74%. The revised proposal must be 
reviewed by the NBC intemal quality review department and if there are no further 
questions the Association can expect to receive a rate offer that will cover FY 2011 
through 2013. 


Controllers Report Spring 2012.docx 







AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION SCHEDULE 1 
HISTORICAL INVENTORY LEVELS 


AS OF AUGUST 31, 19XX 


% % % 
YEAR GRAPHICS CHANGE ALA EDITIONS CHANGE TOTAL CHANGE 


--------------- --------------------. ------------------- -------.----- -----------------_. ------------- ----------------_. -------------
1989 544,608 697,828 1,242,436 
1990 757,983 39.18% 718,588 2.97% 1,476,571 18.84% 
1991 661,005 -12.79% 769,198 7.04% 1,430,203 -3.14% 
1992 686,760 3.90% 711 ,549 -7.49% 1,398,309 -2.23% 
1993 715,912 4.24% 696,409 -2.13% 1,412,321 1.00% 
1994 729,317 1.87% 635,325 -8.77% 1,364,642 -3.38% 
1995 809,352 10.97% 604,194 -4.90% 1,413,546 3.58% 
1996 790,814 -2.29% 1,092,104 80.75% 1,882,918 33.21% 
1997 729,902 -7.70% 963,897 -11 .74% 1,693,799 -10.04% 
1998 569,061 -22.04% 1,094,600 13.56% 1,663,661 -1.78% 
1999 463,294 -18.59% 956,806 -12.59% 1,420,100 -1 4.64% 
2000 573,551 23.80% 991,841 3.66% 1,565 ,392 10.23% 
2001 557,678 -2.77% 849,889 -14.31% 1,407,568 -10.08% 
2002 534,669 -4.13% 728,283 -14.31% 1,262,951 -10.27% 
2003 498,778 -6.71% 794,103 9.04% 1,292,881 2.37% 
2004 571,892 14.66% 835,846 5.26% 1,407,737 8.88% 
2005 622,796 8.90% 718,072 -14.09% 1,340,868 -4.75% 
2006 664,832 6.75% 699,378 -2.60% 1,364,210 1.74% 
2007 692,621 4.18% 726,314 3.85% 1,418,935 4.01% 
2008 616,266 -11 .02% 619,219 -14 .74% 1,235,485 -12.93% 
2009 739,434 19.99% 716,785 15.76% 1,456,219 17.87% 
2010 641,745 -13.21% 798,104 11.34% 1,439,849 -1 .12% 
2011 581,257 -9.43% 840,551 5.32% 1,421,809 -1.25% 
2012 29-Feb-12 536,482 -7.70% 859,145 2.21% 1,395,627 -1.84% 


AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION SCHEDULE 2 
HISTORICAL E&O RESERVE LEVELS 


AS OF AUGUST 31, 19XX 
% 


% % % OF TOTAL 
YEAR GRAPHICS CHANGE ALA EDITIONS CHANGE TOTAL CHANGE INVENTORY 


--------------- -----.-------------_. -----------------_. ------------- --------------------- ----------.-- ----------------._. ------------- ---------------


1989 181 ,200 253,172 434,372 34.96% 
1990 181,200 0.00% 186,009 -26.53% 367,209 -15.46% 24.87% 
1991 133,866 -26.12% 135,898 -26.94% 269,764 -26.54% 18.86% 
1992 125,082 -6.56% 117,891 -13.25% 242,973 -9.93% 17.38% 
1993 137,328 9.79% 92,309 -21.70% 229,637 -5.49% 16.26% 
1994 76,767 -44.10% 110,047 19.22% 186,814 -18.65% 13.69% 
1995 103,033 34.22% 100,011 -9.12% 203,044 8.69% 14.36% 
1996 121,319 17.75% 116,322 16.31% 237,641 17.04% 12.62% 
1997 225,403 85.79% 173,195 48.89% 398,598 67.73% 23.53% 
1998 109,080 -51.61% 287,228 65.84% 396,308 -0.57% 23.82% 
1999 151,508 38.90% 333,862 16.24% 485,370 22.47% 34.18% 
2000 130,652 -13.77% 301,402 -9.72% 432 ,054 -10.98% 27.60% 
2001 77 ,539 -40 .65% 217,774 -27.75% 295,313 -31.65% 20.98% 
2002 50,870 -34.39% 236,096 8.41% 286,966 -2.83% 22 .72% 
2003 75,094 47.62% 280,851 18.96% 355,945 24.04% 27.53% 
2004 75,390 0.39% 295,668 5.28% 371,058 4.25% 26.36% 
2005 116,109 54.01% 268,718 -9.11% 384,827 3.71% 28.70% 
2006 159,162 37.08% 295,589 10.00% 454,751 18.17% 33.33% 
2007 137,698 -13.49% 276,886 -6.33% 414,584 -8.83% 29.22% 
2008 109,602 -20.40% 326,062 17.76% 435,664 5.08% 35.26% 
2009 201 ,328 83.69% 285,829 -12.34% 487 ,157 11.82% 33.45% 
2010 158,100 -21.47% 255,851 -10.49% 413,951 -15 .03% 28.75% 
2011 137,652 -12.93% 264,782 3.49% 402,434 -2.78% 28.30% 
2012 29-Feb-12 133,389 -3 .10% 265,450 0.25% 398,839 -0.89% 28.58% 







YEAR 


1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 
2001 
2002 
2003 
2004 
2005 
2006 
2007 
2008 
2009 
2010 
2011 
2012 29-Feb-12 


YEAR 


AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 
HISTORICAL INVENTORY DESTRUCTION 


AS OF AUGUST 31 , 19XX 


GRAPHICS ALA EDITIONS 


0 139,729 
0 67,163 


116,334 68,283 
64,677 88,007 
24,324 61,613 


149,748 17,501 
59,954 46,884 
29,484 28,449 


7,306 37,396 
218,188 39,048 


73,439 35,221 
63,290 94,208 
97,112 139,990 
67,969 35,841 
26,276 2,693 


4 0 
21 ,981 64,403 


1,147 841 
46,930 42,714 
13,264 30,315 
15,821 10,039 
65,803 0 
38,073 0 


4,263 0 
---._----.-.------ ---------------------


1,205,387 1,050,339 
::;;;:;:;;:::;:::;:::::== ============ 


AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 
HISTORICAL INVENTORY RESERVE ADDITIONS 


AS OF AUGUST 31 , 19XX 


GRAPHICS ALA EDITIONS 


SCHEDULE 3 


TOTAL 


139,729 
67,163 


184,617 
152,684 


85,937 
167,249 
106,838 


57,933 
44,702 


257,236 
108,660 
157,498 
237,102 
103,810 
28,969 


4 
86,384 


1,988 
89,644 
43,578 
25,860 
65,803 
38,073 
4,263 


------------.-.----


2,255,726 
;::;;;;;::::;:;::;::;:::;;:::; 


SCHEDULE 4 


TOTAL 
--------------- --------------------- ------------------ -----------.' -----------------_.- ------------ ------------------


1989 56,248 55,000 111,248 
1990 0 0 0 
1991 69,000 18,172 87,172 
1992 55,893 70,000 125,893 
1993 36,570 36,031 72,601 
1994 89,187 35,239 124,426 
1995 86,220 36,848 123,068 
1996 47,770 44,760 92,530 
1997 111,390 94,269 205,659 
1998 101,865 153,081 254,946 
1999 115,866 81,855 197,721 
2000 42,490 61,748 104,238 
2001 43,999 56,362 100,361 
2002 41,300 54,163 95,463 
2003 50,500 47,448 97,948 
2004 300 14,817 15,117 
2005 62,700 37,453 100,153 
2006 44,200 27,712 71 ,912 
2007 25,466 24,011 49,477 
2008 (14,832) 79,491 64,659 
2009 107,547 (30,194) 77,353 
2010 22,575 (29,978) (7,403) 
2011 17,625 8,931 26,556 
2012 29-Feb-12 0 668 668 


-------. -------.-- -------------------_. -------------------


1,213,879 977,887 2,191 ,766 
=========== =======;;:=:::;;;;;;; =;;::::;:::;:::;:::;=:::;:::;:::;:; 







AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION SCHEDULE 5 
AGING OF TRADE ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 


FISCAL 10-11 CURR 30 DAYS 60 DAYS 90 DAYS 120 DAYS 150 DAYS TOT. ACCT REC 
------------------ -- --------------- .-._-_.----._--- -------------- ----------------- ----------------- ---------------- -------------------


September 201 0 2,018,470 193,946 101,120 4,113 (4 ,918) 491,533 2,804,265 
October 2010 1,314,242 582,587 74,545 47,354 1,210 260,076 2,280,014 
November 2010 1,287,347 333,041 266,190 39,462 13,081 101,044 2,040,164 
December 2010 1,101,868 300,486 130,670 118,177 16,110 15,131 1,682,443 
January 2011 1,448,396 209,019 100,399 67,652 81,078 6,780 1,913,325 
February 2011 1,700,595 365,465 73,089 42,290 64,376 632,268 2,878,082 
March 2011 1,142,243 797,964 144,539 46,147 14,918 505,856 2,651,668 
April 2011 1,135,180 281,191 351 ,327 41 ,360 20,813 283,586 2,113,457 
May 2011 1,299,423 285,604 78 ,082 195,590 15,409 220,677 2,094,786 
June 2011 1,241 ,348 224,799 31,794 26,604 33,316 12,755 1,570,616 
July 2011 1,051 ,318 377,398 67,226 (3,024) 21,136 (12,063) 1,501,991 
August 2011 1,316,083 101 ,459 86,331 27,693 (3,755) (27,640) 1,500,170 
--------- ---------- ---- ---------- ---------- ------ ----- - - - ----- ------- .--------- ------------- ---


10-11 Totals 16,056,514 4,052,958 1,505,313 653,418 272,774 2,490,003 25,030,980 
FISCALAVG 1,338,043 337,747 125,443 54,451 22,731 207,500 2,085,91 5 


64% 16% 6% 3% 1% 10% 100% 


AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION SCHEDULE 5 
AGING OF TRADE ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 


FISCAL 11-12 CURR 30 DAYS 60 DAYS 90 DAYS 120 DAYS 150 DAYS TOT. ACCT REC 


September 2011 1,436,651 223,333 11,630 46,852 5,147 (54,173) 1,669,439 
October 2011 1,053,634 414,962 127,966 (7,132) 22,688 (49,480) 1,562,638 
November 2011 1,014,906 271 ,857 126,763 20,722 (12,645) (38,654) 1,382,949 
December 2011 1,060,207 307,772 62,142 32 ,221 14,569 (51 ,932) 1,424,979 
January 2012 1,263,558 161 ,512 76,040 13,946 19,991 (41,781) 1,493,266 
February 2012 1,398,572 139,669 26,383 19,728 (1,425) (51 ,776) 1,531,151 
March 2012 
April 2012 
May 2012 
June 2012 
July 2012 
August 2012 
------------._.----_. ------------------ ------------------- ---------. ------- ----------------- -------_.----._--- ------------------ ----------------------
11-12 Totals 
FISCALAVG 


7,227,528 
1,204,588 


80% 


1,519,104 
253,184 


17% 


430,923 
71,821 


5% 


126,337 
21,056 


1% 


48,325 
8,054 


1% 


(287,797) 
(47,966) 


-3% 


9,064,421 
1,510,737 


100% 







HISTORY OF DEPOSITS TO THE NEUBERGER BERMAN ACCOUNTS 


DATE AMOUNT 
29-Feb-12 


# MONTHS YEAR 


AS OF AUGUST 31, 19XX 


MARKET 
VALUE 


INTEREST 
INCOME 


SCHEDULE 6 


YIELD 
---------._-------_.-.- --------.------------_. ------_.-------------- ----------------------. ----_._----._------_. -------.-------------_. ----------------------


15-Dec-91 1,500,000 246 1991 1,493,202 5,529 6.66% 
15-Feb-92 500,000 244 1992 2,107,981 91,630 6.82% 
15-Feb-93 1,000,000 232 1993 4,717,417 174,093 5.93% 
15-May-93 1,000,000 229 1994 4,726,074 264,791 4.94% 
15-Jun-93 500,000 228 1995 5,784,008 319,958 6.57% 
15-Jun-95 750,000 203 1996 5,990,229 374,246 6.53% 
21-Mar-01 400,000 133 1997 6,377,031 400,808 6.25% 
29-Mar-01 400,000 133 1998 6,855,814 418,743 6.30% 
20-Apr-01 555,400 132 1999 7,005,423 422,880 6.11% 
18-Aug-08 2,000,000 43 2000 7,324,250 422,114 6.12% 
29-May-09 (900,000) 34 2001 9,794,308 521,609 5.90% 
22-Sep-09 (500,000) 30 2002 10,399,702 579,012 5.09% 
09-Aug-11 (1,000,000) 7 2003 11,037,007 474,382 3.81% 
23-Dec-11 (7,500,000) 2 2004 11,248,222 444,196 4.19% 


------------._--------- ---------------------_. 2005 11,429,831 485,123 4.26% 
(1,294,600) 2006 11,685,678 477,319 4.68% 


============= 2007 12,238,592 570,448 4.17% 
2008 14,801,391 578,827 4.54% 
2009 15,260,990 759,392 4.10% 
2010 15,642,158 689,946 3.66% 
2011 15,108,118 564,091 3.48% 


29-Feb-12 7,797,391 171,867 3.31% 
-----_.--------------_. 


9,211,004 5.16% 
============= 


AVG 







AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 
NEUBERGER BERMAN BOND FUND 
STATEMENT OF REALIZED GAINS AND LOSSES 


FOR THE SIX MONTHS ENDING FEBRUARY 29, 2012 


MONTHLY REALIZED/UNREALIZED GAIN/(LOSS) 
::;:::::::===::;:::;::;::;:::;:::;: ==:;::;::===:::: ============ ::;:::;:::;:::;:::;:::;:::;::::::;:::;::;: 


SCHEDULE 7 


NB #1 NB #2 ML-PPG 
UNREALIZED REALIZED UNREALIZED REALIZED UNREALIZED REALIZED NET 


SEPTEMBER (32,814) 18,700 (1,492) (5,677) (9,165) 1,557 (28,891 ) 
OCTOBER (5,439) (2,656) 171 0 (15,480) 0 (23,404) 
NOVEMBER (11,947) 5,497 (23,348) 19 (12,241) 0 (42,020) 
DECEMBER 66,316 (73,108) (98,252) 120,075 (41,041) 55,771 29,761 
JANUARY 9,482 (4,461) 13,623 4,764 11,040 0 34,448 
FEBRUARY (6,461 ) (158) 9,335 0 (14,206) 6,111 (5,379) 
MARCH 0 
APRIL 0 
MAY 0 
JUNE 0 
JULY 0 
AUGUST 0 
IND SECURITIES 0 


------------------- --------------- ---------------- - ------------- ---.------------- ----------------- ------------------


19,137 (56,186) (99,963) 119,181 (81,093) 63,439 (35,485) 
FY 1993 CFWD 58,654 12,277 70,931 
FY 1994 CFWD (156,399) (69,198) (225,597) 
FY 1995 CFWD 93,596 (22,622) 4,226 (105) 75,095 
FY 1996 CFWD (66,905) (1,983) (22,489) 3,738 (87,639) 
FY 1997 CFWD 26,857 24,234 22,728 (6,023) 67,796 
FY 1998 CFWD 66,645 2,908 29,601 6,348 105,502 
FY 1999 CFWD (92,624) (34,831) (60,828) 7,844 (56,811) (17,950) (255,200) 
FY 2000 CFWD 56,095 (48,716) 36,945 (30,200) 31,671 (34,284) 11,511 
FY2001 CFWD 125,591 39,538 51,791 22,697 34,830 24,279 298,726 
FY 2002 CFWD (39,265) 17,957 73,991 14,918 (3,901 ) 14,517 78,217 
FY 2003 CFWD (76,357) 2,002 (112,917) 87,065 (53,834) 34,883 (119,158) 
FY 2004 CFWD (47,062) (44,618) (10,436) (22,627) (15,989) 2,356 (138,376) 
FY 2005 CFWD 12,975 (94,536) (58,538) (31,551) (18,621) (26,748) (217,019) 
FY 2006 CFWD 43,418 (70,473) 18,414 (61,209) (30,270) (32,026) (132,146) 
FY 2007 CFWD 34,262 (1,670) 36,894 (14,040) 38,930 (2,681 ) 91,695 
FY 2008 CFWD (22,135) 30,685 (27,305) 41,559 36,856 29,713 89,373 
FY 2009 CFWD 74,398 2,372 191,239 (89,612) 203,298 355 382,050 
FY2010 CFWD 50,457 (1,242) 146,792 (2,911 ) 92,065 29,923 315,084 
FY 2011 CFWD (28,259) 5,161 (56,709) 65,376 (13,306) 24,704 (3,033) 


133,079 (308,941) 163,436 110,448 163,825 110,480 372,327 
============ =========== =========== ========= =========== =========== ::;:::;:::;:::;:::;:::;:::;:;::::;:::;::;: 


CURRENT YEAR 
CUMULATIVE INCLUDING CURRENT YEAR 
CUMULATIVE -2011 


(161,919) 
460,340 
622,259 


126,434 
(88,013) 


(214,447) 


(35,485) 
372,327 
407,812 
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Spring 2012 Executive Board Meeting 
 


Report of President-Elect Maureen Sullivan 
 


 
Presidential Initiatives 
 
1. The Promise of Libraries in Transforming Communities 
 
Following President Molly Raphael’s program at Midwinter, I began discussions with Rich 
Harwood of the Harwood Institute for Public Innovation about the possibility of engaging 
his organization to work with ALA. He has agreed to work with us to develop a “design 
and strategy” for moving forward. Keith Fiels and I met with Rich Harwood on April 9 to 
start the work. 
 
During this initial phase, Harwood will work with a small, core group to develop the plan 
for ALA. We also will create a means for others who may be interested to begin to use 
some of the Harwood tools and techniques almost right away. This will replace the one-
day summit originally planned for fall 2012. I will redirect the allocation of $50,000.00 
approved at Midwinter for the one-day summit to this first phase of the Harwood 
program. Discussions also are underway with IMLS and the Gates Foundation about the 
possibility of funding support beyond the first year. This initiative primarily supports the 
Transforming Libraries goal area and also supports the other three. 
 
2. Leadership Development 
 
Leadership in the Digital Age (Fall 2012) 
 
The Harvard Graduate School of Education (HGSE) continues to plan and design a 2 ½ 
day leadership institute for administrators and managers in libraries of all types to learn 
how to lead effectively in the face of the new challenges of the Digital Age. Joseph 
Zolner, Senior Director of the Harvard Institutes for Higher Education (HIHE); John 
Collins, Director of the HGSE Library (and ALA member); and John Palfrey, Vice Dean, 
Library and Information Resources, Harvard Law School and I serve as the core planning 
group.  We continue to address the need for financial aid. This initiative supports the 
goal areas of Building the Profession and Transforming Libraries. 
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President’s Program, Midwinter 2013 
 
The Digital Public Library of America (DPLA) will be launched in April 2013. The 2013 
Midwinter Conference President’s Program will include a panel of speakers to introduce 
our members to the DPLA. 
 
Leadership Development Program for ALA 
 
Executive Director Keith Fiels and other headquarters staff are creating a map of the 
current programs and activities that available. I will convene a small group to meet with 
me in July to develop a proposed curriculum, an action plan and a timetable for the 
establishment of this program. This initiative directly supports Building the Profession. 
 
 
3. Rethinking ALA: Ensuring That ALA Is the Most Effective Organization It 
Can Be 
 
Several factors have persuaded me that it is time to give serious consideration to 
restructuring ALA.  Among these factors are: several recent ALA presidential initiatives 
and their respective reports (including the Future Perfect Presidential Task Force Report, 
the Report of the Presidential Task Force for Improving the Effectiveness of ALA’s 
Council, and the ALA Young Librarians Working Group); the current and prospective 
budget situation; the ambitious goals set forth in ALA 2015; forces for change in the 
larger context in which our members live and work; and numerous conversations I have 
had with ALA members and staff. Any plan to do this requires careful consideration of 
feasibility, desirability and complexity of such an undertaking. I will convene a group to 
engage in this careful consideration and to recommend appropriate action.  
 
Other Significant Activities 
 
Planning for a meeting of thought leaders to explore ways to strengthen the library’s 
role in informing and transforming communities, in collaboration with IMLS and NEH, 
continues.  I have been working closely with Kim Olsen-Clark and colleagues at NEH and 
IMLS. This meeting will be held in Washington, D.C., on May 4, 2012.   
 
On February 24, I participated in a meeting on e-books and libraries convened by the 
Berkman Center in New York. Other librarians, including Keith Fiels and Jim Neal, 
attended.  
   
ALA Past-President Carol Brey-Casiano hosted a conference call on March 12 to explore 
the feasibility of pursuing my interest in strengthening ALA’s work internationally 
using the Sister Libraries program. Sandra Hirsch, co-chair of ALA’s Sister Libraries 
subcommittee, and Pat Wand also participated. 
 
I participated in the first Educational Conference for the Diplomatic Reception 
Rooms (DRR) at the U.S. Department of State on March 23-24. The main purpose of 
the conference was to explore ways to make the collections of the Diplomatic Reception 
Rooms available for a range of educational purposes and to a wide audience. The 
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conference was very successful and will continue. I have been invited to participate in a 
follow up meeting with the donors to the DRR on May 24 to describe ways in which 
libraries will be instrumental in this effort. 
 
 
Travel and Speaking Engagements 
 
January 30 and February 1, New York City 
 
I participated in two of the meetings with publishers. 
 
January 31, Hartford, CT 
 
I participated in a program on The Roles of Libraries in Closing the Achievement Gap 
sponsored by the Connecticut Library Association (CLA). Other participants included the 
current president of CLA, State Librarian Ken Wiggin, and three members of the CT 
Legislature. I also received commendations from Senator Richard Blumenthal, the CT 
General Assembly and CLA.  
 
February 13, Philadelphia 
 
I spent the morning at the ALTAFF office learning more about its work and exploring 
possible activities with Sally Reed. One immediate outcome is a collaboration underway 
between ALTAFF and LLAMA on fundraising. 
 
February 15, Washington, D.C.   
 
I attended a meeting of the Governance Workstream of the Digital Public Library of 
America (DPLA) at the National Archives. The focus of this group’s work is the design of 
an organization and governance mechanism for the DPLA. 
 
February 16-18, Nassau, The Bahamas 
 
The College of the Bahamas hosted a conference on The Future of Libraries and I was 
invited to be the keynote speaker. Librarians and other educators from across the 
Bahamas attended. 
 
March 14-16, Philadelphia 
 
I attended PLA’s National Conference and at President Molly Raphael’s request, I 
delivered her greetings on behalf of ALA at the opening general session. 
 
March 20, Baltimore 
 
The Law Librarians Association of Maryland invited me to serve on a panel to discuss the 
future of the profession and the role, of professional associations in leadership 
development. 
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March 21, Baltimore 
 
I addressed a group of librarians meeting at the Enoch Pratt Free Library. 
 
March 24, New York  
 
I gave the keynote address at the Division of Library Science Annual Symposium at St. 
John’s University. This is a program for current LIS students and for alumni. 
 
March 28, Wellesley College 
 
At the invitation of Pamela Seigle of the Center for Courage and Renewal, I participated 
in a conference led by Parker Palmer. Palmer’s new book, Healing the Heart of 
Democracy, was the focus of the program. Many of his ideas align with ALA’s programs 
and activities to engage communities.   
 
April 2-3, Baltimore 
 
With Mary Ghikas, I represented ALA at the Spring meeting of CNI. 
 
April 5,  San Francisco 
 
At Brewster Kahle’s invitation (and because I was in San Francisco for another 
commitment), I toured the Internet Archive. 
 
April 10 
 
At the invitation of Loida Garcia-Febo, I participated in an IFLA webinar for librarians. My 
10-minute presentation was on the ALA Emerging Leaders program. 
 
April 13, Hanover, NH 
 
The New Hampshire Library Association and the Vermont Library Association co-
sponsored a one-day program on leadership that I facilitated. It is noteworthy that both 
state librarians participated. 
 
April 17-19, Houston 
 
I attended the Texas Library Association and participated in three programs, including 
one focused on the plans for my presidency. 
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TOPIC:   ALA 2015 Strategic Plan: Implementation Report #3 
 
ACTION REQUESTED: Discussion 
 
REQUESTED BY: Keith Michael Fiels, Executive Director 
   Mary W. Ghikas, Senior Associate Executive Director 
 
DATE:   April 17, 2012 
 
 
BACKGROUND: 
 
ALA’s current plan -- ALA 2015 – was approved by the ALA Council on June 18, 2010.   
 
With the approval of goals and objectives, attention shifted to implementation strategies.  In October 
2010, the meeting of the Joint Boards – the ALA Executive Board and members of the Boards of 
Directors of the eleven ALA Divisions – focused on preliminary discussion of strategies for two goal 
areas:  Transforming Libraries and Member Engagement.    In December 2010, ALA Management and 
Unit Managers – including the executive directors of the divisions and directors of ALA offices and 
business units – held a retreat to develop draft strategies.    Formation of the initial strategies was 
further informed by ALA Executive Board discussions – on member engagement (Annual 2010 and Fall 
2010) and transforming libraries (Spring 2011).  Transforming Libraries, the newest goal area, was again 
the topic of discussion at the Fall 2011 Joint Boards meeting, with a follow-up discussion with the ALA 
Executive Board at the 2012 Midwinter Meeting.    
 
While goals and objectives – approved by the ALA Council – will remain steady for the planning period, 
implementation strategies will be reviewed, modified and on occasion abandoned as necessary to 
maintain progress toward achievement of objectives.   
 
The most important question regarding any strategy is:  Is this strategy allowing us to achieve, or make 
progress toward achieving, the objective?  in assessing progress, we need to ask - and answer - the 
following questions: 
 


• What has actually occurred or been accomplished toward achieving the objective? 


• Are there measurable impacts on libraries, users and/or the public? 







• Do members believe we have made progress? 


• Can we see any impact on public perceptions or attitudes? 
 
The third ALA 2015 implementation report, which follows this summary, includes the following 
information: 
 


• The specific 2015 section, e.g. Goal Area (1), Objective (1.1) and Strategy (1.1.1). 


• For strategies:  selected major strategic initiatives and projects.  As new projects and initiatives 
are developed or reported, they will be noted.  Reporting here is intended to be indicative of the 
scope, range and nature of implementation work – but will not be an exhaustive list of all 
relevant work. 


• For objectives:  the impact questions above.  As answers to one or more of those questions are 
knowable – e.g., through surveys, through statistics, through benchmarks – questions will be 
replaced by assessment statements.   While reporting on strategies will focus on actions, the 
impact statements will seek to respond to the implicit question:  “so what?”  


 
As with ALA 2010 implementation, regular 2015 progress reports are intended to maintain focus on 
goals and objectives articulated and approved by the Association’s leadership and members, and to 
provide a consistent framework for gathering summative data that will enable us to evaluate impact and 
that will provide the essential basis for subsequent planning. 
 
Overall, the data in this report supports some overall observations: 
 


• 2015 Plan implementation activities have a strong focus on pulling together resources across the 
Association.  This is apparent in projects such as the Transforming Libraries website, the State of 
America’s Libraries report, the new Andrew Carnegie Medal awards and the new Association 
Options fair. 


 


• ALA continues work in all of the key action areas. Examples include advocacy (a national school 
library advocacy campaign), diversity (an increase in the number of Spectrum scholarships), 
intellectual freedom (a new media literacy project for teens) and organizational excellence 
(planning for a new planned giving campaign). 
 


• ALA is responding to member needs in a difficult employment market.  JobLIST (AL, ACRL) and 
HRDR (including the Placement Center) are providing increasing support for job seekers as well 
as outreach tools for employers. 


 


• ALA’s focus on continuing education continues to sharpen.  All divisions are now offering web-
based continuing education, along with ALA Publishing and several ALA offices.  ALTAFF, ASCLA 
and the Office for Diversity have all launched new web courses designed to meet the day to day 
needs of libraries.  ALA (and its APA) now offers two certification programs, and are now able to 







offer nationally-recognized Continuing Education Units (CEUs) for qualifying CE.  The proposed 
FY13 budget includes seed funding to support ALA’s growing international market, with a focus 
on web-based continuing education and products. 


 


• Across the Association, the new “Transforming Libraries” goal is providing a collaborative 
framework for conference programs, for conversations, for collective action to address 
significant change, and for new products and services. There has been an increasingly strong 
focus on digital content over the last year. 


 


• Despite economic stresses, the Association is continuing to invest in critical 21st century 
infrastructure, including the website (new CMS, mobile), ALA Connect, and a new Finance 
system.  In no area is this as notable as in the 2011 acquisition of Neal-Schuman Publishers, now 
an imprint of ALA Publishing, relocated to Chicago. 


 


• There is strong recognition of and, within real resource constraints, support for the research 
needed to support advocacy.    Among the current projects are the 2015-funded projects 
“Libraries Matter: Research on the Impact of Libraries” and “ACRL Metrics: Evidence to Support 
the Value/Impact of Academic Libraries.”  


 


• Grant funding, from both private and public sources, continues to be critical to the achievement 
of ambitious goals.  Among the projects included in the current report are an expansion of the 
Spectrum program (The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation), a second Spectrum doctoral 
program (Institute of Museum and Library Services, a new grant arrangement with EBSCO to 
refresh and continue the John Cotton Dana Award and a grant from HASTAC for YALSA to create 
“badges” tied to competencies for librarians serving teens in the 21st century.   


 
 
 
Related previous documents: 
 
2010-2011 EBD #12.10:  ALA Ahead to 2010: Final Progress Report 
2010-2011 EBD #12.42:  ALA 2015 Strategic Plan: Implementation Report #1 
2011-2012 EBD #12.7: ALA 2015 Strategic Plan: Implementation Report #2 
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2015 
Section


Goal - Objective- Current Strategies Sample  Implementation Projects Outcome / Impact on Members and/or Public


1


Advocacy, Funding and Public Policy:  ALA equips and leads 
advocates for libraries, library issues and the library profession, 
and plays a key role in formulating legislation, policies and 
standards that affect library and information services.


1.1
Increase public awareness of the value and impact of all types of 
libraries and the important role of librarians and other library 
staff.


• What has actually occurred or been accomplished 
toward achieving the objective? 
• Do members believe we have made progress?
• Can we see any impact on public perceptions, attitude?
• Are there other measurable impacts on libraries, users or 
the public? 


1.1.1
Identify target audiences and develop promotional plans to reach 
them.


PIO released the [5th] State of America's Libraries report 
during National Library Week.  The report announces the 
Top Ten List of Most Frequently Challenged Books of 2011 
and covers the challenges of ebooks as well as budget cuts 
in libraries.  See 
http://www.ala.org/news/mediapresscenter/americaslibraries/soal
2012


PIO had more than 44,000 articles/mentions in FY11 (based 
on Cision), with 15.5 billion views and a publicity value of 
more than $20M.  ALA leadership & members engaged in 
interviews on topics such as the changing role of libraries, 
impact of ebooks, library budget cuts, advocacy, censorship 
and ALA initiatives.


The atyourlibrary.org web site, which encourages library 
use, has 150,000 visitors/year, based on Google Analytics. 


2011 was the 4th year of the I Love My Librarian award, 
sponsored by the Carnegie Corporation of New York and 
The New York Times. Approximately 10,000 nominations 
are received/year.
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The Connect with your kids @ your library © initiative , 
which encourages parents to spend quality time together 
with their children at the library, launched in FY11, in 
partnership with libraries in the 19 largest media markets. 
Two national PSAs were produced and are airing during 
2011-12 on Lifetime Television (90 million subscribers).  
Library partners distributed 1.5 million Connect bookmarks, 
with the library partners' logos, and 75,000 family guides to 
their patrons.  The materials were prepared by ALA.


The Campaign for the Worlds' Libraries now has 36 partner 
countries.  The translated "@ your library" logos are 
available in each partner country's flag colors.


1.1.2
Create a plan to strategically identify the appropriate partners for 
public awareness outreach.


Our Authors, Our Advocates initiative video-taped pro 
library public service announcements and stories with 12 
nationally-known authors.  The videos are available to ALA 
members for use in their publicity efforts.  In addition, 
several of the authors published op-eds in daily newspapers 
about the value of libraries.


For Preservation Week, ALCTS is analyzing a list of possible 
partners to engage those most closely tied to the concept.


AASL released the 2nd set of podcasts in its 30 Second 
Thought Leadership: Insights from Leaders  in the School 
Library Community  series.  The most recent series explored 
the question: "Are school librarians an endangered 
species?" Those offering their insights include Henry 
Jenkins, Doug Johnson and others.


ALA announced the ALA/Andrew Carnegie Medals for 
Excellence in Fiction and Nonfiction [for adults].  The 
awards are administered by Booklist Magazine and 
ALA/Reference and User Services Association (RUSA).  The 
first winners will be announced at the 2012 ALA Annual 
Conference.
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1.2
Increase research and evaluation documenting the value and 
impact of all libraries.


• What has actually occurred or been accomplished 
toward achieving the objective? 
• Do members believe we have made progress?
• Can we see any impact on public perceptions, attitude?
• Are there other measurable impacts on libraries, users or 
the public? 


1.2.1
Develop a database of existing research supporting the value of 
all types of libraries and provide  "talking points" based on 
research data.


2015 Initiative (7): Libraries Matter: Research on the Impact 
of Libraries -- incld website on value of libraries:  In Summer 
2011, a researcher identified new studies related to 
libraries, youth development, and education.  This 
information was added to the Add It Up database 
(http://www.ala.org/ala/issuesadvocacy/advleg/advocacyuniversit
y/additup/index.cfm)


The Libraries Matter Portal combines links to the talking 
points and research which advocates can use to make the 
case for libraries at every stage of youth development and 
education (the "Add It Up!" resource from the Office for 
Library Advocacy), the "Return on Investment (ROI)" 
bibliography and other materials.  Research is tagged by 
type of library, geographical area and type of impact 
(economic, educational, social).  See 
http://librariesmatter.ala.org/


ACRL released a series of podcasts featuring chief academic 
officers and librarians discussing wasy to demonstrate 
library value on campus (February-March 2012).  The 
podcasts were recorded during the IMLS-funded Value of 
Academic Libraries summits in late 2011.  The podcasts are 
available of the Value of Academic Libraries website.


PLA announced a new portal to the Public Library Data 
Service (PLDS) Statistical Report -- PLAmetrics .  Subscribers 
can access PLDS data and use "click-only" reporting 
functionality to produce and share data reports for 
management, stakeholder relations and advocacy purposes. 
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1.2.2 Define a research agenda in support of advocacy efforts.


2015 Initiative (6): ACRL Metrics: Evidence to Demonstrate 
the Value/Impact of Academic Libraries: ACRL is January 
2012 as a completion date for adding IPEDS data to the 
ACRL Metrics product.


OIF will hire Jon Gant's research team at the University of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign to set up a new research-
quality censorship database.  This project will continue 
through the year.


1.2.3
Implement research agenda in collaboration with internal and 
external partners.


OITP, in partnership with PLA and other partners, is 
developing benchmarks for public access technology in 
public libraries.


 Using preliminary data from the 2011-2012 survey, the 
Public Library Funding & Technology Access Team created 
an advocacy package for use during the current legislative 
sessions.   See http://www.plinternetsurvey.org


AASL announced the 6th year of its longitudinal study: 
"School Libraries Count!" Data from the longitudinal study 
will be used to develop advoacy tools to support school 
library programs and the local, state and national levels. 
See www.aaslsurvey.org .  Personalized reports, 
complementing AASL's suite of advocacy tools, are now 
available for 2011 survey participants.


1.2.4 Inventory current research and identify "gaps."


1.3
Increase resources and training for advocates seeking to secure 
increased funding and support for all libraries.


• What has actually occurred or been accomplished 
toward achieving the objective? 
• Do members believe we have made progress?
• Can we see any impact on public perceptions, attitude?
• Are there other measurable impacts on libraries, users or 
the public? 


1.3.1
Identify, collect and make available local and national advocacy 
resources including success stories, best practices, etc.


2015 initiative (8): Promoting the Value of Libraries to Local 
& State Governments ("CAPWIZ Local")


2015 initiative (19): Targeted local advocacy efforts
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The Office for Literacy and Outreach Services (OLOS) and 
the Committee on Rural, Native, and Tribal Libraries of All 
Kinds revised and reissued "The Small But Powerful Guide 
to Winning Support for Your Rural Library" toolkit.  The 
Office and Committee are also planning an Advocacy 
Webinar for December 2011 to promote the toolkit and 
additional advocacy resources from the ALA.  


ALA President Molly Raphael (2011-2012) advocacy 
initiative ("Communities Speak Out for Libraries and 
Libraries Speak Out for Communities") includes a web-
based clearinghouse, including research, outcomes stories, 
and metadata related to community advocacy efforts.


Customizable resources for free download were developed 
for National Bookmobile Day 2012 
(www.ala.org/bookmobiles), to help libraries across the 
country advocate for services.


1.3.2 Create a virtual training module for advocacy purposes.
The Committee on Library Advocacy began offering 
webinars on advocacy in 2012. 


1.3.3
Create additional opportunities for face-to-face advocacy training; 
consider partnerships with chapters, affiliates, etc.


1.3.4
Develop and implement a communications plan to promote the 
availability of advocacy resources.


OITP will host a Google Policy Fellow in Summer 2012.   The 
Policy Fellow will learn about national policy and complete  
a project.


1.4


Lead advocacy for crucial library issues such as literacy, 
intellectual freedom, privacy, fair use, preservation of our cultural 
heritage, information literacy, equity of access, and permanent no-
fee public access to government information.


• What has actually occurred or been accomplished 
toward achieving the objective? 
• Do members believe we have made progress?
• Can we see any impact on public perceptions, attitude?
• Are there other measurable impacts on libraries, users or 
the public? 


1.4.1
Create and implement a plan to increase the visibility and 
credibility of ALA with key decision makers beyond the library 
community.
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1.4.2
Leverage partnerships to increase ALA's visibility with important 
decision makers.


The Office for Literacy and Outreach Services (OLOS) has 
coordinated ALA's role as a partner in ProLiteracy's first U.S. 
Conference on Adult Literacy, November 2-5, 2011.  OLOS 
will exhibit at the conference and coordinate four 
programs, emphasizing the role of libraries and librarians in 
addressing the issue of adult literacy.


AASL joined 20 other stakeholder groups representing 
education and community leaders to support the new 
National Center for Literacy Education (NCLE).  NCLE, a 
project of the National Council of Teachers of English and 
the Ball Foundation, provides a clearing-house for educator 
teams and schools engaged in innovative literacy education 
practices to share and learn from each other.   


1.4.3
Reposition ALA's messages using the language of external 
stakeholders (outside of the field) to influence decision-makers.


2015 Initiative (37, 38): School Library Research Project, 
Digital Literacy Training


AASL is sponsoring a Congressional Briefing on the SKILLS 
Act (10/17/11) to raise the visibility for school libraries in 
federal education legislation.


ALA President Molly Raphael (2011-2012) advocacy 
initiative is "Empowering Voices: Communities Speak Out 
for Libraries and Libraries Speak Out for Communities."


The ALA Public Programs Office and the Fetzer Institute 
selected 30 libraries to host a series of programs as part of 
the Building Common Ground: Discussions of Community, 
Civility and Compassion  inititiative, supported by the Fetzer 
Institute.


2015 Initiative (23 - capital): Censorship and Case Support 
Database :  the Office for Intellectual Freedom (OIF) is 
currently working with the University of Illinois to develop a 
plan.
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The ALA took a strong stance in opposition to two copyright 
-related bills -- PIPA (S. 968) and SOPA (H.R. 3261); OGR 
constructed the PIPA, SOPA and OPEN Act Quick Reference 
Guide  and issued a legislative action alert to ALA members. 
An unprecedented swell of grassroots advocacy from 
Internet users (Internet Blackout Day) stopped the 
proposed legislation.  


1.4.4
Convert the ideas from the Equitable Access Task Force into 
legislative policy initiatives.


2015 Initiative (36): Economic Research - Licensing/E-Books: 
Drs. Stanley Besen and Sheila Nataraj Kirby have been hired 
and are conducting research. (Fall 2011) 


OITP filed comments (spring 2012) with the Federal 
Communications Commission (FCC) supporting its proposal 
to advance broadband adoption by low-income people 
through digital literacy training in public libraries and 
schools.  (http://wp.me/p1zex0-20p).


On February 9, 2012, identical bills were introduced with 
bipartisan support aimed at improving access to federally-
funded research -- the Federal Research Public Access Act 
(FRPAA - H.R. 4004) and a Senate bill of the same name (S. 
2096).  See 
http://www.ala.org/advocacy/access/accesstoinformation/
publiclyfundedresearch/s1373


1.5
Increase ALA's role in the formulation of library-related local, 
state, national, and international legislation, policies and 
standards.


• What has actually occurred or been accomplished 
toward achieving the objective? 
• Do members believe we have made progress?
• Can we see any impact on public perceptions, attitude?
• Are there other measurable impacts on libraries, users or 
the public? 


1.5.1
Develop training and awareness around the benchmarks 
identified by the Technologies Benchmark Gates Initiative.


PLA is developing a training plan/resources related to using 
benchmarks, organized around 3 areas: Community Value, 
Engaging the Community & Decision-Makers, and 
Organizational Management.


1.5.2
Define and communicate ALA's role in legislative policy issues at 
the local, state, national, and international levels.


ALA Membership Marketing is implementing a new 
organizational member campaign focused on ALA public 
policy role.
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1.5.3
Create and implement a program to engage library professionals 
earlier in their careers in public policy and advocacy initiatives.


OITP participates in the Google Policy Fellow program.  A 
Fellow spends 10 weeks at OITP; while Google pays the 
stipend, OITP sets the work agenda.  COA Chair and OA 
director are now participating in the Advocacy Coordinating 
Group.


1.5.4 Increase outreach to local decision makers.


In order to reach those who are responsible for providing 
funding and legislation for libraries, ALA began exhibiting 
and presenting programs at national, local and state 
government and school leadership conferences,  This fall, 
the director of CRO exhibited at the International 
City/County Management Association.  Plans are underway 
to exhibit at three additional conferences this year.


1.6
Increase collaboration and alliances with organizations at all 
levels to advance legislation and public policy issues affecting 
libraries, librarians and information services.


• What has actually occurred or been accomplished 
toward achieving the objective? 
• Do members believe we have made progress?
• Can we see any impact on public perceptions, attitude?
• Are there other measurable impacts on libraries, users or 
the public? 


1.6.1


Conduct an environmental scan and analysis of ALA partnerships 
and alliances (e.g. through ALA, ALA Division, Chapter, Affiliate); 
identify interest clusters; and, develop strategies (including 
designation of a staff and/or member "point person" and 
development of appropriate collateral) for each cluster. 


1.6.2


Actively utilize the association's power to convene an invitational 
briefing of allied organizations at conference and identify key 
allies in an area when staff and member leaders are traveling and 
schedule visits.


The Board of the American Booksellers Association met in 
New Orleans during the 2011 ALA Annual and ALA and ABA 
organized an opportunity for members of both Boards to 
talk informally. 


1.7
Use new technologies to build greater public understanding and 
support for libraries of all types.


• What has actually occurred or been accomplished 
toward achieving the objective? 
• Do members believe we have made progress?
• Can we see any impact on public perceptions, attitude?
• Are there other measurable impacts on libraries, users or 
the public? 
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1.7.1 Create opportunities to promote what is available within ALA. Value of Libraries website development (see 1.2.1)


1.7.2
Utilize @ your library and I Love Libraries websites as well as 
social media to form public opinion.


Using the "We the People" petition website provided by 
whitehouse.gov, 2011-2012 AASL president Carl Harvey 
created a petition calling on the administratin to ensure 
that every child in America as access to an effective school 
library program by using the reauthorization of the 
Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) to provide 
dedicated funding to help support school library programs.  
The petition needed to get 25,000 signatures in one month 
to be put in the hands of President Obama; the target was 
reached with 4 days to spare.


American Libraries  joined Pinterest, the online pin board, in 
March 2012.  In less than one month it attracted nearly 800 
followers for its Great Libraries of the World board, more 
than 800 followers for the Featured Digital Libraries board, 
and hundreds of followers for other boards.
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2015 
Section


Goal - Objective- Strategies Sample  Implementation Projects Outcome / Impact on Members and/or Public


2
Building the Profession: ALA promotes excellence and diversity in 
the library field.


2.1
Ensure that library education and training reflect the core values 
of the profession and the needs of the communities served by 
libraries of all types.


• What has actually occurred or been accomplished 
toward achieving the objective? 
• Do members believe we have made progress?
• Can we see any impact on public perceptions, attitude?
• Are there other measurable impacts on libraries, users or 
the public? 


2.1.1
Review accreditation standards to align with core values and 
competencies.


COA 5-Year Review Cycle:  The 2nd web survey summary 
results are available at the Standards Review Site                   
( http://www.oa.ala.org/accreditation/ ).


2.2
Increase the availability of and access to continuing education, 
career development and certification opportunities for librarians, 
library staff, trustees and library advocates.


• What has actually occurred or been accomplished 
toward achieving the objective? 
• Do members believe we have made progress?
• Can we see any impact on public perceptions, attitude?
• Are there other measurable impacts on libraries, users or 
the public? 


2.2.1
Conduct gap/needs analyses for all CE and other educational 
opportunities and develop CE to meet needs identified.


2015 Initiative (28): Business plan development for ASCLA 
continuing education. ASCLA's FY12 plan includes both 
webinars and online courses.  ASCLA has issued an rfp for a 
business consultant to work with the division on 
development of a framework for an expanded continuing 
education program  to be offered by ASCLA. 


ALTAFF is developing a series of 3 webinars for Friends and 
librarians on how to capture and utilize the emerging Baby 
Boomer volunteers; the courses will be available Fall 2011.
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2.2.2 Increase e-learning opportunities across all areas.


ALA Publishing's FY12 online CE encompasses an increasing 
range of platforms for delivery and range of price points for 
facilitated eCourses and online workshops (especially ALA 
Editions and ALA TechSource), and includes free options 
such as Booklist webinars, RDA Virtual User Group, RDA 
introductory webinars, ALA TechSource webinars co-
sponsored with Web Junction.


ALCTS will offer a virtual Midwinter Symposium and virtual 
Annual Conference preconferences this year.  These are 
first-time offerings and performance will be evaluated for 
FY13.


PLA shifted to a new, successful Virtual Spring Symposium 
(previously face-to-face) in FY11.


LLAMA produced 5 webinars for summer 2011.


2.2.3
Enhance career development services and connect career 
development and CE.


HRDR will offer an expanded array of webinars, online 
chats, coaching services, and JOBLIST articles to support job 
seekers and enhance the value of JOBLIST.  [2015 project]


The Office for Diversity (OFD) and Spectrum Scholarship 
Program, with funding from the Bill and Melinda Gates 
Foundation, is developing a curriculum focused on library 
technology and diverse communities.  The curriculum is 
developed in response to several surveys of Spectrum 
Scholars asking about their familiarity with and comfort in 
using technologies with drive library services.  Courses are 
being offered as webinars for all current and past Spectrum 
Scholars.  Recordings will be made available to the general 
membership.  Courses are being taught by past Spectrum 
Scholars and invited instructors. (2011-2012)
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YALSA and its design partner Badgeville were named one of 
30 winners in the Badges for Lifelong Learning Competition 
at the Digital Media and Learning Conference, held in 
collaboration with Mozilla, supported by the John D. and 
Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation and administered by 
HASTAC.  YALSA received $75,000 to create badges that will 
be based on its Competencies for Serving Youth, national 
guidelines that outline what today's librarians need to know 
to effectively serve youth.


2.2.4 Create opportunities to take advantage of ALA as a CEU provider. ALA's IACET application has been accepted, through 2016.   


2.2.5 Enhance and expand the ALA Virtual Conference.


The 2011 ALA Virtual Conference had 249 individual and 58 
group registrants, for an average participation level of 600.  
The ALA Virtual Conference will continue in FY12 with 
expansion to two tracks planned in FY13.


2.3
Provide increased leadership and career development 
opportunities for Library and Information Science students.


• What has actually occurred or been accomplished 
toward achieving the objective? 
• Do members believe we have made progress?
• Can we see any impact on public perceptions, attitude?
• Are there other measurable impacts on libraries, users or 
the public? 


2.3.1
Create a "plug-in" on the value of ALA membership to 
professional development (including approaches to involvement) 
for use by LIS programs within various courses or orientations.


ALCTS offers its webinars free to students for viewing any 
time and to faculty to use in their classrooms for courses 
related to ALCTS interests. 


LLAMA will offer its free webinar on job hunting and 
interviewing in Fall 2011.


2.3.2
Create and implement a plan to increase ALA's presence virtually 
through the use of social networking tools.


ALA's Social Media Working Group (internal) is holding 
brown bag lunches covering a variety of topics; a subgroup 
is developing a flowchart to help staff respond to various 
issues arising in social media; the SMWG is compiling data 
from an internal survey of social media resources.  SMWG is 
reviewing ALA's Facebook strategy.
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There are 1275 ALA groups (e.g. committees) in ALA 
Connect and 709 member-generated communities.  There 
are 3,493 non-member accounts on ALA Connect.  


2.3.3
Create opportunities to make ALA's career development 
resources more accessible to LIS students.


2.3.4
Create more opportunities for LIS students to get involved on ALA 
committees.


ALA President Molly Raphael (2011-12) will sponsor an 
Association Options Fair, in collaboration with AILA, APALA, 
BCALA, CALA, REFORMA, ASCLA LSSPS, GLBTRT.


2.4
Increase the diversity of the library workforce to reflect an 
increasingly diverse national and global community.


• What has actually occurred or been accomplished 
toward achieving the objective? 
• Do members believe we have made progress?
• Can we see any impact on public perceptions, attitude?
• Are there other measurable impacts on libraries, users or 
the public? 


2.4.1
Develop and implement strategies to expand Spectrum and other 
diversity scholarship programs. 


The Office for Diversity (OFD) and Spectrum Scholarship 
Program, with funding from the Bill and Melinda Gates 
Foundation, will provide an additional 35 Spectrum 
Scholarships over the next two years, increasing the 
pipeline of diverse library professionals entering the 
workforce. (2011-2012)


The Office for Diversity and Spectrum Scholarship Program, 
with funding from the Institute of Museum and Library 
Services (IMLS), will continue its Spectrum Ph.D program, 
working with over  20 LIS programs over the next four years 
to recruit diverse candidates for PhDs in library and 
information science and providing scholarships for selected 
candidates' tuition. (2011-2015)


2.4.2 Assess opportunities for international work exchanges.


2.4.3
Promote JobLIST to caucus members and include JobLIST 
information on caucus website(s). 
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2.4.4
Develop and implement recruitment initiatives based on 
community and professional demographics.


The Office for Diversity and Spectrum Scholarship Program, 
with funding from the Institute of Museum and Library 
Services (IMLS) will continue to develop the "Discovering 
Librarianship" program which utilizes past diversity 
recruitment graduates to serve as recruiters for future LIS 
professionals.  Recruiters are finalizing marketing and 
publicity materials and will begin participating in local, 
regional, and national recruitment events in 2012. (2011-
2013)


2.5
Increase ALA activities to assist libraries in recruiting, developing 
and retaining a high-quality, diverse library workforce.


• What has actually occurred or been accomplished 
toward achieving the objective? 
• Do members believe we have made progress?
• Can we see any impact on public perceptions, attitude?
• Are there other measurable impacts on libraries, users or 
the public? 


2.5.1
Assess best practices and develop training for library managers on 
engaging and retaining library staff.


The Office for Diversity introduced a new webinar series: 
Diversity Leadership Online 
(www.ala.org/ala/onlinelearning/unit/diversity.cfm).


The Office for Diversity released new training cards 
featuring strategies for increasing civility and combating 
bias, to help foster diversity in the workplace.


2.5.2
Evaluate JobLIST, librarycareers.org, and other in-house recruiting 
channels for enhancements and realignments.


ALA JobLIST's e-newsletter (ALA JobLIST Direct) and social 
media outreach are providing an effective informal 
feedback loop for changes and upgrades.  ACRL and AL staff 
seek ongoing input from users through customer service 
channels.


Beginning in FY12, HRDR will offer an expanded array of 
webinars, online chats, coaching services, and JobLIST 
articles to support job seekers and enhance the value of 
JobLIST.  [2015 project]


2.5.3
Develop and disseminate stories for the public that represent the 
library as a workplace and the profession as a career.
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2015 
Section


Goal - Objective- Strategies Sample  Implementation Projects Outcome / Impact on Members and/or Public


3
Transforming Libraries: ALA provides leadership in the 
transformation of libraries and library services in a dynamic and 
increasingly global digital information environment.


3.1
Increase opportunities to share innovative practices and concepts 
across the profession, nationally and internationally, among all 
libraries.


• What has actually occurred or been accomplished 
toward achieving the objective? 
• Do members believe we have made progress?
• Can we see any impact on public perceptions, attitude?
• Are there other measurable impacts on libraries, users or 
the public? 


3.1.1
Convene association-wide forums to define "transforming 
libraries."


Th Fall 2011 Joint Boards meeting focused on Transforming 
Libraries. Results were reviewed with the ALA Executive 
Board at the 2012 Midwinter Meeting. 


Two 2012 Midwinter "Conversations" focused on the 
transformation of libraries and librarianship, particularly 
looking at the role of the library in its community.


3.1.2
Create a cross-Association task force within ALA to create a 
"white paper" on library transformation as a basis for discussion. 
(see 3.1.1)


ALCTS created the Transforming Collections Task Group to 
look at how ALCTS can support this goal.  ALCTS held on E-
Forum on this initiative in February 2012.


3.1.3
Identify new ways to distribute innovative practices, e.g., an 
"innovation snapshots" column in American Libraries . 


OITP, in collaboration with LITA, sponsors the Cutting Edge 
libraries recognition.  Recognized services will be described 
in the OITP Perspectives series in 2012. 


LLAMA is working with its new John Cotton Dana (JCD) 
Award partner, EBSCO, to expand the impact of the awards 
on excellence in library public relations.


Two representatives from OITP presented the the Knight 
Foundation Libraries Conference (February 2012) entitled 
"Re-visioning the Library of the Future." 
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3.1.4
Create a portal (website) to aggregate and "brand" content 
related to library transformation from across the Association. 


2015 initiative (22): Transforming Libraries website:  The 
Transforming Libraries website debuted at Annual 
Conference (http://transforming.ala.org/).  It provides 
stories of award winning libraries, a Twitter feed, news of 
library transformations, and links to resources for all types 
of libraries.


3.1.5
Create a "virtual sandbox" (centralized infrastructure) in support 
of sharing and learning among libraries around innovation 
practices.


3.2
Increase recognition of and support for experimentation with 
innovative and transformational ideas.


• What has actually occurred or been accomplished 
toward achieving the objective? 
• Do members believe we have made progress?
• Can we see any impact on public perceptions, attitude?
• Are there other measurable impacts on libraries, users or 
the public? 


3.2.1
Implement a communication strategy to promote existing 
innovations within libraries to the public and decision makers.


see 3.1.4 --2015 Initiative (22) -- future expansion (to 
@your library, I Love Libraries)


3.2.2
Create new mechanisms to recognize and promote innovation 
and experimentation.


ALCTS will fund mini-grants in FY12 for projects relating to 
Transforming Collections.


ASCLA has a new interest group: The Future of Libraries -- 
which will promote exploration of new concepts.


3.2.3
Seek external funding to create an "innovation fund" for 
experimentation and implementation of innovative and 
transformational ideas.  (see also 3.3.1)


3.2.4
Create opportunities to recognize libraries/librarians for 
experimentation with new technologies.


PLA's new webinar series showcases innovative practices 
related to new and emerging technologies, e.g. digital 
media labs, ebook devices, etc.


OITP and LITA selected 4 innovative library programs as 
winners of the 3rd annual contest to honor cutting-edge 
technology projects in libraries, part of OITP's Program on 
America's Libraries for the 21st Century (AL21C).
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3.3
Help libraries make use of new and emerging technologies by 
promoting and supporting technological experimentation and 
innovation.


• What has actually occurred or been accomplished 
toward achieving the objective? 
• Do members believe we have made progress?
• Can we see any impact on public perceptions, attitude?
• Are there other measurable impacts on libraries, users or 
the public? 


3.3.1
Create a technology innovation "sandbox" for experimentation in 
application of emerging technologies to libraries. (see also 3.1.4 & 
3.2.4)


3.3.2
Initiate additional research on use of new technologies by 
librarians and disseminate through existing and/or new 
publications.


PLA and its Edge Coalition partners announced the Edge 
website: www.libraryedge.org , including information about 
this initiative to develop Public Access Technology 
Benchmarks.


3.3.3
Use new or existing publications and platforms to discuss new 
and emerging technologies and to identify the "pros" and "cons" 
of new technologies.


OITP published the OITP policy brief Confronting the Future 
and the OITP Perspectives publication on hidden 
collections.  Webinars on both publications are scheduled in 
Fall 2011. 


ALA TechSource  workshops, eCourses, webinars, blogs, and 
print issues of Library Technology Reports  and Smart 
Libraries Newsletter  provide information about emerging 
technologies with case studies of effective use in various 
kinds of libraries. More than 800 attended a technology 
wrap-up webinar after the 2011 ALA Annual Conference.


American Libraries Direct  expanded coverage of e-trends in 
librarianship starting August 2011 with a regular "E-
Content" section, separating the former "Publishing" 
section into it and "Books and Reading."  A new American 
Libraries blog,  "E-Content," authored by Christopher Harris, 
launches in October 2011 to complement and help 
communicate out the work of the ALA Working Group on 
Digital Content and Libraries.
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3.4
Increase leadership development and training opportunities 
designed to support the ongoing transformation of libraries.


• What has actually occurred or been accomplished 
toward achieving the objective? 
• Do members believe we have made progress?
• Can we see any impact on public perceptions, attitude?
• Are there other measurable impacts on libraries, users or 
the public? 


3.4.1
Create and maintain an ALA-wide database of leadership 
development and training opportunities.


3.4.2
Create a set of "leadership competencies" and innovation skills to 
be used by librarians.


The LLAMA Leadership Competencies Task Force will 
submit a final report to the LLAMA Board at the 2012 ALA 
Annual Conference.


The ACRL Board of Directors approved a comprehensive 
revision of Standards for Libraries in Higher Education 
(SLHE), which provides a guide to libraries in advancing and 
sustaining their role as partners in educating students, 
achieving their institutions' missions, and leading on 
assessment and continuous improvement.'


3.4.3
Create a "Leadership Institute" across divisions and types of 
libraries.


LLAMA has appointed a Leadership Education Task Force to 
determine the feasibility of developing a national leadership 
program.


3.4.4
Create continuing education and mentoring programs focused on 
the concepts of innovation and leading "from where you are."


ALCTS' virtual Midwinter Symposium is "Launching Your 
Star Potential: Leadership for Today's Libraries."


OA LIS program reviewer recruiting and training focus on 
practitioners leading review panels, which has increased by 
30% in fall 2011. 


3.4.5
Create more transformational programming at ALA conferences 
and through ALA online continuing education.


Aspects of "Transformation" identified at the Fall Joint 
Boards meeting and used on the Transforming Libraries 
Portal will also be used to structure content at the ALA 
Annual Conference
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2015 
Section


Goal - Objective- Strategies Sample  Implementation Projects Outcome / Impact on Members and/or Public


4


Member Engagement: ALA provides an environment in which all 
members, regardless of location or position, have the opportunity 
to participate in, contribute to, and benefit from engagement in 
their association.


4.1
Increase member and staff innovation and experimentation in the 
creation of new opportunities for face to face and virtual 
engagement.


• What has actually occurred or been accomplished 
toward achieving the objective? 
• Do members believe we have made progress?
• Can we see any impact on public perceptions, attitude?
• Are there other measurable impacts on libraries, users or 
the public? 


4.1.1
Significantly expand virtual participation opportunities using new 
and existing tools and reaching new audiences.


June 2011 Virtual Town Hall; ALA Connect; web-meeting 
spaces/webinars


PLA is hosting Facebook Forums, interactive hour-long 
discussions on a PLA Facebook Page about specific topics, to 
reach both members and non-members.


4.1.2
Provide training tools to assist members and staff in participating 
virtually.


LITA document/wiki on virtual participation


4.1.3
Identify partners at the state and regional levels (e.g. chapters, 
affiliates, state libraries, networks) to drive member engagement.


An initiative by 2011-2012 ALA President Molly Raphael will 
create a "map" to engagement in ALA and its affiliates.


4.1.4
Provide ALA staff professional development opportunities to build 
membership engagement skills.


Chicago Forum membership, ASAE, in-house training or 
web-based training


4.1.5
Provide new opportunities for networking at conference (e.g. 
small-scale networking events, speed-dating). 


The "Associations Options Fair" (a 2011-2012 presidential 
initiative) will take a "speed dating" approach.


4.2
Increase member engagement by identifying and eliminating 
barriers to participation and through technological innovation.


• What has actually occurred or been accomplished 
toward achieving the objective? 
• Do members believe we have made progress?
• Can we see any impact on public perceptions, attitude?
• Are there other measurable impacts on libraries, users or 
the public? 
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4.2.1
Conduct member and potential member assessment to identify 
barriers to and opportunities for member engagement.


Studies following the 2011 spring election (by both member 
groups and staff) have led to specific recommendations for 
change in the 2012 election. 


An electronic "booklet" was prepared for the 2012 spring 
election; it is accessible from a special election webpage.  
The booklet, focused on ALA officers and Council, includes 
information about the positions being filled, as well as 
candidate information.


4.2.2
Develop and implement an action plan based on assessment of 
barriers.


4.2.3
Develop more virtual participation opportunities in addition to 
committee work, e.g. "ad hoc" or single task/project 
opportunities.


RDA Toolkit launches a few virtual user group, October 
2011.


4.3
Develop new models to recognize member contributions in a 
changing association.


• What has actually occurred or been accomplished 
toward achieving the objective? 
• Do members believe we have made progress?
• Can we see any impact on public perceptions, attitude?
• Are there other measurable impacts on libraries, users or 
the public? 


4.3.1
Conduct an environmental scan on other models such as social 
networking sites and gaming.


4.3.2
Define "member contribution" in multiple ways and promote and 
communicate.


4.3.3
Increase/improve response to members who volunteer for 
committees/task forces but are not appointed, e.g. through 
appointments database.


2015 initiative (32 - capital): Appointments 
database/Volunteer Form Upgrade: ALCTS and ITTS are co-
ordinating development of an RFP which will reflect 
requirements across the association.  Work will move 
forward in 2013-2014.


4.3.4
Provide more opportunities for active members to provide input 
into Association programs and services (i.e. you're being asked 
because you're an active volunteer).


4.3.5
Use existing tools to recognize active members, e.g. conference 
sessions/displays, badge ribbons.


The ALA Ambassadors program recognizes ALA members 
who frequently attend conferences and utilizes their 
accumulated knowledge of the Association. 
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4.4
 Continue to enhance a web presence that engages members and 
the public. 


• What has actually occurred or been accomplished 
toward achieving the objective? 
• Do members believe we have made progress?
• Can we see any impact on public perceptions, attitude?
• Are there other measurable impacts on libraries, users or 
the public? 


4.4.1 Make site usable through mobile technology. Project in 2012 capital budget


4.4.2
Make ALA site more interactive, easier to navigate; identify 
opportunities to make site "indispensible" to their jobs.


New CMS implementation - 2011-2012 (capital)


2015 initiative (32): Usability testing of Information 
Architecture Changes - ALA & Division websites 


2015 initiative (11): SOLR Search Results Branding for 
Divisions


2015 initiative (#): Basecamp support AC2011.  Move to 
operating budget 2012.


4.4.3
Create or expand "live chat" customer service and expert advice 
feature.


ALA Library Live Chat 


4.4.4
Use "quick videos" to communicate messages to members and 
the public, on the ALA website and on external sites (e.g. 
Facebook), to increase sense of engagement


2015 Initiative (41-capital): Provide video editing equipment 
for staff created "quick videos"
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2015 
Section


Goal - Objective- Strategies Sample  Implementation Projects Outcome / Impact on Members and/or Public


5
Organizational Excellence: ALA operates effectively, efficiently, 
creatively and in a socially responsible fashion to accomplish its 
mission.


5.1
Develop and sustain the resources required to ensure the vitality 
of the association, its programs and services.


• What has actually occurred or been accomplished 
toward achieving the objective? 
• Do members believe we have made progress?
• Can we see any impact on public perceptions, attitude?
• Are there other measurable impacts on libraries, users or 
the public? 


On December 23, 2011, Neal-Schuman Publishers joined 
ALA Publishing, where it will be an imprint of ALA Editions.  
Relocation from New York City to Chicago was completed in 
April 2012.


5.1.1
Create fund for product development and programmatic 
innovation, possibly a percentage of net product sales.


ALA Graphics has partnered with ALSC and PLA to reach out 
to daycare/preschool facilities and medical 
professionals/organizations assisting women and young 
children to emphasize the importance of early literacy.  A 
direct mail campaign to these populations will highlight the 
new Every Child Ready to Read products from ALSC and 
PLA, as well as a selection of age appropriate products from 
ALA Graphics.  The direct mail campaign will include a mini 
catalog featuring these products, as well as content about 
the importance of early literacy.  We will exclusively target 
new markets -- those who are not currently active 
customers of Graphics or members or either PLA or ALSC -- 
that have a need for the products being offered.  The goal is 
to reach prospective customers in January 2012.  Content is 
currently being gathered, lists are being acquired, adn initial 
catalog designs are being developed. [2015 project]
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Funding has been earmarked in the FY13 proposed budget 
to support further development of ALA's international 
business -- focusing particularly on both products and web-
based CE.


5.1.2
Better inform active members of the costs of maintaining and 
implementing programs and initiatives.


BARC produced its first web-based training materials for 
member leaders. 


5.1.3
Increase fundraising and increase giving programs for both 
members and the public. 


2015 initiative (26): Phase 1 Communication & Marketing of 
Planned Giving at 2011 AC


5.1.4
Explore new revenue generating opportunities to support 
programmatic goals. 


2015 initiative (18): Extending ALA reach into new markets 
(Graphics)


5.1.5
Explore opportunities to utilize archival resources for new 
products and services.


5.2
Enhance the association's organizational structure to meet the 
changing needs of members, libraries and the users they serve.


• What has actually occurred or been accomplished 
toward achieving the objective? 
• Do members believe we have made progress?
• Can we see any impact on public perceptions, attitude?
• Are there other measurable impacts on libraries, users or 
the public? 


5.2.1 Continue to support member-formed virtual structure.
There are 709 member-created Communities in ALA 
Connect, in addition to 1,275 formal ALA groups.  


5.2.2
Create and implement a needs assessment survey to identify 
what members want and need.


ALTAFF is developing a survey for members to determine 
both satisfaction and unmet needs.  ALTAFF is also 
surveying Friends about fundraising and advocacy success, 
to determine what tangible difference Friends are making 
for libraries at the local level. 


5.2.4
Continue to redesign and restructure the organization in response 
to demographic and economic change.


Various ALA groups have acted to simplify Bylaws, 
streamline governance structures, expand virtual 
participation and encourage active participation, in a 
variety of ways, by a broader spectrum of members.  The 
most recent division to enact significant changes was ASCLA 
(2010-2011). 
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5.3
Assess and continuously improve products and services to better 
serve current members and to attract new members.


• What has actually occurred or been accomplished 
toward achieving the objective? 
• Do members believe we have made progress?
• Can we see any impact on public perceptions, attitude?
• Are there other measurable impacts on libraries, users or 
the public? 


5.3.1
Assess and eliminate/change existing functions, operations, and 
programs within ALA that are no longer relevant.


ALCTS has appointed a task group to undertake a year-long 
review of its publishing activities, with a report due at 
Annual 2012.


5.3.2 Plan and implement collaborative programs and products.
ALSC and PLA have released the 2nd edition of Every Child 
Ready to Read  (ECRR).


5.3.3
Analyze member experience and determine and implement ways 
to improve it.


OA has expanded the searchable database of ALA-
accredited LIS programs to include 22 areas of 
concentration or career pathways. See 
http://www.ala.org/Template.cfm?Section=lisdirb&Template=/cfap
ps/lisdir/index.cfm


5.3.4 Create and implement plans to attract and retain new members.


2015 Initiative (31): Recruitment challenge/match: ALA 
Membership Development is working with participating 
divisions on a letter campaign to prospective members.  It 
will mail the end of October 2012. 


5.3.4
Increase ALA's international membership as well as programs and 
products attractive to an international membership.


2015 initiative (17): Global assistance with getting up to 
speed with RDA Toolkit:  The Library of Congress is 
scheduled to release training in October 2011.  Adapting 
that training will be a key component of developing self-
paced e-learning for RDA global users.  An instructor job 
description has been drafted.  The recommended RDA 
implementation date of sometime after January 2013 
(announced in June 2011) pushes the development of 
training further into FY2012 than originally anticipated.  The 
project is on track in light of the revised timeline.
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Introductory live webinars conducted at different times of 
day to allow for multiple international time zones will be 
supplemented, starting in October 2011, by a regular virtual 
user group, led by ALA Digital Reference.  Due the delay in 
LC and other national libraries' recommended 
implementation date for RDA to no sooner than January 
2013, training modules will be released later than originally 
planned.  Once LC releases training in Fall 2011, RDA Toolkit 
will use it as the base for the first self-paced, online learning 
modules described in the 2015 grant.  Authors/developers 
for the modules are under consideration as of 9/30/11.


5.3.5
Work with a "young professionals" group to assess and improve 
services to this group of members.


The Young Professionals Task Force (2009-2011) reported 
to the ALA Executive Board at the 2011 Annual Conference.  
A status report on implementation will be reviewed by the 
Board in Fall 2012. 


5.3.6
Reposition the ALA Midwinter Meeting to focus on professional 
conversation and regional continuing education. 


2011 Midwinter Meeting "White Paper."  To reflect the 
greater emphasis on discussion and dialog, the new tagline 
"The conversation starts here…" has been adopted in 
promoting Midwinter 2012.


5.4
Strengthen support for and collaboration with Chapters and 
Affiliates.


• What has actually occurred or been accomplished 
toward achieving the objective? 
• Do members believe we have made progress?
• Can we see any impact on public perceptions, attitude?
• Are there other measurable impacts on libraries, users or 
the public? 


5.4.1
Identify models of successful collaborations with chapters and 
affiliates.


2015 Initiative (4) : ALA/JCLC conference scholarships 
(based on successful program with Guadalajara Book Fair)


5.4.2
Facilitate periodic conversations with chapters and affiliates to 
discuss trends, challenges, opportunities and needs.


A Chapter Relations Task Force reported to the ALA 
Executive Board at the 2011 Annual Conference; 
implementation is in process.


Note:  2015 Initiative Numbers -- e.g. (4) -- reference original proposal numbers and are included here to facilitate internal tracking. 
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Issues Impacting the Market  
 Market experienced its best 1st quarter results since 1998 


 2011’s 1st quarter started in similar fashion, followed by a major 
pull back during the spring and summer 


 Markets still remain very volatile and fickle i.e. the “Rodney 
Dangerfield of bull markets” 


 Markets benefitting from a global rally resulting from the 
liberalization of national economies through relatively free trade 
policies 


 Concerns over European debt still lurking in the background and 
will act as a downside accelerant 


 Investors now more willing to invest in riskier asset classes 


 Continued support from the world’s central banks may be ending 


Exhibit #1 
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Market Value @ 3-31-12 
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World Market Performance  
- Market Returns 1st Quarter 3-31-12 
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Manager and Asset Allocation 
 


London Company 
Core


$4,431,982 


IDP 
Large Cap Growth


$4,881,954 


IDP 
Large Cap Value


$3,351,635 


NFJ 
Small Cap Value 


$1,536,441 Real Asset
$1,466,818 


IDP 
International 
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Invesco
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Neuberger
Intermediate
$1,012,096 


Lord Abbett
Convertible


$882,924 
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Alternatives
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Performance Gains  
1st Quarter Ending - 3/31/12  


 
Managers 


Market 
Value 


%  of 
Portfolio  


 
Returns   


 
Index 


London – Large Cap Core $ 4,431,982 13.7% 7.7% 11.1% 


IDP – Large Cap Growth $ 4,881,954 15.0% 13.5% 14.7% 


IDP – Large Cap Value $ 3,351,635 10.3% 9.9% 11.1% 


NFJ – Small Cap Value $ 1,536,441 4.7% 3.3% 11.6% 


Ariel Capital - SRI $    598,222 1.8% 16.3% 11.4% 


IDP - International  $ 2,038,144 6.3% 12.0%   11.0% 


Endowment Fund $ 3,398,268   10.5% 1.8% 2.6% 


Invesco - REIT $ 1,737,029  5.4% 10.0% 10.5% 


Total Equity  $21,973,675 67.7% 
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Performance Gains  
1st Quarter Ending-3/31/12 (Con’t) 


 
Managers 


Market 
Value 


%  of 
Portfolio  


 
Returns   


 
Index 


Neuberger - Intermediate $  1,012,096 3.1% 0.5% 0.3% 


Lord Abbett – Convt. Bonds $     882,924   2.7% 8.4% 9.8% 


Global Bonds $  3,173,579 9.8% 6.4% 0.9% 


Real Assets $  1,466,818 4.5% 3.5% 0.9% 


Pimco - Bonds $  3,939,712 12.1% 2.1% 0.4% 


Total Fixed Income  $10,475,129 32.3% 


Total Portfolio  $32,448,804 100.00%   7.0%    8.1% 
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Manager Composite Performance 
@ 12/31/11 


Managers 1 Year Benchmark 3 Year Benchmark 5 Year Benchmark 


London Company - Core 16.3% 0.4% 20.6% 11.6% 6.1% (2.6%) 


IDP - Large Cap Growth (0.2%) 2.6% NA NA NA NA 


IDP - Large Cap Value (1.1%) 0.4% 12.7% 11.6% NA NA 


NFJ - Small Cap Value (0.3%) (5.5%) 13.3% 12.4% 2.5% (1.9%) 


Ariel Capital - SRI (7.3%) (1.4%) 21.8% 18.2% 1.1% 0.0% 


IDP - International (12.1%) (11.7%) 9.3% 7.7% NA NA 


Invesco - REIT 8.7% 8.7% 20.6% 21.2% (0.5%) (1.4%) 


Neuberger - Intermediate 6.2% 5.9% 6.4% 4.7% 5.8% 5.6% 


Lord Abbett - Conv Bonds (8.3%) (5.5%) 9.9% 17.7% 2.4% 3.7% 


Global Bond & Real Assets 0.7% 5.6% NA NA NA NA 


PIMCO - Bonds 5.1% 7.8% 9.0% 6.9% 7.5% 6.4% 
Endowment Fund - 
Alternatives (4.1%) (5.6%) 5.8% 3.6% 0.9% (0.7%) 


ALA Endowment (1.8%) 2.6% 5.7% 4.9% 5.1% 4.7% 


Exhibit #7 
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Asset Allocation Strategy 


Min Target Actual Max
Domestic Large/Medium Cap Stocks 30% 40% 40.8% 50%


London Company - Core 13.7%
IDP - Large Cap Value 10.3%
IDP - Large Cap Growth 15.0%
Ariel - SRI 1.8%


Domestic Small/Medium Cap Stocks 0% 5% 4.7% 10%
NFJ - Small Cap Value 4.7%


Alternative Investments 0% 10% 10.5% 15%
Endowment Fund 10.5%


International Equity 5% 10% 6.3% 15%
IDP - International 6.3%


Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT) 5% 5% 5.4% 15%
Invesco 5.4%


Investment Grade Fixed Income 20% 30% 32.2% 50%
Neuberger Intermediate 3.1%
Global Fixed 9.8%
Real Assets 4.5%
Lord Abbett 2.7%
PIMCO - Bonds 12.1%


100%


POLICY GUIDELINES @ 12-31-11ASSET ALLOCATION STRATEGY


Total


Exhibit #8 
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Office for Government Relations (OGR) 
 
Copyright Legislation Victory 
After an unprecedented swell of grassroots advocacy from Internet users on January 18, 2012, 
known as Internet Blackout Day, two Congressional bills – PIPA (S. 968) and SOPA (H.R. 
3261) – were effectively stopped in their tracks.  The day-long blocking of websites highlighted 
the outright denial of access to information the bills would have likely imposed, if passed.  For 
two copyright-related bills that were supposed to combat “foreign” counterfeiting or copyright 
infringing, the one-day demonstration highlighted how they would likely affect Internet users 
here in the U.S.  
 
The ALA went on record taking a strong stance in opposition to these bills and OGR constructed 
the PIPA, SOPA and OPEN Act Quick Reference Guide available at 
http://www.districtdispatch.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/01/ala_sopa_pipa_open1.pdf .  In 
addition, OGR issued a legislation action alert to ALA members asking them to contact their 
representatives to express opposition to the bills shortly after they were introduced.  Additional 
information is available at http://www.ala.org/advocacy/copyright/copyrightlegislation.  ALA 
participated in the public relations campaign against PIPA and SOPA by adding an all-black 
highlight onto the home page. 
 
Open Access Legislation 
On February 9, 2012, identical bills were introduced with bipartisan support aimed at improving 
access to federally funded research.  In the House, the Federal Research Public Access Act 
(FRPAA) (H.R. 4004), was introduced by Rep. Doyle (D-PA) and referred to the House 
Committee on Oversight and Government Reform.  In the Senate, a bill by the same name (S. 
2096) was introduced in the Senate by Sen. Cornyn (R-TX) and then referred to the Senate 
Committee on Homeland Security and Government Affairs.  The ALA has a history of strong 
support for this legislation – as it builds on the success of the National Institutes of Health (NIH) 
Public Access Policy implemented in 2008.  Additional information is available at 
http://www.ala.org/advocacy/access/accesstoinformation/publiclyfundedresearch/s1373.  
 
In addition, FRPAA legislation is the antidote to the anti-open access Research Works Act (H.R. 
3699), introduced in December 2011 by Rep. Issa (D-CA).  In a somewhat unusual development 
on February 27, Elsevier (rumored backer of the bill) publically announced it was retracting 
support for the Research Works Act – essentially rendering the bill dead.  Additional information 
is available at www.ala.org/advocac/research-works-act. The ALA will continue to voice strong 
opposition to anti-open access legislation while continuing to enthusiastically support FRPAA 
legislation. 
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Legislative Advocacy 
On Monday, February 27, OGR hosted a webinar titled, “The Legislative Process and You: How 
it Works and How to Make a Difference.” The session, led by “Advocacy Guru” Stephanie 
Vance, gave attendees a look at how a bill makes its way through Congress and how to influence 
legislation at each step of the way. Participants left the webinar with a checklist and a work plan 
on using the legislative process to make a positive difference for their libraries. 
 
National Library Legislative Day April 23-24, 2012 
The ALA’s Office of Government Relations staff and fellow colleagues and friends of libraries 
will host the 2012 National Library Legislative Day on April 23 and 24 in Washington, DC.  
Each year hundreds of library supporters travel to D.C. where they receive training and briefings 
to prepare for meetings with their members of Congress. For additional information and to 
register for this year's event please visit www.ala.org/nlld. 
 
Library Appropriations 
On February 13, 2012, President Barack Obama sent his FY 2013 budget request to Congress, 
outlining his priorities for the upcoming fiscal year and starting the legislative work on drafting 
and passing a federal budget for 2013.  In the President’s budget request, he asks for level 
funding for the Library Services and Technology Act (LSTA) at the FY 2012 level of $184.7 
million.   
 
However, the President’s request neglected to include funding for Innovative Approaches to 
Literacy.  This is $28.6 million that Congress included in the FY 2012 Consolidated 
Appropriations Act under the Funding for the Improvement of Education (FIE) after Improving 
Literacy Through School Libraries had not been funded since FY 2010.  Instead of including 
direct funds in his budget request for literacy and school libraries, the President opted to 
consolidate Improving Literacy Through School Libraries with five other Department of 
Education literacy programs for $187 million.  This means school libraries will compete with 
other literacy programs for funding rather than have a direct appropriations line. 
 
Once the President’s budget request was released, Congress began drafting the budget for FY 
2013.  Taking into account it is an election year, the time line is unclear.  However, it is likely 
that Congress will mark-up (vote out of committee) appropriations bills sometime this summer.  
The current fiscal year expires at the end of September. 
 
On March 20, 2012 two “Dear Colleague” letters were sent to the U.S. House Appropriations 
Committee.  One of these letters, that was sponsored by Representatives  Raul Grijalva (D-AZ) 
and Rush Holt (D-NJ) and included 45 other signatures from Members of Congress asked for the 
committee to fund LSTA at $184.7 million in FY’ 2013.  Likewise, another letter was sent to the 
House Appropriations Committee with 120 signatures and sponsored by Reps. James McGovern 







(D-MA), Don Young (R-AK), Holt and Grijalva.  This letter asked the committee to appropriate 
$28.6 million for Innovative Approaches to Literacy (IAL).   
 
Just like in the House, there were also two letters asking for library funding that were sent to the 
U.S. Senate Appropriations Committee with bi-partisan support.   The first letter, sent by Sens 
Jack Reed (D-RI) and Olympia Snow (R-ME) with 32 other signatures asked for $184.7 million 
for LSTA in FY 2013.  The second letter that was sent by Sens. Reed, Snowe, Chuck Grassley 
(R-IA), Roger Wicker (R-MS), and Debbie Stabenow (D-MI) and 35 other members asked the 
committee for $28.6 million for Innovative Approaches to Literacy (IAL).  
  
After Congress zeroed out funding to Improving Literacy Through School Libraries for FY 2011, 
both the Senate and House recognized in FY ‘12 that they cut the primary source of federal 
funding to school libraries. In the new federal budget, Congress appropriated $28.6 million for 
literacy. A minimum of half, or $14.3 million must go to low income school libraries while the 
rest of the money will go towed national not-for-profits that work for childhood literacy.  The 
U.S. Department of Education has named this program Innovative Approaches to Literacy (IAL) 
and will be releasing grant application guidelines soon. 
 
Madison Award 
On March 16th, ALA President Molly Raphael presented Rep. Zoe Lofgren (D-CA) with the 
James Madison Award. Lofgren received the award during the National Freedom of Information 
Day Conference held at the Knight Conference Center at the Newseum in Washington, D.C. 
Recently Lofgren fought against the Stop Online Piracy Act (SOPA), legislation that would 
require Internet service providers to police users’ activities in an attempt to combat online 
infringement overseas. Recognizing the potential harm that SOPA could have on First 
Amendment rights, intellectual freedom and privacy, Lofgren fought tirelessly to oppose the bill. 
Lofgren was recognized both for her commitment to sponsoring legislation that strengthens the 
public’s right to access information and her opposition to legislation that impedes First 
Amendment rights. 
 
Cybersecurity and Surveillance 
During this 112th Congress, ALA has been closely monitoring numerous cybersecurity bills.  
Each time we anticipated some action on these bills, the proposals were delayed and no action 
taken.  At this writing, sponsors of two Senate bills have announced that their bills would move 
after the spring recess in late April. The House announced that the week of April 23rd will be 
“cybersecurity week” when a package of bills will be voted on.  In the Senate, the two bills of 
concern are the Cybersecurity Act of 2012, S. 2105, sponsored by Sens. Lieberman, Feinstein, 
Collins and Rockefeller. The other is the SECURE Act, S. 2151, sponsored by Sen. McCain. 
 Two of the House bills being monitored are the PRECISE Act of 2011, H.R. 3674, sponsored by 







Rep. Lungren, and the CISPA of 2011, H.R. 3523, sponsored by Reps. Rogers and 
Ruppersberger.  
 
For library users and the public in general, the information sharing proposals in these current 
cybersecurity bills permit extraordinary amounts of information to be obtained by law 
enforcement, especially in the bills that would designate the National Security Agency as the 
lead agency to receive such information. While ALA recognizes that some legislative changes 
may be needed to allow for appropriate protections from cybersecurity threats, far more changes 
to protect civil liberties are needed in any final legislation.  ALA will promote amendments to 
assure that cybersecurity information is used for cybersecurity purposes and to push elimination 
of the extraordinary monitoring and countermeasures provisions.  The need for such provisions 
has not been proven – and would, if passed, and have many grave problems, intended or not. 
 
 
Office of Information Technology Policy (OITP) 
 
Digital Content and Libraries at the Midwinter Conference 
OITP provided substantive and logistical support to the Digital Content and Libraries Working Group at 
its business meeting, Council presentation, and Executive Board discussion at the 2012 Midwinter 
Conference. In addition, OITP organized a session on ebooks that featured Kansas State Librarian Jo 
Budler, which was well attended and well received. 
 
The Digital Literacy Task Force defines digital literacy 
After careful consideration the Task Force agreed that digital literacy is “the ability to use information 
and communication technologies to find, evaluate, create, and communicate information requiring both 
cognitive and technical skills.” This definition is also in a forthcoming primer that looks more deeply into 
the necessary skills, the need for digital literacy, the digital divide and the role of all types of libraries. 
For more, visit: http://wp.me/p1zex0-204 
 
Digital Content and Libraries in New York 
OITP provided substantive and logistical support for the meetings in New York of the ALA delegation 
with five publishers—Penguin, Macmillan, Random House, Simon & Schuster, and Perseus. Background 
materials were prepared for the ALA delegation, which included the ALA President Molly Raphael, ALA 
President-elect Maureen Sullivan, Executive Director Keith Michael Fiels, co-chair of the Digital Content 
and Libraries Working Group Robert Wolven, and the OITP Director Alan Inouye.  
 
Digital Content and Libraries Working Group at the PLA Conference 
OITP staff provided support to the Digital Content and Libraries Working Group at the PLA Conference 
in March.  Meetings with four ebook distributors—OverDrive, 3M, Ingram, and Baker & Taylor—were 
organized; Molly Raphael, Maureen Sullivan, Keith Michael Fiels, Working Group Co-chair Sari 
Feldman, and OITP Director Alan Inouye participated in these meetings. Additionally, Working Group 
members and/or staff met with representatives of the Association of American Publishers, Digital Public 
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Library of America initiative, Perseus, and Random House. Alan also served on a panel on e-books 
chaired by Gina Millsap. 
 
Renee Hobbs named as OITP Fellow 
OITP has named Dr. Renee Hobbs as its most recent OITP Fellow for a term through 2012.  Dr. Hobbs is 
one of the nation’s leading authorities on media literacy education and is the author of Digital and Media 
Literacy: Connecting Culture and Classroom, Copyright Clarity: How Fair Use Supports Digital 
Learning, and Reading the Media: Media Literacy in High School English. Formerly a professor at 
Temple University’s School of Communication and Theater, Hobbs has developed award-winning 
multimedia resources to integrate digital and media literacy into the context of K-12 education and 
conducted research to examine the impact of media literacy on academic achievement.  As a Fellow, 
Hobbs could become involved in any aspect of OITP’s work, but her primary focus will be on digital 
literacy. Hobbs will use her experiences in the larger context of digital and media literacy and her 
appreciation of the significant role libraries play in this sphere to enrich the ongoing work of the ALA 
Digital Literacy Task Force. 
For more visit: http://www.districtdispatch.org/2012/01/renee-hobbs-named-as-fellow-at-ala-office-for-
information-technology-policy/ 
 
L. Ray Patterson Awardee Named 
Winston Tabb, Dean of Libraries and Museums at Johns Hopkins University is the 2012 recipient of the 
American Library Association’s L. Ray Patterson Copyright Award: In Support of Users’ Rights. The 
award recognizes Mr. Tabb’s decades-long support for balanced copyright law, advancement of library 
and user copyright exceptions worldwide, and commitment to an international copyright law to support 
the information needs of people with print disabilities. The award will be presented formally at the 2012 
Annual Conference. 
 
Four Cutting-edge Programs Recognized 
OITP and LITA selected programs at Contra Costa County Library in Pleasant Hill, Calif., New Canaan 
High School Library in New Canaan, Conn., New York Public Library in New York, and Scottsdale 
Public Library in Scottsdale, Ariz., as the winners of the association’s third annual contest to honor 
cutting-edge technologies in library services. In November 2011, a joint OITP and LITA selection 
committee serving under the OITP Program on America’s Libraries for the 21st Century (AL21C) issued 
its call for nominations for best library practices using cutting-edge technology to showcase libraries that 
are serving their communities with novel and innovative methods. The selection committee, chaired by 
Christine Lind Hage, received nearly double the number of submissions than in previous years, so 
competition was very strong from around the country and all types of libraries.  
 
OITP participates in the Knight Foundation Libraries Conference 
Two representatives from OITP—Marijke Visser and Larra Clark—presented at the Knight Foundation 
Libraries Conference in February. Entitled “Re-visioning the Library of the Future,” the conference 
brought together John S. and James L. Knight Foundation staff and library grantees from 27 communities 
around the country to discuss critical issues and opportunities for the profession. Visser discussed recent 
national digital literacy initiatives and the work of the ALA Taskforce on Digital Literacy as part of a 
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Washington Highlights panel. Clark discussed the recent policy brief Confronting the Future: Strategic 
Visions for the 21st Century Library as part of a panel on “Libraries and the Community.”  
 
OITP will host a Google Policy Fellow for the summer 2012 
Once again, OITP is participating in the Google Policy Fellows program. For the summer of 2012, the 
selected fellow will spend 10 weeks in residence at the ALA Washington Office to learn about national 
policy and complete a major project. Google provides the stipend for the summer, but the work agenda is 
under the full control of ALA and the fellow. The Google Washington office provides an educational 
program for all of the fellows, such as lunchtime talks.  For more visit: 
http://www.districtdispatch.org/2011/12/ala-seeks-candidates-for-google-policy-fellowship/ 
 
WIPO meetings  
Lori Driscoll, an OITP International Copyright Advocate, participated in the November 2011 WIPO 
meetings in Geneva, on behalf of the Library Copyright Alliance. For the first time, three extra days were 
scheduled at the beginning of this 23rd meeting of the WIPO SCCR to focus on limitations and 
exceptions specifically for libraries and archives. For the remainder of the two weeks of meetings, 
Member States discussed a proposal for an international instrument for limitations and exceptions for 
persons with print disabilities, agreed on a work plan toward a treaty for the protection of broadcasting 
organizations, and finalized plans for a diplomatic conference for the protection of audiovisual 
performances in Beijing, China in 2012. 
For more, visit: http://www.districtdispatch.org/2011/12/copyright-limitations-for-print-disabled-
discussed-at-wipo/  
 
OITP outlines library “triple play” for digital literacy 
In March 2012, the Federal Communications Bar Association hosted a continuing education course on 
“Developments in the Effort to Improve Broadband Adoption” in Washington, DC. ALA OITP presented 
as part of the panel on “Understanding Current Adoption Efforts,” along with representatives from 
Comcast, CenturyLink and One Economy. 
 
The audience responded well to the suggestion that libraries provide a great “triple play” in our 
communities: physical locations with technology infrastructure (including Internet accessible computers 
and wi-fi), assistance and training from information professionals, and robust and diverse electronic 
content. Aside from our own efforts, libraries are ideal partners for larger or national digital literacy and 
broadband awareness efforts – but this engagement should reflect real collaboration, rather than simply 
looking to libraries as a distribution point for promotional materials. One person in the audience, in fact, 
asked about “community champions” for adoption, and all of the panelists confirmed the importance of 
engaged and passionate stakeholders to achieve success. 
For more, visit: http://wp.me/p1zex0-1Yg  
 
OITP responds to FCC proposal to fund digital literacy training through public libraries 
OITP filed comments (pdf) with the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) supporting its proposal 
to advance broadband adoption by low-income people through digital literacy training in our nation’s 
public libraries and schools.  For more, visit: http://wp.me/p1zex0-20p  
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OITP research fellow, Jessie Mannisto releases new report 
In a new report, Restoring Contemplation: How Disconnecting Bolsters the Knowledge Economy, author 
Jessie L. Mannisto outlines future directions for libraries and other social institutions to improve our 
capacity for thoughtful endeavor. These changes, the report argues, are essential for success in a globally 
competitive economy and a higher quality of life.  For more, visit: http://wp.me/p1zex0-1YI  
 
OITP offers alternative spring break 
Once again, OITP participated in the Alternative Spring Break (ASB) program of the School of 
Information (SI) at the University of Michigan. Each year, dozens of SI students make their way to 
Washington, D.C. to spend a week at an organization focused on information-related fields. In addition to 
ALA, SI students are hosted by other advocacy groups such as EDUCAUSE as well as federal agencies 
such as the Library of Congress, the Smithsonian Institution, and the National Archives. The students get 
a taste of work life here in D.C. and an opportunity to network with information professionals. 
For more, visit: http://wp.me/p1zex0-1Y0  
 
The Digital Literacy Task Force defines digital literacy 
After careful consideration we agreed that digital literacy is “the ability to use information and 
communication technologies to find, evaluate, create, and communicate information requiring both 
cognitive and technical skills.” This definition is also in a forthcoming primer that looks more deeply into 
the necessary skills, the need for digital literacy, the digital divide and the role of all types of libraries. 
For more, visit: http://wp.me/p1zex0-204  
 
Digital Content and Libraries Working Group at the PLA Conference 
OITP staff provided support to the Digital Content and Libraries Working Group at the PLA Conference 
in March.  Meetings with four ebook distributors—OverDrive, 3M, Ingram, and Baker & Taylor—were 
organized; Molly Raphael, Maureen Sullivan, Keith Fiels, Working Group Co-chair Sari Feldman, and 
OITP Director Alan Inouye participated in these meetings. Additionally, Working Group members and/or 
staff met with representatives of the Association of American Publishers, Digital Public Library of 
America initiative, Perseus, and Random House. Alan also served on a panel on e-books chaired by Gina 
Millsap. 
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AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 
 


ALA Executive Board Meeting 
2012 Midwinter Meeting 


 
American Library Association 


Omni Dallas Convention Center Hotel 
Dallas, TX 


 
 


The ALA Executive Board met in the Fair Park I Room of the Omni Dallas Convention 
Hotel in Dallas, Texas, from January 20-24, 2012. 
 
PRESENT:  President Molly Raphael; President-elect Maureen Sullivan; Treasurer James 
Neal; Immediate Past President Roberta Stevens; Executive Director Keith Michael Fiels; 
Executive Board members: Dora Ho, Patricia Hogan, Stephen Matthews, Sylvia K. 
Norton; Michael Porter; Kevin Reynolds, Linda Williams and Courtney Young.     
 
The agenda (EBD #9.2.2 (revised) is attached as Exhibit 1 and the vote tally, (EBD #1.4)   
as Exhibit 2.  All documents referenced in these minutes are for the 2011-2012 Executive 
Board year, except where otherwise noted. 
 


Session One 
 
The Board convened at 8:30AM on Friday, January 20, 2012 with President Molly 
Raphael presiding.   
 
Procedural/Consent Items 
The Executive Board approved the following items: 
 


By consent, voted to approve the agenda for the 2012 Midwinter ALA Executive 
Board Meeting. (EBD #9.2.2(revised), Exhibit 1)  Consent 


 
By consent, accepted the following reports: President’s Report, 2011-2012 (EBD 
#7.3, Exhibit 3); President-elect’s Report, 2011-2012 (EBD #7.4, Exhibit 4); 
Executive Director’s Report, 2011-2012 (EBD #12.13, Exhibit 5 ); Office of 
Research & Statistics Report, 2011-2012 (EBD #12.14, Exhibit 6); Advocacy Report, 
2011-2012 (EBD #12.15, Exhibit 7); Campaign for America’s Libraries Report, 
2011-2012 (EBD #12.16, Exhibit 8); Media Relations Report, 2011-2012 (EBD 
#12.17, Exhibit 9); Office for Human Resource Development and Recruitment 
Report, 2011-2012 (EBD #12.18, Exhibit 10); Office for Diversity Report, 2011-2012 
(EBD #12.19, Exhibit 11); and Office for Literacy and Outreach Services Report, 
2011-2012 (EBD #12.20, Exhibit 12). Consent Agenda 
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By consent, approved the 2011 ALA Executive Board Fall Meeting Minutes, 
(EBD #2.1, Exhibit 13), and the corresponding Vote Tally (EBD #1.4, Exhibit 2) 
Consent 
 


 
Executive Committee Report  
President Raphael reported on the Executive Committee meeting held on Thursday, 
January 19, 2012, during which the Committee reviewed the Executive Board talking 
points for the Board liaison visits, and the various aspects of digital content in libraries 
that will be discussed during this Midwinter Meeting. 
 
Development Office Report–EBD #6.2 (Exhibit 14) 
President Molly Raphael introduced Kim Olsen-Clark, Director, ALA Development 
Office and Olsen-Clark presented highlights of her written report: 
   


• Over one million dollars have been raised for the Spectrum Presidential Initiative.  
The Gates Foundation has pledged a $100,000 match; thus far $78,000 has been 
raised toward that.  There are 83 members in the Leadership Circle.  Donations 
continue to come in from past presidents, round tables and state chapters. 
 


• The Development Office is working on a tracking system to get a better 
understanding of grants and giving to make sure that these areas are being 
reviewed and analyzed to determine the best strategies to move forward.   
 


• President Molly Raphael and Executive Director Keith Michael Fiels have been 
working with the Carnegie Corporation of New York.  ALA has been invited to 
submit a proposal for a new Carnegie book award that will be managed and 
administered by Reference and User Services Association and Booklist.  There is 
also a possibility of a new Carnegie award to recognize philanthropic giving by 
political leaders or civic leaders in their communities. 
 


• ALA is preparing various proposals to the Institute of Museum and Library 
Services (IMLS) and the Office for Research and Statistics will be submitting an 
application for funding support to the public library funding and technology 
access study. 
 


• The Development Office has received several new grants and proposal invitations 
from Dollar General. Dollar General has donated more than a million dollars a 
year to ALA. 
 


• The Pitney Bowes Foundation has recently given ALA a grant totaling $35,000 
for support to school and public libraries that have faced disasters in 2011.  The 
development Office plans to submit a proposal to them to either continue this 
program or build an education program. 
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• The Planned Giving Taskforce is working on a campaign which is the campaign 
for “100 by $100,000.”  The taskforce has done some background work looking 
into a service that provides information about individuals in terms of their giving 
history, their relationship to ALA and their financial capacity.  The taskforce also 
developed a gift acceptance policy which will help guide ALA staff through 
difficult conversations with donors.  
 


 On a motion by James Neal, seconded by Patricia Hogan, the Executive Board 


Voted to approve the gift acceptance policy. 


On a motion by Roberta Stevens, seconded by Linda Williams, the Executive Board 


Voted to approve a full list of companies from the Domini & TIAA-CREF 
portfolios of “Socially Responsible” companies from which the ALA 
Development Office and other units could use to prospect for corporate partners, 
sponsors and donors in support of ALA’s mission.  EBD #6.1 


     
Board Liaison Visits and Talking Points 
Keith Michael Fiels gave an overview of talking points for the Executive Board’s liaison 
visits.  Fiels emphasized that the Neal-Schuman acquisition will be covered by Treasurer 
James Neal during the Council II Session at this conference and the information will be 
available to membership.   
 
E-books 
Robert Wolven, co-chair of the digital content and working group and Alan Inouye, 
Director of Office for Information Technology, presented highlights of the group’s work.  
The working group consists of 25 individuals representing all segments of ALA.  Wolven 
explained that six subgroups have been formed and the groups will carry forward work in 
different areas.  One of the challenges for the group is going to be a very broad charge. 
An initial activity is engaging in dialogue with publishers who are not making e-books 
available to libraries. 
 
Molly Raphael added that she and Keith Michael Fiels have set up appointments with 
three publishers, McMillen, Simon & Schuster and Penguin, to open some dialogue 
regarding issues surounding libraries. ALA is also looking to hire an individual to work 
twenty hours a week in the Chicago office carrying out the work related to digital content 
that is going on throughout the Association. 
 
Raphael also commented that the working group is comprised of representation across the 
Association – including the divisions and ethnic affiliates.   
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Edge Initiative – EBD #12.26 (Exhibit 15) 
Barbara Macikas, Executive Director, Public Library Association and Larra Clark 
Director, OITP Program on Networks, presented highlights of the Edge Initiative, 
previously called the Public Access Technology Benchmarks Initiative.  This initiative 
began a year ago and is funded by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation.   There is a 
coalition of library organizations working on developing the Edge Iniatiative.  ALA 
OITP and PLA are coalition members. 
  
The primary goals of the initiative are to create benchmarks that inspire continuous 
improvement in library public access technology and also to motivate local reinvestment.   
The benchmarks will be used to support community goals and to motivate reinvestment 
in public access technology and inspire continous improvement of the technology that 
serves our communities in public libraries. 
 
The International City/County Management Association (ICMA) is one of the 
organizations involved in the working group process.  If a public library director is 
speaking with their city or county manager regarding this process, the goal is that there 
will be a common language that will benefit the library in their advocacy efforts to 
increase or maintain funding. 
 
There are three basic pieces to the benchmarks: 
 


• Community value 
• Educating community decisionmakers 
• Organizational management 


 
There are currently 14 benchmarks covering the three areas.  There are 30 indicators that 
measure the 14 benchmarks.  Tools are being developed to help individual libraries 
measure their success in attaining the benchmarks. 
 
Macikas explained that PLA’s primary focus is on the development of training and 
support materials around the benchmarks. 
 
Strategic Planning – EBD #12.25 (Exhibit 16) 
Keith Michael Fiels and Mary Ghikas, Sr. Associate Executive Director gave an update 
on activities related to the Association’s 2015 strategic plan.  Fiels commented on the 
transforming libraries goal and what that might imply for future actions by the 
Association and its divisions.  Karen Muller, Librarian and Knowledge Management 
Specialist, and Rebecca Gerber, Reference Librarian will be working on the transforming 
libraries website.  During the session with division leadership in the fall of 2011, many 
types of transformation were identified: 
 


• Physical Space 
• Virtual Space 
• Library Workforce 
• External Relations 
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• Service Portfolio 
• Customer Expectations 
• Library Leadership Expectations 


 
Ghikas noted that various groups within ALA are working on activities surrounding 
transformation.  The goal is for the transforming libraries website to be a portal where 
individuals and groups can share their resources, best practices, experiences and 
expertise. 
 
 
Board Subcommittee to Draft ALA Nominating Committee Guidelines - EBD #12.28 
(Exhibit 16) 
Linda Williams, Executive Board member, discussed the draft guidelines to be presented 
to the ALA Nominating Committee. The guidelines include: 
 


• Sitting Councilors shall not be selected by Nominating Committee; they have the 
option of running by petition. 


• Former Councilors may be selected by the Nominating Committee. 
• Individuals who ran unsuccessfully in the previous two elections should be 


invited to run again. 
• Slate should be diverse: 


- Ethnicity (as much as can be determinrd) 
- Geographic 
- Type of Library (school, academic, etc.) 
- Level of employment (Directors/CEOs, Middle Managers/Deans, Information 
Specialists, etc.) 
- Time in Library-related Jobs-from LIS students up through early, mid, and 
later career 


• Consider overall characteristics/attributes: 
- Demonstrated understanding of the association 
- Activity and achievements in local, state, and national library organizations, 
including ALA and its divisions and roundtables 
- Relavant extra-library experience or knowledge 
- Acknowledged understanding and sincere willingness to work and fully 
participate in the operation of ALA Council and ALA governance in general 
- Special talents, knowledge sets, particularly notable accomplishments. 
 


• Suggested sources for potential candidates; 
- Division Leaders 
- Ethnic Affiliates 
- Past ALA Presidents 
- Spectrum Scholars 
- Emerging Leaders 
- LI Movers & Shakers 
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Williams addressed some of the comments that were received from councilors when the 
guidelines were shared with Council.  Based on these and comments received from past 
chairs of the Nominating Committee, the subcommittee will have a phone discussion to 
finalize the guidelines and present the final version to the Board at the February 
conference call. 
  
The meeting adjourned at 11:00 a.m. 
 
(The Board reconvened at 11:00 am in a meeting of the ALA-APA Board of Directors). 
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Session Two 
 
The Board convened at 2:00 PM on Monday, January 23, 2012 with President Molly 
Raphael presiding. 
 
PRESENT:  President Molly Raphael; President-elect Maureen Sullivan; Treasurer Jim 
Neal; Immediate Past President Roberta Stevens; Executive Director Keith Michael Fiels; 
Executive Board members: Dora Ho, Patricia Hogan, Stephen Matthews, Sylvia K. 
Norton, Michael Porter, Kevin Reynolds, Linda Williams and Courtney Young.     
 
 
School Libraries Presidential Task Force Report 
Pat Tumulty, Chair of Committee on Library Advocacy and Susan Ballard, President-
elect of American Association of School Librarians presented highlights of the School 
Libraries Presidential Task Force.  Pat Tumulty commented on the petition that is 
circulating to get President Obama to support funding for school libraries.  During this 
Midwinter Meeting, the School Libraries Presudential Task Force took extra steps to get 
the word out regarding the petition.  25,000 signatures are needed by February 4, 2012 in 
order to get the petition on the President’s desk.   
 
Susan Ballard added that Senator Reed reintroduced the Skills Act into the Senate, Senate 
Bill 1528.  The ALA Washington Office expects that when the Senate does reconvene, 
there will be an amendment from the Junior Senator from Rhode Island, Senator 
Whitehouse, to also put additional language in that bill to support school libraries. The 
vendor community is also starting to get engaged in terms of this issue.  The immediate 
goal is to focus on the Federal legislation piece and to get conversations going.  The task 
force has broken into groups to get this goal and others accomplished.            
 
Auditor’s Report – EBD #4.7 (Exhibit 17) 
President Raphael introduced Frank Jakosz and Carrie Charles, from the auditing firm of 
Grant Thornton.  Jakosz presented the results of the FY2011 audit of ALA’s consolidated 
financial statements.  He provided a high level summary which included the issuarance of 
a clean opinion, which is the highest level of opinion an auditor can issue.  The opinion 
also identifies the fact that there was a restatement related to the accounting for certain 
leases.  They resulted in restating the earliest year presented which was 2010.  Two other 
opinions were issued which included the federal awards and the A133 audit that awards 
grants.   
 
Greg Calloway, Associate Executive Director of Finance, noted the following: 
 


• Net assets improved by just under a half million dollars.  
 
• The liability through the adjustments in the post retirement benefit plan was 


reduced by over $1.5 million.  
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On the recommendation of the Finance & Audit Committee (F&A), the Executive Board  


 
Voted, to approve the FY 2011 preliminary audit draft performed by Grant 
Thornton.  EBD #4.7 


 
 
Washington Office Report – EBD #12.21 (Exhibit 18) 
Emily Sheketoff, Associate Executive Director, Washington Office, provided a written 
report and presented highlights from the Washington Office which included the 
following: 
 


• Representatives Paul Grijalva, Rush Holt and Lynn Woolsey introduced The 
Skills Act in the House, which is H.R.3776.  The Skills Act amends the 
Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) to define an effective school 
library program as one staffed by state-certified school librarian, having up-to-
date materials, including technology, teaching digital literacy skills, and having 
regular collaboration between the school librarian and other education 
professionals over curriculum.  This bill would also replace “improving literacy 
through school libraries” with “improving literacy and college and career 
readiness through effective school library programs.”  This will award 
competitive grants to underserved local schools and school dustricts to develop an 
effective school library program.  It will also open up professional development 
funds in ESEA to school librarians.    


• The Federal Communications Commission instituted a regulation on network 
neutrality which assures that the Internet remains neutral. 


• There was a lot activity surrounding Internet piracy including the Stop Online 
Piracy Act (SOPA) and the PROTECT IP Act (PIPA) Bill.  People were called 
upon to sign an online petition and 7 million signatures were obtained and 
reported to Congress; therefore, Congress withdrew the SOPA and PIPA Bills. 


• There is a negative piece of legislation called the Federal Research Works Act.  
This legislation in the House would overturn the National Institutes of Health’s 
open access policy.  NIH stated that researchers who receive grants paid for by 
taxpayer dollars must sign an agreement when they accept the research money 
that requires that when they submit their research to a peer-reviewed publication, 
one year after the research is published, they must submit it to PubMed for free 
access to the public.  This will ensure citizens don’t pay for the same research 
twice.     


• Work will begin on the appropriations for 2013 in both the House and the Senate.  
As this is an election year, these will not be completed in 2012.  A contiuing 
resolution is expected in late September and a budget after the election in 
November. 


•   National Library Legislative Day will be April 22, 23 and 24, 2012. 
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Endowment Trustees’ Report – EBD #13.2 (Exhibit 19) 
Dan Bradbury, Chair, ALA Endowment Trustees, provided an update on the activities of 
the Endowment Trustees.  He reported that the endowment currently stands at $30.7 
million, down by 1.6% from the FY2010.  The Association is positioned to go forward 
and take advantages of opportunities as they occur in FY2012.  
 
On the recommendation of the Endowment Trustees, the Executive Board 
 
 Voted that the Executive Board increase the minimum amount to start an 
 endowment to $50,000.  Additionally, to allow those endowments under $50,000 
 five years to determine the path they want to take and ten years to reach the goal.  
 EBD #13.2 
 
 Voted to approve the affirmation of the 4% payout rate from the endowment for 
 the FY14 budget.  EBD #13.2 
 
 Voted to approve the establishment of the International Relations Round Table 
 (IRRT) endowment fund in the amount of $25,000.  EBD #13.2 
 
 
Board Effectiveness  
Immediate Past President Roberta Stevens commented on the Board’s effectiveness 
during this meeting. 
 
 
The meeting adjourned at 3:30 PM to go into closed session. 
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Session Three 
 
The Board convened at 11:00am on Tuesday, January 24, 2012 with President Molly 
Raphael presiding. 
 
PRESENT:  President Molly Raphael; President-elect Maureen Sullivan; Treasurer Jim 
Neal; Immediate Past President Roberta Stevens; Executive Director Keith Michael Fiels; 
Executive Board members: Dora Ho, Patricia Hogan, Stephen Matthews, Sylvia K. 
Norton, Michael Porter, Kevin Reynolds, Linda Williams and Courtney Young 
 
Report Out of Executive Session  
President Molly Raphael reported that during the January 23, 2012, executive session, 
attorney Paula Goedert provided an update on legal issues of interest to the Association.  
Raphael also added that the Executive Board discussed the workforce analysis statistics, 
recommendations for the ALA and Council committee appointments, the auditor’s 
evaluation and the Endowment Trustees candidates. 
 
Conference Services Report  
Paul Graller, Manager of Conference Services, presented a summary of attendance, 
exhibits, and other highlights from this Midwinter Meeting. 
 


• Final attendance for the 2012 Midwinter meeting was 6,236, as opposed to 2011 
attendance of 7,549. The number of exhibitors was 3,693 and 2011 exhibitors 
were 3,575. 


• One of the new items introduced was “The Conversation Starts Here” which 
included discussions about librarianship.  The program was well attended and 
successful. 


• “The Master Series“ session was a new item designed to bring your lunch and 
listen to a hot topic presented by a librarian. 


• The Book Buzz Theater was consolidated.  At these sessions publishers introduce 
new titles and titles that will be coming out shortly after Midwinter.  Every 
session was well attended. 


• “Think Fit at ALA” was a new item sponsored by Innovated Interfaces.  It 
brought back the Fun Run in which approximately 110 individuals participated.   


• “Dine-Arounds” is a program designed for individuals to network and mingle.  
Eight different restaurants had reserved tables to sit and engage in various 
conversations. 


• The Pop Top Stage has only been presented at Annual Conference; however, this 
year it was brought to Midwinter.  This gives the publishers an opportunity to get 
more visibility for the authors they have in their booths, creating more attendance 
on the exhibit floor. 


• Credo sponsored wireless at the Midwinter meeting. 
• The Association is working on physical accessibility, which includes shuttle 


buses, wheelchairs and scooters. 
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Mary Ghikas presented the Skeleton Schedules for the 2013 Midwinter Meeting and 
Annual Conference (EBD #12.22, Exhibit 20).  The changes to the 2013 Midwinter 
Meeting Skeleton Schedule included shifting the timing of the Executive Board, Council, 
and Member Information Session.  This will now take place Saturday afternoon.  The 
presidential forum will move from midday Saturday to late afternoon on Saturday.  At 
Annual the Tuesday schedule is shorter and Council III is earlier followed by a closing 
plenary session, followed by a celebratory brunch. 
 
On a motion by Roberta Stevens, seconded by Linda Williams the Executive Board  
   


Voted to approve the 2013 Midwinter Meeting and Annual Conference skeleton 
schedule as presented. EBD #12.22  
 
 


On a motion by Steve Matthews, seconded by Patricia Hogan the Executive Board  
 


Voted to approve Denver as the site for the 2018 Midwinter Meeting, subject to 
the completion of all necessary contracts.  This supercedes the Executive Board’s 
prior approval of Los Angeles, CA.  The Executive Board also approves Denver 
as the site for the 2024 Midwinter Meeting, subject to confirmation of dates and 
completion of all necessary contracts.  EBD #12.24 
 
 


On a motion by Kevin Reynolds, seconded by Courtney Young the Executive Board  
 
Voted to approve Chicago as the site for the 2020 Annual Conference, subject to 
the completion of all necessary contracts and approve Chicago as the site for the 
2023 Annual Conference and the 2026 Annual Conference, subject to completion 
of all necessary contracts.  EBD #12.27 
 


 
Budget Analysis and Review Committee (BARC) Report– EBD #3.2 (Exhibit 21) 
Clara Bohrer, Chair of the Budget, Analysis and Review Committee (BARC), reported 
on the committee’s meetings during this Midwinter Meeting. She presented highlights of 
her written report which included: 


 
• BARC met with President-elect Maureen Sullivan and reviewed her presidential 


initiatives budget. 
 


On the recommendation of the Finance and Audit Committee in concurrence with BARC, 
the Executive Board 


 
Voted to approve the President-elect’s 2013  proposed presidential  initiative 
budget.  EBD #14.8 
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• BARC is also reviewing FY2013 budget guidelines that addresses 1) potentially 
flat revenues, 2) a budget that will include a half percent decrease from units over 
the FY 2012 budget, 3) no compensation adjustment and 4) no long-term 
investment transfers by Divisions in the FY2013 budget. 
   


• BARC discussed small division support for ASCLA and ALTAFF.  The support 
for ASCLA was $48,788 and $56,583 for ALTAFF. 
  


On a motion by Courtney Young, seconded by Michael Porter, the Executive Board 
  
 Voted to reafirm that the small Division subsidy for ASCLA and ALTAFF will 
 terminate by FY2015 and caps the subsidy at FY2012 levels of $41,577 for 
 ASCLA and $56,583 for ALTAFF for FY2013. EBD #3.2 


  
Finance & Audit Committee (F&A) Report – EBD #4.6 (Exhibit 22) 
Jim Neal, ALA Treasurer, reported on the committee’s meetings during the conference.  
Neal emphasized that in FY2012, the Association reduced its budget by about a million 
dollars with $250,000 being held to see how things developed over the course of the year.  
As far the FY2013 budget, the Association is preparing that budget with a half percent 
decrease over FY2012 approved budget.   Neal noted that there is no compensation 
adjustment built into the FY2013 budget plan.   
 
Liaison Reports 
Board members shared highlights from their liaison reports during this Midwinter 
Meeting. 
 
Roberta Stevens commented on: 


• The Federal Armed Forces Librarians Round Table (FAFLRT) 
• Association for Library and Information Science Education (ALISE) 


 
Steve Matthews commented on: 


• Committee on Accreditation 
• Young Adult Library Services Association (YALSA) 


 
Jim Neal commented on: 


• The Freedom to Read Foundation Board 
• The Round Table Meeting 


 
Linda Williams commented on: 


• Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgendered Round Table (GLBTRT) 
• Library Support Staff Interest Round Table (LSSIRT) 
• American Association of School Librarians (AASL) 


 
 
Patricia Hogan commented on: 


• Association for Library Trustees, Advocates, Friends and Funders (ALTAFF) 
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• Association of Specialized and Cooperative Library Agencies (ASCLA) 
• The Public Library Association Meeting (PLA) 
• The ALA-APA Certification Meeting 
• Credo (vendor) 
• Elsevier (vendor) 
• Morningstar (vendor) 
• Emerald (vendor) 


 
Dora Ho commented on: 


• Council Orientation Committee  
• Committee on Professional Ethics 
• Public and Cultural Programs Advisory Committee 
• The National Association to Promote Library Services to the Spanish Speaking 


(REFORMA)  
 
Courtney Young commented on: 


• Library Leadership and Management Association (LLAMA) 
• Library and Information Technology Association (LITA) 
• Littlefield Publishers (vendor) 
• Library Champion (vendor) 


 
Michael Porter commented on: 


• Chinese American Librarian’s Association (CALA) 
 


Kevin Reynolds commented on: 
• Libray and Information Technology Association (LITA) 
• Government Documents Round Table (GODORT) 
• Video Round Table 
• New Members Round Table 
• Awards Committee 
• Resolutions Committee 
• Chapter Relations Committee 


 
Sylvia K. Norton commented on: 


• Publishing Committee 
• Public Awareness Committee 


 
President-elect Maureen Sullivan commented on: 


• Intellectual Freedom Committee 
• Literacy Committee 
• Gale Cengage (vendor) 


 
Board Effectiveness  
Immediate Past President, Roberta Stevens commented on the Board’s effectiveness 
during this meeting. 
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The meeting adjourned at 2:00 pm. 
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TO:    ALA Executive Board 
 
RE:  Office for Research and Statistics Report   
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DATE: March 30, 2012 
 
BACKGROUND: 
                        
A brief summary of the recent activities of the Office for Research and Statistics including the 
member satisfaction study, the announcement of the new ORS Director, the 2011-2012 Public 
Library Funding and Technology Access Study, and the ALA member demographic study. 
 
 
   
 
 
 Attachments:  ORS Report 
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Member Satisfaction Survey 
3,053 members (15% of 20,325 members surveyed) completed the survey between August 
2011 and January 2012. These responses (labeled March 2012) are compared to member 
responses reported in September 2011. Although there were only minor changes to the ratings, 
members consistently indicated a high level (7 out of 10 points) of overall satisfaction with ALA 
and a willingness to renew their membership (8 out of 10 points). 
 
Questions March 


2012 
Sept 
2011 


Percent 
change 


1. How frequently do you access ALA's website? (5 = Very 
frequently) 


2.61 2.65 -1.51% 


2. Do you find what you're looking for on the ALA website? (5 = 
Always)) 3.71 3.69 0.54% 


3. How important are the following for you as reasons to join or 
renew your membership with ALA? (10 = Very important) 


   


• To learn about best practices, standards and guidelines to 
improve library service 


            
7.74   7.70  0.52% 


• To support ALA's advocacy to increase federal, state and 
local funding for libraries  


            
7.11  7.17 -0.84% 


• To network with members of the profession 
            


7.18  7.16 
 


0.25% 


• To promote the value of intellectual freedom 
            


7.09  7.10 
 


-0.14% 
• To increase public understanding of the value and 


importance of libraries 
            


6.99   7.06  -0.99% 


• To support library legislation 
            


6.91  6.97 
 


-0.86% 


• To support my career advancement 
            


7.17  6.92 
 


3.61% 


• To join one or more of ALA's divisions  
            


6.71  6.74 
 


-0.45% 
• To register for an ALA or division conference at a discount 


rate 
            


6.71  6.62 


 
1.36% 


• To improve my skills through continuing education 
            


6.76  6.52 
 


3.68% 


• To join one or more of ALA's roundtables 
            


4.58  4.41 
 


3.85% 
4. To what extent do you agree with the following statements, 


with 10 being "Absolutely agree":  ALA…    
• Has personnel available to address requests 6.65 6.64 0.15% 
• Responds in a timely manner to requests 6.76 6.69 1.05% 
• Utilizes technologies effectively for delivery of 


communications 7.25 7.18 0.97% 
• Responds effectively to requests 6.79 6.72 1.04% 
• Provides relevant communications 7.37 7.37 0.00% 
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5. When thinking about everything you look for from a 
professional association for support, how would you rate your 
overall satisfaction with ALA? (10 = Extremely satisfied) 7.31 7.29 0.27% 


6. How likely would you be to recommend membership in ALA to 
a friend or colleague? (10 = Very likely) 7.79 7.79 0.00% 


7. How likely would you be to continue your membership with 
ALA? (10 = Very likely) 8.54 8.60 -0.70% 


8. Overall, how important is membership in ALA to you? (10 = 
Extremely important) 7.67 7.72 


 
-0.65% 


9. How would you rate the value you received for the 
membership dues you paid to ALA? (10 = Outstanding) 6.60 6.67 -1.05% 


10. How does ALA compare to other associations you belong to in 
terms of its value to you? (10 = Much more valuable) 6.56 6.55 0.15% 


 
Dr. Kathy Rosa named new ORS Director  
Dr. Kathy Rosa will be the new director of the Office for Research and Statistics, effective May 
21, 2012. Rosa currently serves as an assistant professor of Library, Information and Media 
Studies in the College of Education at Chicago State University. Prior to her teaching position, 
Rosa has held positions in public, academic, school, and special libraries. Rosa earned an EdD 
with an emphasis in instructional technology from the University of Houston. She holds a MSLS 
from the University of Kentucky and a MSE and BSE from Southern Illinois University at 
Carbondale. See the full press release at http://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/news/ala/kathy-
rosa-new-office-research-and-statistics-director. 
 
State level data now available 
Using preliminary data from the 2011-2012 survey, the Public Library Funding & Technology 
Access Study team has created an advocacy package for use during the current legislative 
sessions. The team has created handouts for each of the 48 states that had sufficient survey 
response rates (not included: Connecticut and Oregon). These Topic Handouts provide color 
graphics comparing the state’s data to national data on public libraries and employment 
services and public libraries and e-government services. The study team has also prepared new 
press release and op-ed templates that focus on the crucial role public libraries play as strategic 
technology partners for digital literacy and local economic development. The templates can 
easily be customized for media targets at the state, regional, and local levels. The topic 
handouts and state profiles can also be accessed through the Information Policy & Access 
Center at http://www.plinternetsurvey.org (make selection in “Your State” graphic). 
 
Member demographic study 
Beginning in May 2005, ALA invited members to participate in a brief demographic survey. As of 
March 2012, 40,776, or 68% of our current members, have participated in this voluntary, self-
selected survey. Baby boomers – born between 1946 and 1964 – represent 46.9 percent of the 
ALA membership. Members already at retirement age (over age 65) represent 9.5 percent 
(3,747) of those who provided a date of birth in their response. If we estimate retirement age 
beginning at age 62, then about 17.4 percent of members reporting their date of birth fall into 
that range (6,847 respondents). 



http://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/news/ala/kathy-rosa-new-office-research-and-statistics-director�
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http://www.ala.org/plinternetfunding�
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http://www.ala.org/research/initiatives/plftas/data_in_action�

http://www.ala.org/research/initiatives/plftas/data_in_action�
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Membership remains largely unchanged since ALA began collecting these characteristics. Not 
dissimilar from the library profession overall, ALA members are:  


• Predominantly white (88.7%). 3.7% of the membership listed their ethnicity as 
Hispanic or Latino. In describing their race/family origin, members selected the 
following responses:  


o 88.7% White 
o 4.5% Black or African American 
o 3.7% Asian 
o 1.1% American Indian or Alaska Native 
o 0.2% Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander 
o 3.8% Other 


• Hold an MLS or other Master’s degrees (63.7% and 26.5%, respectively). 4.6% of the 
membership holds a PhD.  


• 2.9% of respondents reported having a disability. 


• The membership is predominantly female (80.7% female to 19.3% male).  
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EBD #12.34   
2011-2012 


TO:   ALA Executive Board 
 
RE: Public Information Office Fourth Quarter 2011 Media/Social Media Report 
 
 
ACTION REQUESTED/INFORMATION/REPORT: 


Information Item – No Action Required 
 
ACTION REQUESTED BY:  


Cathleen Bourdon, Associate Executive Director, Communications and Member 
Relations  


 
CONTACT PERSONS:  


Mark Gould, Director, Public Information Office, 312-280-5042, mgould@ala.org  
Macey Morales, Media Relations Manager, 312-280-4393, mmorales@ala.org;  


 
DRAFT OF MOTION: 
  NA  
 
 
DATE:   March 28, 2012     
 
 
BACKGROUND: 
According to the Newspaper Association of America, there are more than 1,400 daily newspapers and 
6,700 weekly newspapers in the United States, so the following report should be viewed as a snapshot of 
coverage achieved by the American Library Association (ALA).  
 
 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: 
 Media relations activity for the past quarter (Jan. 1 – Mar. 22) has focused in several areas including the 
ALA Midwinter Meeting, ALA Youth Media Awards,   Teen Tech Week and eBook lending in libraries. 
This quarter the ALA achieved more than 6,600 mentions/articles, which resulted in a circulation rate of 
more than 4.1 billion.    
 
Midwinter Meeting   
The first quarter began with the ALA Midwinter Meeting, Jan. 19 – 24. 
The ALA Public Information Office (PIO) began ALA Midwinter 
publicity efforts by responding to press queries regarding the ALA 
Youth Media Awards.  Pre-announcement coverage included an 
Associated Press article regarding the William C. Morris Award, which 
reached hundreds of publication in the U.S. and Canada; and an article 
in Publisher’s Weekly on the history of the Newbery and Caldecott 
Medals.  


PIO reached out to more than 162 local media contacts within the Dallas market, as well as 600 
mainstream and library trade press members. Pitching efforts resulted in interviews with local print and 
television media groups including the Dallas Morning News,   5NBCDFW and Univision.  
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The Dallas Morning News provided the most coverage with five 
articles ranging in topics from how the ALA Midwinter Meeting 
will impact the local economy to the ALA Youth Media Awards.  


 5NBCDFW Reporter Julie Tam talked with attendees and ALA Sr. 
Associate Executive Director Mary Ghikas who discussed why the 
ALA selected Dallas as the host city for the ALA Midwinter 
Meeting.   


Other interviews onsite included Keith Michael Fiels with 
Publisher’s Weekly Features Editor Andrew Richard Albanese on 


the issue of e-books and publishers and Past REFORMA President Oralia Garza Cortes spoke with 
Dallas’ Univision23.  


Other coverage included a segment from B.J Austin from KERA AM (NPR Affiliate) on the economic 
impact the conference will have on the City of Dallas.  


The Midwinter Meeting’s Youth Media Awards received national coverage. The PIO coordinated 
interviews with The Associated Press (AP), NPR’s All Things Considered, CNN En Espanol’s Café , 
CNN.com and TIME. The AP article  reached more than 1,000 news websites and blogs and such 
publications as USA Today and the Washington Post provided coverage.   
 
After months of planning, the PIO offered a 
live Webcast of the ALA Youth Awards. 
More than 18, 900 people logged on to view 
the award announcements.  The Webcast 
took months of preparation and coordination 
with ALA’s onsite audio/video vendors and 
our Web vendor Unikron, as well as 
participating ALA units.  
 
This year more than 4,100 Twitter followers 
and 1,985 Facebook subscribers tracked 
ALA Youth Media Award results live.   
 
New to this year’s social media efforts is the 
ALA Youth Media Awards YouTube 
channel. The channel features videos posted 
by 2012 winning authors as well as videos 
from past winners.  
  
 
Andrew Carnegie Medals for Excellence in Fiction and Nonfiction 


This quarter the PIO began work on supporting publicity efforts for the new 
Andrew Carnegie Medals for Excellence in Fiction and Nonfiction.  The 
awards are administered by Booklist Magazine and the Reference and User 
Services Association (RUSA). In an effort to announce the creations of the 


new awards, PIO reached out to the AP to secure coverage, which resulted in a news brief that reached 
thousands of news websites and blogs. Also PIO distributed the award announcement press release to 
thousands of print, television and radio contacts via PR NewsWire’s US1 and direct email.  


 
        2012 ALA Youth Media Awards Emcees: [from left to right] Chrystal     
        Carr Jeter, Chair Coretta Scott King Book Awards Committee; Molly      
        Raphael, President, American Library Association; Sarah Flowers,  
        President, Young Adult Library Services Association (YALSA); Mary  
        Fellows, President, Association for Library Service to Children (ALSC);  
        and Maria Kramer, President, The National Association to Promote  
        Library and Information Services to Latinos and the Spanish Speaking,  
        REFORMA. 
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Teen Tech Week  
During Teen Tech Week, March 4 – 10, themed “Geek Out @ your library, 
hundreds of libraries opened their physical and virtual doors and showcased 
technological programs and resources libraries offer Teens. Teen Tech 
Week is sponsored by the Young Adult Library Services Association 
(YALSA) and members and YALSA leadership participated in interviews.  
YALSA President Elect Jack Martin participated in a 30 minute in-studio 
interview with New York CBS Radio Affiliate Fresh102.7. Millions listened as Martin discussed Teen 
Tech Week and the valuable technology resources that libraries offer teens and their families. YALSA 
members in Denver also participated in a television interview with NBC Affiliate’s 9News . This year 
PIO also edited Teen Tech Week audio PSAs from Tom Kenny, voice of Sponge Bob Square Paints.  
More than 15 states aired the PSAs reaching millions of listeners.   
 
Ebooks  
ALA’s efforts to work with eBook publishers continued to make headlines. PIO worked with the ALA 
Washington Office and leadership to craft and distribute statements on eBook lending practices. Such 
headlines as PC World’s “Ebook publishers want library borrowing difficult,” to the Huffington Posts’ 
“Libraries in Crisis: Urging Random House to Reconsider Pricing Decision,” are just a couple of 
examples of how eBook lending is on the forefront of discussion for not only libraries but also their users.   
 
The ALA continues to have a national voice in the eBook debate. From Mediabistro’s “ALA President 
‘Deeply Disappointed’ in Random House’s ‘Severe Escalation’ in Library eBook Prices,” to Raphael’s 
meeting with eBook publishers, the ALA has become a valuable source for producers and reporters.  
 
This quarter there was very little negative coverage.  The top two ALA issues that fueled the majority of negative 
coverage include Internet filtering and book banning/challenges.  All coverage was from conservative groups that 
lack a clear understanding of ALA policies and the freedom of information.    
 
Below is a snapshot of coverage achieved during the first quarter of 2012.  
 
COVERAGE AT A GLANCE 
 


 
 
                            
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 POSITIVE  NEUTRAL  NEGATIVE  
Total Clips  4,589  2,010  66 
Total Circulation  2,726,775,230  1,378,064,653  5,397,967 
 
Total Articles/Mentions: 6,665 
Circulation: 4,110,237,580 
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SOCIAL MEDIA  
 
The following is a snapshot of social media coverage. Please note that PIO’s monitoring vendor does not 
provide social media circlation.  
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


This quarter the ALA received more than 3,900 social media mentions. The majority of social media 
coverage focused on the ALA Youth Media Awards and eBook lending in public libraries.   Negative 
coverage was fueled by conservative views on Internet filtering in public libraries.   
 
Positive: 2,527,   Neutral: 1,359, Negative: 55    
 
Total: 3,941 
 
BLOGS 
The majority of blog coverage was positive and focused on the ALA Youth Media Awards.     
 
[Positive: 1,616]  [Neutral: 822]  [Negative: 29]    
 
Total:  2,467 
 
 
SOCIAL MEDIA [TWITTER & FACEBOOK]  
The majority of Tweets focused on the ALA Midwinter Meeting and its Youth Media Awards.  
  
[Positive: 841]  [Neutral: 519]  [Negative: 26]  
 
Total: 1,386 
 
PHOTO SHARING [YOUTUBE & FLICKR ]  
CisionPoint captured various photo and video posts that range from ALA Midwinter Meeting photos to 
Teen Tech Week videos.  
[Positive: 70]  [Neutral: 18] [Negative: 0]    
 
Total: 88 
 


 
 


[END] 
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Marci Merola, Director, Office for Library Advocacy 
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DATE: 04-05-12 
 
SUMMARY: Recent activity of the Office for Library Advocacy is featured, including The 
2011-2012 Presidential Task Force on School Libraries; Molly Raphael’s Presidential Initiative; 
The Advocacy Institute; Webinars; Library Snapshot Day; COLA and related committees; 
privatization efforts; and Ilovelibraries.org. 
 
 


 
 
 
 
Molly Raphael’s Presidential Initiative: Empowering Voices, Transforming Communities 
 
 


  


OLA worked with ALA President Molly Raphael to create materials and present trainings at the 
2012 PLA Conference, March 15, and the Oklahoma Library Assn. Conference, March 28. A 
new workbook was created to help attendees engage communities back at home.  
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A series of webinars began March 8, featuring David Lankes speaking on library transformation. 
Three more webinars will be held in the months ahead, focusing on community issues; 
empowering constituencies, and a final webinar featuring Molly Raphael and President Elect 
Maureen Sullivan discussion how they will continue the library transformation theme moving 
forward.  


 
Presidential Task Force on School Libraries 
 
The 2011-2012 Presidential Task Force on School Libraries, chaired by Pat Tumulty, Chair of 
the Committee for Library Advocacy, and Susan Ballard, Incoming President of AASL is 
focusing on creating statewide coalitions of school library advocates.  
 
The goals of the Task Force are:     
 


• To secure inclusion of school libraries with certified school librarians in the new federal 
ESEA legislation  


• To galvanize school, public, academic and special librarians to address the crisis 
threatening school libraries 


• To increase public awareness of the impact of the de-professionalization of school 
libraries on students and student achievement 


• To help local advocates save school libraries at the local district level  
• To support statewide advocacy efforts  


 
 
 
Privatization Efforts 
 
 ALA Editions has published its new “Special Report on Privatization.” It 
merges the work of ALA researchers on privatization, Nancy Bolt and 
Karen Strege with Editions’ writer Jane Jerrard. It features case histories 
of libraries recently privatized, a forward written by Pat Tumulty and 
Marci Merola, and links to “Keeping Libraries Public: A Checklist on 
Privatization.”  
 
 
 
 
 


Webinars 


The Committee conducted a webinar on February 29 entitled “Ask an Advocate,” where Chair 
Pat Tumulty and Director Marci Merola answered audience questions about advocacy and 
reviewed available resources from ALA.  


“Creating Community Coalitions,” will take place on May 2, 1:30 PM Central. It will feature 
Lauren Comito of NY-based Urban Libraries Unite and Tara Seeley and Laura Johnson of the 







Indianapolis-Marion County Public Library sharing their stories on getting supporters involved 
in advocating for their libraries.  


Other webinars planned prior to Annual Conference include one on privatization and another 
“Ask the Advocate” webinar focusing on state data available through the Public Library Funding 
and Technology Study.  


 
Ilovelibraries.org 
 


ALA’s advocacy website for the public, Ilovelibraries.org, continues to 
be published twice a month. OLA recently worked with The Huffington 
Post to incorporate a “Libraries in Crisis” Newsfeed on the home page.  
 
The website is currently generating almost 10,000 hits daily, with over 
3,000 subscribers to the e-newsletter. The Ilovelibraries.org Facebook 
page has more than 39,000 subscribers, and 900 Twitter followers.  
 


 
 
Funding Crisis Efforts 
 
 
The ALA Office for Library Advocacy has organized an “ALA Crisis Team,” aimed at the 
monitoring of and quick response to crisis situations affecting libraries around the country. The 
team consists of members of OLA, American Libraries, the Public Information Office, the 
Chapter Relations Office, ALTAFF and appropriate divisions. For the most current information, 
visit American Libraries at www.americanlibrariesmagazine.org.  
 
 
 
 
 








Date: April 16, 2012 


To: Keith Michael Fiels 
Gregory Calloway 
Department Heads 


CC: Unit Heads 


From: Keith D. Brown 


Re: FY 2011 Indirect Cost Study Summary 


2011 - 12 EBD Info #1 
2011 - 12 BARC Information. #2.2 


The following is a summary of the results from FY 2011 Indirect Cost Study. The information 
generated from the study will be used to determine the ALA composite/indirect cost rate as defined in 
the Operating Agreement. The resulting rate from this study will be applied to the FY 2014 budget. A 
description of the basic assumptions and methodology are noted below in Section I. The significant 
cost variances are explained in Section III. 


For the fiscal year ended 8-31-11, the mandated Operating Agreement derived composite (indirect) 
rate is 24.2% - see exhibits I & II. This represents a decrease of 1.3 in absolute numerical terms and -
5.1 % in percentage terms as illustrated below. This rate compares to the study generated total ALA 
overall composite/indirect rate of 41.4%, the division generated rate of 37.4% and an NEH rate during 
this study year of 24.4% I. See Exhibit I for the formula details and yearly comparisons. 


Composite/Indirect Rate 
Numerical Change 
% Change 


8/31111 


24.2% 
-1.3 
-5.1% 


8/31110 


25.5% 
-0.6 
-2.3% 


8/31109 


26.1% 
2.1 
8.2% 


The ALA Operating Agreement stipulates that certain ALA revenues from the divisions and publishing 
will be assessed at a specific percentage of the composite rate. As such, division conference revenue 
and publishing revenue will be assessed the compositelindirect rate at 100% and 50% respectively. 
This translates into a rate of 24.2% on division conference revenue and 12.1 % on publishing revenue. 


I. Methodology and Changes in FY 2011 


A. The allocation methods used in FY 2011 study were consistent with the previous year. 


I The proposed rate for use in FY 2013 is 18.7%. 







II. Basic Direct Costs 


See Exhibit III. 


III. Significant Direct/Indirect Cost Variances by Cost Type and Group Summary 


The following represents the allocation of costs of specific cost types (centers) that generate either 
direct costs only i.e. audit fees, operating supplies etc. or a combination of direct and indirect costs i.e. 
Human Resources, ITTS etc .. As a result total ALA Direct/Indirect costs for the year declined during 
the year by $502,235 (-2.8%) to $17.4 million. This compares to the decline in total ALA expenses of 
$3 .6 million (-6.9%) to $48.3 million. 


Below represents the changes in the various cost types: 


% % % 


Cost Type 2011 Total 2010 Total ~ Change Change 
Operating Supplies $ 19,865 0.1% $ 20,690 0.1% $ (825) -4 .0% 


Telephone $ 16,804 0.1% $ 35,704 0.2% $ (18,900) ·52.9% 


Equipment/Maintenance $ 29,687 0.2% $ 36.220 0.2% $ (6,533) -18.0% 
Human Resources $ 751 ,714 4.3% $ 726,788 4.1% $ 24,926 3.4% 
Building Operations $ 1,823,136 10.5% $ 1,757,534 9.8% $ 65,602 3.7% 
Reprographics $ 21,602 0.1% $ 23,301 0.1% $ (1,699) -7.3% 
Distribution Center $ 233,925 1.3% $ 231,245 1.3% $ 2,680 1.2% 
ITIS $ 2,581 ,779 14.9% $ 2,365,031 13.2% $ 216,748 9.2% 
HQ Library/ORS $ 644,846 3.7% $ 739,853 4.1% $ (95,007) -12.8% 
Fiscal Services $ 1,811,694 10.4% $ 1,775,239 9.9% $ 36,455 2.1% 
Audit Fees $ 108,741 0.6% $ 91,347 0.5% $ 17,394 19.0% 


Publishing AED $ 162,897 0.9% $ 82,823 0.5% $ 80,074 96.7% 


Production Services $ (19,071) -0 .1% $ (54,416) -0 .3% $ 35,345 65.0% 


PIO $ 658,765 3.8% $ 749,638 4.2% $ (90,873) -12.1 % 
Membership Services $ 1,712,931 9.9% $ 1,751,399 9.8% $ (38,468) ·2.2% 
General Administration ~ 6,794,416 39.2% ~ 7,523,570 42.1% ~ (729,154) -9.7% 


Total 3; 1Z 353 731 1 QQ .QO[, $ 17 855 966 lQQ Q% $ (5Q2235) -2.8% 


This summary represents the total directlindirect costs generated from the indirect cost study model and 
allocated to all units within ALA for determine of the overall composite rate, Below are more details on 
the most significant "Cost Type" changes: 


A. General Administration - Direct/Indirect costs related to General Administration expenses 
declined by $729,154 (-9.7%) to $6,8 million primarily as a result of the year to year change 
in expenses related to restricted funds activity i.e. grants. Expenses related to restricted funds 
declined during the year by $431,443 (-33.6%), which is directly related to the reduction in 







grant activity of$3.1 million (37.4%) to $5.4 million. Also contributing was a reduction in 
allocated expenses related to publishing activities, which declined by $112,303 (-8 .1 'Yo) to 
$1.3 million. 


B. HO Library/ORS - Direct/Indirect costs declined by $95,007 (-12.8%) to $644,846 
primarily as a result oflower direct costs in ORS of$86,11 0 (-45.8%) related directly to the 
open Director's position for most of the year. 


C. Public Information Office - Direct/Indirect costs declined by $90,873 (-12.1 %) to 
$658,765 primarily as a result of lower direct costs of$74,624 (-13.1 %) incurred during the 
year. 


D. ITTS - This was the primary offset area against the general reductions experienced in the 
areas above. Direct/Indirect costs increased during the year by $216,748 (9.2%) to $2.6 
million as a result of higher direct costs related to salaryfbenefits ($110,397) as staff was 
added and depreciation ($106,517) related to equipment purchases during the year. 


Below represents another look at the costs types from the perspective of the cost generating areas: 


% % % 


Groul! Summa!]! 2011 Total 2010 Total ~ Change Change 
Support Units $ 3,253,395 18.7% $ 3,375,103 18.9% $ (121,708) -3.6% 
Offices & Committees $ 3,100,090 17.9% $ 2,799,674 15.7% $ 300,416 10.7% 


Conferences $ 1,575,874 9.1% $ 1,745,906 9.8% $ (170,032) -9.7% 


Products & Promotions $ 235,902 1.4% $ 313,568 1.8% $ (77,666) -24.8% 
Publishing $ 2,732,158 15.7% $ 2,772,310 15.5% $ (40 ,152) -1.4% 
Divisions $ 5,108,839 29.4% $ 5,089,710 28.5% $ 19,1 29 0.4% 
Roundtables $ 404,487 2.3% $ 414,165 2.3% $ (9,678) -2 .3% 
Restricted Funds $ 853,892 4.9% $ 1,285,335 7.2% $ (431,443) -33.6% 


Related Interest Groups l! 89,095 0.5% l! 60,197 0.3% l! 28,898 48.0% 


Total $ lZ 353 Z31 1QQ Q% $ 17 855 968 1QQ.Q% $ (5Q223Zl _2 .8°/, 


Below are comments related to the most significant changes in direct/indirect costs based on 
reconfiguring the above cost types into group summaries. Significant reductions were realized in 
Restricted Funds ($431,443), Conferences ($170,032) and Support Units ($121,708) with an offsetting 
increase in the Offices & Committees ($300,416). As would be expected, the cost type in the previous 
section with the greatest variance (General Administration) had the most significant impact on the area 
groupings, specifically the Restricted Funds. 


Below is a description of the major group summary variances: 


A. Restricted Funds - Direct/Indirect costs declined during the year by $431,443 (-33.6%) to 
$853,892 as a result of a lower allocation of General Administration costs. The General 
Administration allocation was impacted by a significant year to year decline in the amount of 







expenses related to activities in Grants & Awards secured and ended ($3.2 million) during the 
course of the year. Restricted Fund expenses in FYII accounted for 11.8% of General 
Administration expenses compared to 16.7% in FYIO. 


B. Conferences - Direct/Indirect costs declined during the year by $170,032 (-9.7%) to $1.6 
million primarily as a result oflower direct expenses and higher overhead, which further 
lowered allocable expenses. Areas of reduction were in Fiscal Services ($66,081), 
Membership Services ($52,132) and General Administration ($30,579). 


C. Support Units - Direct/Indirect costs declined by $121,708 (-3.8%) to $3.3 million. The 
decline was due largely to lower combined direct/indirect costs allocated from HQ/Library 
(63,700), PIO ($46,144) and Fiscal Services ($37,185). 


D. Products & Promotions - Direct/Indirect costs declined by $77,666 (-24.8%) to $235,902 
primarily in the area of General Administration ($39,415) as direct costs declined by 
$217,529 during the year. Also contributing were reductions in Production Services 
($21,396) and Fiscal Services ($18,587). 


E. Offices and Committees - Direct/Indirect costs increased during the year by $300,416 
(10.7%) to $3.1 million. The major reason for the increase this year was a direct result of 
under reporting of the number of PC's utilized in the Offices and Committees in FY10. As 
inventory tracking continues to remain a focus and get better, this should not be an issue in 
future studies. Due to the increased allocation due to more PC 's in use, there were higher 
allocations from Fiscal Services ($82,664), IITS ($135,575) and General Administration 
($44,020) costs compared to last year. 


IV. OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 


In an effort to fairly allocate direct and indirect costs in the annual study, staff continually reviews and 
updates the Indirect Cost study model and the methodology used to take into account changes in the 
revenue sources/types, the cost environment and particularly better allocation methods as they become 
available. A number of expense areas continue to be examined in order to determine if any changes 
need to be made so that the most efficient and fair allocation method is used. Areas receiving the most 
focus at this time include the following: 


I . ITTS 
• # of PC's 
• Telephone Lines 


2. PIO 


Finance will be meeting with the units in question and critically analyze the costs that the association is 
currently encountering and the relevance of the allocation method being used. The allocation method 
established for use will be considered based on what is mutually fair and equitable. 











INDIRECT COST STUDY 2011 


Fiscal Year 2011 


Indirect Cost 
Revenue 


Unit Rate 


ReV9Jl\l& per $ Indil'(lct Cost 


Fiscal Year 2010 


Indirect Cost 
Revenue 


Unit Rate 


R(lv(mue per $ Indirect Cost 


Indirect Cost 
Revenue 


Revenue per $ Indirect Cost 


Indirect Cost 
Revenue 


Revenue per S Indirect Cost 


Conferences I 
~1 575 874 
$7,819,462 


20.2% 


$4.96 


Conferences I 
§:1 745906 
$8,200,811 


21.3% 


$4.58 


2010 
$5089710 


$15,756,676 


$3.10 


2010 
$16510436 
$42,587,757 


$2.58 


+ 


+ 


COMPOSITE RATE' 


Publishing Deprtment 


Graphics Publishing 


$235902 
+ 


~2 492 754 
+ 


$239404 
$1,271,473 $8,871,050 $807,596 


27_1% 
18.6% 28.1% 29.6% 


$5.39 $3.56 $3.37 


Graphics Publishing 


$313568 
+ 


§:2 394 959 + 
$377 352 


$1,459.906 $8.349,876 $936,086 


28.7% 
21.5% 28.7% 40.3% 


$4 .35 $3.40 $2.42 


DIVISION COMPOSITE RATE"'''' 


32.3% 


2011 
$5108839 


$13,680,235 


$2.68 


TOTAL ALA COMPOSITE RATE....... -] 


38.8% 


2011 
$16410745 
$40,077,543 


$2.44 


[--- NEH RATE 


Previous Rate 24.4% 
2010 


Current Rate 
2011 


Overall 


Composite 
Rate 


$4543934 
$18,769,581 


24.2% 


$4.13 


Overall 
Composite 


Rate 


$4831 785 
$18,946,679 


26.1% 


$3.83 


24.4% 


· 'ndirect Costs Conferences+Graphics+Publ ishing+Amer.Lib.lRevenues Conferences+Graphics+Publishing+Amer.Lib. 
uDivision Indirect CostS/Division Revenues 
.... "Total ALA Indirect costs (less Restricted Fund and affiliates)fTotal ALA Operating Revenues. Total operating revenue 
is defined as General Fund ($26,425,901), D ivisions ($15,756,676), Round Tables ($405,180). 


Exhibit I 


24.2% 


25.5% 


37.3% 


40.9% 







Numerical Analaysis of Rate Change Exhibit II 


YEARLY CHANGES 
FY 2010 - FY2011 


Fiscal Year 2011 


American 


Conferences I I Graphics I Publishing Libraries I $ ChanQe % ChanQe 


Indirect Costs (~170,032) (~77,666) $97,795 (~ 1 37,948) = (~287,851 ) -6.0% 
Revenues ($381,349) ($188,433) $521 ,174 ($128,490) ($177,098) -0.9% 


Revenue per $ Indirect Cost ~ ($2.24) ($2.43) ($5.33) $0.93 ($0.62) 
Revenue per $ Indirect Cost ~ $2.62 $50 .57 $0.37 ($28.09) $2.30 


1t 


FY 2010 


% Indirect Costs ~ -9.7% -24.8% 4.1% -36.6% -6 .0% = -5.3% -6.9% 
% Revenue ~ -4.7% -12.9% 6.2% -13.7% -0.9% i i 


Rate Change ALA 
DIVISION COMPOSITE RATE Total 


Expenses 
$ Change % Change Change 


Indirect Costs ~19, 129 0.4% Rate Change = 15.6% 
Revenues $2.026,765 -13.2% 


Revenue per $ Indirect Cost ~ (2010) ($105.95) 
Revenue per $ Indirect Cost ~ $2.09 


1t 


FY 2010 TOTAL COMPOSITE RATE 


$ Change % Change 
Indirect Costs (~99,691 ) -0.6% Rate Change = 5.6% 
Revenues ($2,510,214) -5.9% 


Revenue per $ Indirect Cost ~ (2010) ($25 .18) 
Revenue per $ Indirect Cost ~ ($0.33) 


1t 
FY 2010 







Exhibit III 


BASIC DIRECT COSTS 


FY 11-10 FY 11-10 
2011 2010 2009 $ Change % Change 


EXPENSES AREAS 


A. Distribution Center (Net) $ 166,966 $ 165,526 $ 172,825 $ 1,440 0.9% 
B. Building Operations $ 1,799,232 $ 1,738,741 $ 1,700,355 $ 60,491 3.5% 
C. Human Resources $ 643,362 $ 605,859 $ 548,702 $ 37,503 6.2% 
D. HQ Library/DRS $ 474,267 $ 563,194 $ 554,012 $ (88,927) -15.8% 
E. Production Services (Net) $ (20,188) $ (54,538) $ (15,464) $ 34,350 63.0% 
F. Reprographics (Net) $ (23,447) $ (21 ,831) $ (5 ,260) $ (1,616) 7.4% 
G. Membership Services $ 783,665 $ 692,420 $ 852,225 $ 91,245 13.2% 
H. Small Division Support'" $ 80,187 $ 82,468 $ 135,720 $ (2,281) -2.8% 
I. American Subscription Equivalents" $ 617,646 $ 656,639 $ 666,785 $ (38,993) -5.9% 
J . Operating Supplies" $ 19,865 $ 20,690 $ 24,220 $ (825) -4 .0% 
K. Equipment and Maintenance/Lease· $ 29,687 $ 36,220 $ 41,916 $ (6,533) -18.0% 
L. Telephone (Net)'" $ 16,804 $ 35,704 $ 31 ,023 $ (18,900) -52.9% 
M. Public Information Office $ 496,293 $ 570,917 $ 579,424 $ (74,624) -13.1% 
N. Information Tech. & Tele. Services $ 2,408,887 $ 2,211,459 $ 2,302,808 $ 197,428 8.9% 
O. Fiscal Services $ 1,422,195 $ 1,411,830 $ 1,439,532 $ 10,365 0.7% 
P. Audit & Bank Fees" $ 491,331 $ 422,582 $ 372,676 $ 68,749 16.3% 
Q . Communications - AED $ 569,816 $ 605,194 $ 656,068 $ (35,378) -5.8% 
R. Public Programs $ 153,180 $ 141,712 $ 149,477 $ 11,468 8.1% 
S. Post Retirement Benefits· $ 1,330,694 $ 456,406 $ 1,252,Q38 $ 874,288 191 .6% 
T. General & Administration 


- Council/Administration/Committees $ 130,350 $ 152,599 $ 153,867 $ (22,249) ·14.6% 
· Executive Board $ 291 ,100 $ 322,420 $ 285,632 $ (31 ,320) ·9.7% 
- Executive Office $ 732,835 $ 751,816 $ 747,717 $ (18,981) -2.5% 
• Member Programs & Services - AED $ 204,525 $ 224,661 $ 207,446 $ (20,136) -9.0% 
- Staff Support/Office Services $ 419,623 $ 430,655 $ 475,494 $ (11 ,032) -2.6% 
• General Business Expense $ (348,640) $ 231,986 $ 2,903,768 $ (580,626) ·250.3% 
- Organizational Support* $ 99,003 $ 91,020 $ 82,375 $ 7,983 8.8% 


TOTAL DIRECT COSTS $ 12,989,238 $ 12,546,349 $ 16,315,381 $ 442,889 3.5% 


$ Change (+1-) $ 442,889 $ (3 ,769,032) $ 111,061 
% Change ( +1- ) 3.5% -30.0% 0 .9% 
% of Total ALA Expenses 26.9% 24.2% 28.1% 


TOTAL ALA COSTS (EXPENSES) $ 48,329,260 $ 51,937,998 $ 57,994,690 $ (3,608,738) -§J!% 


*A component of General Business Expenses, but separated for illustration purposes. 








ALA Executive Board Conference Call (2/21/12) - Vote Tally EBD #1.6
2011-2012


 2010 ALA Fall Meeting


On the February 21, 2012 conference call, the Executive Board took the following action:


On a motion by Jim Neal, seconded by Courtney Young, the Executive Board


Voted to approve four new positions in ALA Publishing as outlined in Executive Board document #12.28, 2011-2012.


Raphael Sullivan Stevens Neal Ho Hogan Matthews Norton Porter Reynolds Williams Young
Publishing request to the Executive Board P Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y


 
Y = Yes, N = No, P = Presiding Officer (does not vote), A = Abstain, NP = Not Present
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EBD # 12.36 
2011-2012 


 
 


TO:    ALA Executive Board 
 
RE: The Knowledge Alliance Recruitment Program and the Spectrum Doctoral 


Fellowship Program   
 
ACTION REQUESTED/INFORMATION/REPORT: 


Information Only  
 
ACTION REQUESTED BY:  
       
CONTACT PERSON:  


Miguel A. Figueroa, Director Office for Diversity 
  mfigueroa@ala.org 312-280-5295 
 
DRAFT OF MOTION: 
          
 
DATE: April 6, 2012 
 
BACKGROUND: 
                       Report on current grant-funded projects operated by the ALA Office for Diversity, 
including the launch of Knowledge Alliance recruitment initiative and the Spectrum Doctoral 
Fellowship Program 
 
 
   
 
 
 Attachments:   
 
Report on Knowledge Alliance 
Report on Spectrum Doctoral Fellowship Program 
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Spectrum Doctoral Fellowship Program 
 
Background 
 
In July 2011, the Office for Diversity received a grant from the Institute of Museum and Library Services 
in the amount of $886,499 in support of the Spectrum Doctoral Fellowship Program: Building Change 
Project.  This project, funded through the Laura Bush 21st Century Librarian Program, seeks to recruit 
and prepare at least seven doctoral candidates from underrepresented racial and ethnic groups for 
careers in library and information science education.   
The major activities of the project are: 
 


1. Promote LIS doctoral study as a viable option for individuals from underrepresented racial and 
ethnic groups. 


2. Increase the number of individuals from underrepresented racial and ethnic groups entering 
and ultimately graduating from LIS doctoral programs, including awarding seven fellowship 
packages to include full tuition and yearly stipends for students beginning doctoral studies in fall 
2013.    


3. Support Spectrum Doctoral Fellows’ professional development and program retention by 
offering opportunities for involvement in research and leadership activities, including two 
Spectrum Doctoral Fellows Institutes and support for participation in the ALISE Annual 
Conference. 


Development 
 
The Office for Diversity has partnered with twenty-one participating academic programs to promote and 
support the Spectrum Doctoral Fellowship Program.  As a participant, LIS programs will be among the 
academic programs to which a Spectrum Doctoral Fellowship applicant may apply.  Upon acceptance by 
the LIS program and selection as a Fellow, fellows will receive, through support from IMLS, funding for 
tuition and living stipends for two years of study and support for travel to institutes and conferences 
designed to further fellows’ academic pursuits.  The participating program agrees to support the Fellow 
for the required remaining studies for completion of the PhD.   
 
Promotion and Recruitment 
 
The Office for Diversity began promotion and recruitment of the Spectrum Doctoral Fellowship Program 
at the 2012 ALA Midwinter Meeting with the program “Is a PhD in LIS for You,” providing attendees with 
several recent PhDs’ experiences deciding to pursue and pursuing a doctorate. 
In March 2012, the Office for Diversity announced a free series of webinars exploring opportunities for 
doctoral studies in library and information science.  The four scheduled webinars include “Is a PhD in LIS 
Right for You?” “Selecting an LIS PhD Program,” “Building Your Personal and Professional Support 
Network,” and “Funding Opportunities and Applying to Doctoral Programs.”  Each webinar will feature 
current PhD candidates discussing the opportunities and realities of doctoral studies.  Over 60 
individuals have already expressed interest in attending the webinars. 
   
 
 
 







Moving Forward 
 
The Office for Diversity will finalize and open the Spectrum Doctoral Fellowship Program application by 
the end of summer 2012.  The application period will coordinate with the schedules of the participating 
LIS programs’ application schedules.  Selected Fellows will be announced in spring 2013 to begin studies 
in fall 2013.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 







Knowledge Alliance 
 
Background 
 
In July 2010, the Office for Diversity received a grant from the Institute of Museum and Library Services 
in the amount of $432,495 in support of a project titled “Discovering Librarianship.”  This project, 
funded through the Laura Bush 21st Century Librarian Program, seeks to recruit ethnically diverse high 
school and college students to careers in libraries by enlisting 35 early career librarians to develop new 
recruitment materials and deploy the recruitment campaign at local career, education, and cultural 
events.   
 
The major activities of the project are: 
 


1. Engage a geographically diverse cohort of early career librarians and provide training in key 
areas towards developing a relevant and persuasive recruitment message.  


2. Deploy field recruiters at over 50 recruitment events across the United States. 
3. Develop a sustainable Leads/Contacts Management System to increase follow-up and 


engagement rates with interested individuals. 
4. Pair high school and undergraduate college students interested in careers in libraries with 


mentors. 
5. Hold a graduate school planning institute for up to 50 college undergraduates interested in 


careers in librarianship.  
 


Development 
 
The Office for Diversity identified 35 early career librarians through a competitive application process to 
serve as recruiters.  A meeting at the 2011 ALA Midwinter Meeting began discussion on issues and 
concerns for recruitment.  Recruiters discussed the value of diversity in librarianship, current workforce 
trends, career opportunities in libraries, educational preparation and requirements, library advocacy, 
and library salaries.  Participants also shared issues and obstacles encountered in their journey towards 
a career in libraries and possible strategies for overcoming these.    
Conversations continued in ALA Connect as recruiters contributed to the development of the 
recruitment materials, including themes, tag lines, and emphasis.   
 
Knowledge Alliance 
 
In March 2012, the Office for Diversity launched Knowledge Alliance the new brand for the recruitment 
program developed from the Discovering Librarianship project. 
   


 
 
 
 







Knowledge Alliance is a recruitment initiative reflective of librarians’ commitment to being helpful, 
informative, and collaborative.  The tagline for Knowledge Alliance is “Meet Your Ally” and reflects the 
willingness of recruiters to serve as personal guides for college and high school students interested in 
careers in library and information science.   
 
The centerpiece for Knowledge Alliance is the recruitment portal (http://knowledgealliance.org/), which 
utilizes a social networking model to connect individuals interested in careers in libraries with allies who 
can support their career pursuits.  Interested individuals can “Join the Alliance” by creating an account 
at Knowledge Alliance and search for allies based on geographic location or interests (academic, public 
or school libraries; children’s and teen services; cataloging, reference, readers advisory, preservation; or 
even fashion, health sciences, or comic books).  Finding an individual or individuals who match their 
interests, they can begin to ask questions or learn more about the path to a career in libraries.  
Knowledge Alliance also allows for pushing of information to users based on their preferences—pushing 
scholarship information, application deadlines, etc., to those individuals who have indicated interest in 
these topics in their user preferences.  A question form, events calendar, and news feed also provides 
information independent of registration requirements.  The portal is built for scalability so that new 
recruiters may be added to the system as the program grows. 
 


 
 
Additional Knowledge Alliance materials include booth display materials—a table skirt and pop-up 
display—and promotional booklets featuring recruiters’ pictures and stories. 



http://knowledgealliance.org/�





   
 
Distribution and Promotion 
 
Promotion of Knowledge Alliance is funded through the Discovering Librarianship project.  Each 
recruiter’s registration, travel, and lodging at two local, regional, or national recruitment events are 
covered by the grant.   Recruitment events must be focused on college or high school students and 
should not already have library representation.  Recruiters must confirm all events with the Office for 
Diversity.  Recruiters provide the Office for Diversity with total attendance for each event and track 
booth interactions.    
 
To date, recruiters have participated in the following events: 


March 10, 2012: 25th Annual Multi-Ethnic Career Development Conference, University of Delaware 


March 15, 2012:  Wilberforce University Spring Career Fair, Wilberforce University (Ohio) 


March 17, 2012:  South Bay Womyn’s Conference, San Jose, California 


To date, six individuals have registered accounts at Knowledge Alliance and have been paired with allies. 


Recruiters will continue to identify recruitment events and promote Knowledge Alliance through March 
2013. 


 





		Attachments:

		March 10, 2012: 25th Annual Multi-Ethnic Career Development Conference, University of Delaware

		March 15, 2012:  Wilberforce University Spring Career Fair, Wilberforce University (Ohio)

		To date, six individuals have registered accounts at Knowledge Alliance and have been paired with allies.

		Recruiters will continue to identify recruitment events and promote Knowledge Alliance through March 2013.
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Executive Summary  
 
The purpose of the Development Office report to the ALA Executive Board Members is to 
provide an account of the progress made by ALA and its units in their strategic 
fundraising efforts. As represented by the level of gifts made and actionable next steps 
developed with various donors, significant progress has been made in the advancement 
of the fundraising continuum (i.e., identify, qualify, cultivate, solicit, steward) culture within 
ALA and its units.  
 
Accomplishments 
The primary focus of the Development Office has been ensuring that our fundraising 
systems, structures and services fully support ALA-wide goals. Since our last report to 
the Executive Board in January 2012, the Development Office has continued to work on 
defining and improving internal functions and processes, as well as external activities 
designed to garner new revenues for ALA. Following the list of accomplishments, further 
information about specific fundraising activities is listed to highlight the expanding role 
and reach of ALA.  
 
Strategic Priorities 
• As of 04/06/2012, the amount contributed to the Spectrum Presidential Initiative in 


gifts and pledges is $1,119,723 or 112% of the goal. This amount includes the grant 
of $200,000 plus a portion of the challenge grant from the Bill & Melinda Gates 
Foundation to the Spectrum Presidential Initiative. 


• The Office for Research and Statistics submitted a National Leadership grant 
application to the Institute of Museum and Library Services in February 2012 in 
support of the Public Library Funding & Technology Access Study, which was 
previously funded by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation.  AASL, ACRL, PPO and 
YALSA also submitted grant applications in February to IMLS. 


• Invitations for the May 4, 2012 convening were sent to a pre-selected group of 
foundation, corporate leaders and library practitioners for The Promise of Libraries 
Transforming Communities.  To date, 27 have accepted.  ALA President Molly 
Raphael, President-Elect Maureen Sullivan, Immediate Past President Roberta 
Stevens and Executive Director Keith Michael Fiels continue to meet with the National 
Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) and the Institute for Museum and Library 
Services (IMLS) to refine the meeting.  This meeting is funded in part by a Bill & 
Melinda Gates Foundation grant through the Spectrum grant.   


• ALA President Molly Raphael, Keith Michael Fiels, Deborah Robertson, director of the 
Public Programs Office and Kim Olsen-Clark will meet with the AARP Foundation 
President Jo Ann Jenkins and Foundation staff on April 24.  This meeting continues 
the conversation held between ALA Immediate Past President Roberta Stevens and 
Keith Michael Fiels in early 2011.   


• Development Office reached out to ALA Library Champions to assist with the 
signature drive for the AASL-White House petition in support of school library funding. 
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Five Library Champions reported back to ALA with significant internal and external 
advocacy activities: BWI/Follett Library Resources, EBSCO, Highsmith, InfoUSA, and 
Springer. 


• The ALA Task Force for Planning Giving convened for a second time on January 21, 
2012 during ALA Midwinter.  The Task Force agreed on a multi-year Planned Giving 
campaign “15 by 15,” to raise $15 million in planned gifts and bequests by 2015.  The 
campaign will be officially announced and launched at ALA Annual Conference in 
Anaheim.  The Development Office is reaching out to divisions and round tables to 
coordinate promotional activities for the campaign.  


• A concept proposal was submitted to the Carnegie Corporation of New York in 
support a national recognition award honoring elected officials and philanthropists 
who make major contributions to the improvement of libraries and library services in 
December. 


• On behalf of ALSC, the Development Office will meet with Simon & Schuster to 
discuss partnership opportunities for El día de los niños/El día de los libros (Children's 
Day/Book Day) in April. 


• Public Programs Office (PPO) is exploring potential opportunities as related to ageing 
populations with the MetLife Foundation. 


• The Office for Diversity (OFD) is collaborating with OCLC and the Los Angeles Public 
Library on a special “library as a career” awareness program for middle school 
students during the ALA Annual Conference in Anaheim. 


 
Fundraising 
• The Carnegie Corporation of New York awarded a grant of $300,000 in support of the 


Andrew Carnegie Medals for Excellence in Fiction and Nonfiction.  Co-sponsors of the 
Medals are ALA’s Booklist and the Reference and User Services Association (RUSA).   


• In February, OLOS submitted a grant application to the Dollar General Literacy 
Foundation to continue the American Dream Starts @ your library program.   


• In February, AASL, ACRL, the Office for Research and Statistics, PPO and YALSA 
submitted six proposals to IMLS for the National Leadership program.   


• In December 2011, PLA, ALA-APA, and PPO submitted three proposals to IMLS for 
the Laura Bush 21st Century Librarian Program:  


• Pitney Bowes Foundation awarded a grant of $35,000 in support of disaster relief for 
school and public libraries affected by disasters.   


• In October, Leonard Kniffel with the support of the Development Office submitted a 
proposal to the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences to request support to 
help launch the first of a new line of books for the general public. In December, ALA 
received word that the application was being reviewed. 


• In support of the 2012 Banned Books Week, the Development Office has research 
and identified potential corporate and foundation prospects for the Office for 
Intellectual Freedom (OIF).  
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• The Development Office is giving support to PPO on a fundraising campaign in 
support of the Cultural Communities Fund (CCF).  A CCF mailing has brought in 
$4,572 in contributions with a response rate of 11%.  


• The Development Office worked with GLBTRT on the naming of the Stonewall Book 
Award Children’s & Young Adult Literature Award to the Stonewall Book Award-Mike 
Morgan & Larry Romans Children’s & Young Adult Literature Award.  GLBTRT 
continues fundraising efforts to support and expand the Stonewall Book Awards 
program.   


• The Development Office provided support to ACRL in the initial phase of their 75th 
Anniversary campaign by performing data mining and prospect research to support a 
feasibility study conducted by ACRL. 


• The Development Office is working with YALSA on a planned giving mailing to its 
membership. The effort is in concert with ALA’s overall planned giving activities.  


• The Development Office continues to work closely with a number of ALA Round 
Tables on the development and execution of fundraising plans: The Gay, Lesbian, 
Bisexual, and Transgender (GLBT) Round Table, Government Documents Round 
Table (GODORT), International Relations Round Table (IRRT) and Retired Members 
Round Table (RMRT).  A second mailing campaign for GODORT was sent in mid-
December 2011, resulting in $6,475 of additional support.  A year-end online giving 
campaign for GLBTRT resulted in $5,145 of new support.   


• FamilyandPartyGames.com supported ALA’s National Gaming Day @ your library by 
donating 3,000 copies of its best-selling board game titles.  The fourth annual National 
Gaming Day @ your library was hosted on November 12, with over 20,000 
participants joining in at local libraries across the United States.  The Development is 
currently in early discussions with two prospect corporate donors for the event. 


• The Development Office continues to have ongoing strategic discussions with the 
Exhibits Round Table (ERT) about the Hoy Scholarship. 


• The Development Office conducted a targeted email campaign on behalf of the 
Campaign for America’s Libraries (CAL) in early April 2012, with another targeted 
mail/email campaign to follow in November.  Metrics from our previous campaign, 
which raised $4,114, will be used in both appeals in order to increase donor 
participation and individual gifts. 


• Based on our current pledge data, ALA will receive $9,600 from the CFC Fall 2010 
campaign, of which $6,622 has been received to date.  We are awaiting pledge data 
for the Fall 2011 campaign, which will be completed in September 2012.  
Contributions are unrestricted. 


• To date, ALA has received $11,006.00 from Donation Line, our vehicle donation 
program.  When a donor selects ALA as the designated charity, Donation Line 
arranges pick-up and sale of the vehicle, with ALA receiving approximately 80% of the 
proceeds.  There is no cost to the Association and contributions are unrestricted. 
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Building the Profession 
• The Development Office will be presenting a planned giving program, “Creating a 


Legacy — Building a Bequest Program”, at the 2012 Annual Conference.   
• The Development Office presented a fundraising program, “Fundraising: The Shape 


of Things to Come,” during PLA’s conference in Philadelphia. 
• In January, the Development Office began holding monthly Top Prospect meetings for 


ALA units interested in learning about each other’s fundraising efforts and exploring 
ways they can collaborate on projects. 


 
Organizational Excellence 
• The 2010-11 ALA Annual Report “Power On” has been submitted for consideration to 


the Publicity Club (PCC) of Chicago’s 2012 Golden Trumpet Awards in the category 
of best Non-profit Annual Reports. 


• Following the implementation of the new “Grants” module in iMIS, the Development 
Office has developed and begun testing on a number of grant management and 
financial tracking reports in March.  These reports will assist with project 
management, donor relationship management, grant reporting and dash-boarding of 
current fundraising activities. 


• The ALA Information Technology & Telecommunication Services (ITTS) and the 
Development Office are currently in the process of developing a Request for 
Proposals to upgrade current online donation functionality on the ALA website to 
make it more user-friendly for members and non-members. 


• Development Office web pages have been tested and successfully launched on the 
new Drupal web server. 
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ALA Fundraising Priorities 
 
Spectrum Scholarship Program and Spectrum Presidential Initiative 
As of 04/06/2012, the amount contributed to the Spectrum Presidential Initiative in gifts 
and pledges is $1,119,723 or 112% of the $1,000,000 goal.  This amount includes the 
recent grant of $200,000 plus $76,884 of the $100,000 challenge grant from the Bill & 
Melinda Gates Foundation to the Spectrum Presidential Initiative. 
 
In October, the Spectrum Executive Committee discussed ALA-wide celebration plans at 
Anaheim, as well as reviewing a strategic plan drafted by the Office for Diversity for 
ongoing annual giving support towards the Spectrum Scholarship Program.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Planned Gifts,  
$100,000 , 9% 


Gates Grant,  
$276,884 , 25% 


Scholarships,  
$457,000 , 41% 


Endowment,  
$285,839 , 25% 


Cash,  $798,817 , 
70% 


Pledged,  
$220,906 , 19% 


Planned Gifts,  
$100,000 , 9% 


Gates Match 
Remaining,  


$23,116 , 2% 


Endowment and Scholarships 


Cash and Pledges 
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Spectrum Honor-Roll of Donors  
 


$100,000 – $250,000 
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation 
Medical Library Association/National Library of Medicine 
ProQuest 
Dr. Betty J. Turock and Turock Family 


 
$15,000-$49,999 
ALA Council 
ALA Executive Board 
OCLC Online Computer Library Center 
Young Adult Library Services Association (YALSA), a division of ALA* 
 
$5,000-$14,999 
ALA Past Presidents 
ALA Spectrum Scholarship Recipients 
American Association of School Librarians (AASL), a division of ALA 
Asian/Pacific American Librarians Association 
Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL), a division of ALA 
Association for Library Services to Children (ALSC), a division of ALA 
Black Caucus of ALA 
Gregory Calloway 2009 Chicago Marathon Run 
Chinese American Librarians Association 
Library Instruction Round Table (LIRT) 
Public Library Association (PLA), a division of ALA* 
Molly Raphael 
REFORMA, National Association to Promote Library & Information Services to Latinos 
and the Spanish Speaking (REFORMA)  
Texas Library Association 
Friends and Family of Dr. Betty Turock and Gus Friedrich, in honor of their marriage 
 
$1,000 – $4,999 
Dr. Camila A. Alire  
Lucas Alvarez 
American Indian Library Association 
American Library Association – Chicago Headquarters Staff 
APALA & REFORMA Northern California Chapters Fundraiser 
Association for Library Collections and Technical Services (ALCTS), a division of ALA 
Bank of America 
Gladys Smiley Bell 
Angelina Benedetti 
Kathleen Bethel 
Irene Briggs 
Gregory L. Calloway 
iSchool at Drexel and Drexel University 
Barbara Eschner and Dick Cantley Dinner, in memory of Ron Clowney 
Keith Michael Fiels 
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Barbara Ford 
Freedom to Read Foundation 
GEICO 
Mary W. Ghikas 
William Gordon 
Michael Gorman 
Grinnell College Librarians, in honor of Rebecca Stuhr 
Tracie Hall 
W. Michael Havener 
Luis Herrera 
Dora T. Ho 
Sara Kelly Johns 
Falona Joy 
Christopher Kertesz 
Dr. Em Claire Knowles 
Los Angeles Public Library/ Library Foundation of Los Angeles 
Marquette University 
James G. Neal 
New Jersey Spectrum Scholarship Committee 
Ocean County (NJ) Library 
Ohio Library Council 
OHIONET 
Kim Olsen-Clark 
Mark Puente 
James Rettig 
Reference and User Services Association (RUSA), a division of ALA 
San Diego area Spectrum Scholars 
San Jose State University Foundation 
Patricia Glass Schuman 
Russell Shank 
Simmons College Student Groups 
Roberta A. Stevens 
Maureen Sullivan 
Winston Tabb 
Tennessee Library Association 
Eugene Tkalitch 
UCLA ALA Student Chapter 
University of Arizona SIRLS and REFORMA-Tucson Chapter 
University of Michigan Librarians 
University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee 
W. W. Norton & Co. 
Whispering Bells Foundation Charitable Trust 
Tom Wilding 
Workman Publishing Group 
Yolo County Library Dinner for Spectrum Scholars, hosted by Patty Wong and 


Ken Yamashita 
 


*NEW 
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Honor-Roll of Planned Giving Donors to Spectrum Scholarship Program 
 
William Gordon 
Dr. Em Claire Knowles 
Dr. Betty Turock 
J. Linda Williams 
 
 


@ Your Library E-Magazine 
ALA’s e-magazine for the general public, @ your library (www.atyourlibrary.org), is 
intended to encourage library use by linking services to topics of interest to families, 
young adults and children.  
 
The atyourlibrary.org project is managed Mark Gould, Director of the Public Information 
Office (PIO). The e-magazine pilot project was funded by a two-year grant of $270,700 
from the Carnegie Corporation of New York.  
 
In October 2011, ALA partnered with Sterling Publishers to promote a Heritage Recipe 
Contest through Connect with your kids @ your library. The partnership provided ALA 
with editorial content for atyourlibrary.org, as well as sponsorship support for the 
Campaign for America’s Libraries from Sterling Publishers.  ALA received $5,000 from 
Sterling Publishers in support of the Campaign for America’s Libraries as a result.  
 
The ALA Development Office and American Libraries Marketing continue to approach 
several companies about the development of web-based projects/content on 
atyourlibrary.org.  
 
Campaign for America’s Libraries 
The Public Information Office has developed a comprehensive strategy that includes 
media, online presence, library partnerships, a Family Activity Guide, posters, bookmarks 
and public service messages which will promote Connect with your kids @ your library. 
This initiative aims to strengthen families and foster child development and educational 
achievement by encouraging parents and their children to spend time together at their 
local libraries.  
 
In March 2012, PIO and the Development Office secured additional television placement 
of the PSA, Connect with your kids @ your library, from Lifetime across their A&E and 
Lifetime networks.  Additional conversations are planned to discuss editorial content 
opportunities, web presence, and other co-branding opportunities.  In December 2010, 
Lifetime granted ALA $38,000 to support the development of 15 and 30 second PSAs, 
now available for viewing at atyourlibrary.org and partner libraries. 
 
Scholastic Parent and Child magazine have agreed to: six print PSAs (Sept 2010-2012), 
editorial content opportunities, web presence, and other co-branding opportunities with 
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the 2010 August/September issue.  The donated ad value of these placements was 
estimated to be at least $275,000 over the two-year period. 
 
In October, Disney Worldwide Services, Inc. renewed their support for the Campaign for 
America’s Libraries with a contribution of $15,000. 
 
Library Champions 
For 2012, the Development Office is pursuing a strategy of building a stronger connection 
between the support of our Library Champions, ALA’s Campaign for America’s Libraries, 
and the resulting impact on communities.  During the AASL-White House Petition 
initiative to secure 25,000 signatures in support of school librarians, ALA reached out to 
its Library Champions to request their support with this advocacy effort.  Five Library 
Champions were actively involved with this effort, from promoting the petition to 
employees (BWI/Follett Library Resources, Highsmith, InfoUSA, Springer) to including an 
announcement on their company homepage (EBSCO).  The Development is working with 
the ALA Washington Office and OLA to develop a plan for engaging Library Champions 
more in this capacity.  
 
Planned Giving 
The Task Force for Planned Giving and the ALA Development Office continue to work 
closely with several individuals who have indicated their interest in making a planned gift 
to the Association or have included one of ALA’s divisions, offices or round tables in their 
estate plans.  New members of the ALA Legacy Society include: Nancy Kranich, James 
Neal and Loriene Roy. 
 
The office also continues to work with divisions to identify and reach out to potential 
planned giving prospects.  To assist with ACRL’s 75th anniversary campaign, the 
Development Office provided extensive data mining and prospect research for their 
feasibility study and campaign strategic plan development.  The Development Office is 
working with YALSA on a planned giving mailing to its membership. Both efforts are in 
concert with ALA’s overall planned giving activities 
 
In FY12, an ALA-wide planned giving campaign will be formally announced at Annual 
Conference.  The campaign plan is being developed with guidance from the Task Force 
for Planned Giving. Task Force members include: Jim Neal (chair), Katharina Blackstead, 
Francis Buckley, Jr., William Gordon, Pam Spencer Holley, Dr. Em Claire Knowles, 
Robert Newlen, and Frances Roscello.  A pre-launch phase, which is currently under 
way, focuses on reconfirming prior Legacy Society commitments to the Association, and 
outreach to members and supporters of ALA.  
 
Relief Funds for Haiti, Chile and Japan libraries 
As of March 22, 2012, the total giving to various international disaster relief efforts was: 


• Haiti: $61,015, a 20% increase since December 20, 2011. 
• Chile: $1,700, a 1% increase since December 20, 2011.  
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• Japan: $5,102, a 13% increase since December 20, 2011.  
 
ALA member Deborah Lazar pledged $5,000 and encouraged matching gifts for the Haiti 
Disaster Relief fund.  Development staff worked with ALA International Relations to roll 
out a “100 Days for Haiti” matching gift appeal in October 2011. When finding out that the 
matching challenge has raised almost $7,000, Ms. Lazar increased her match, bringing 
the total to $14,000 in new funds raised for Haiti. 
 
External Activities 
 
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences 
In October, Leonard Kniffel with the support of the Development Office submitted a 
proposal to the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences to request support to help 
launch the first of a new line of books for the general public. The proposal was 
considered for further review in December and is still pending.  The series is developed in 
conjunction with ALA’s public awareness website atyourlibrary.org and designed to bring 
additional content to the site. The first book of this series will be a guide to musical films 
and published by Huron Street Press, a new publishing imprint of ALA. 
 
American Promise Alliance 
The Washington Office attended the second annual Building a Grad Nation Summit 
convening on March 18 - 21 in Washington, D.C., where more than 1,000 education 
stakeholders gathered to discuss challenges and solutions to ending America’s high 
school dropout crisis.  A school librarian recommended by AASL as part of the division’s 
work on Digital Learning Day (DLD), served on a DLD panel at the Summit.  The Grad 
Nation effort is focused on raising the national high school graduation rate to 90% by 
2020. ALA and PLA are current partner organization with American Promise Alliance.   
 
Carnegie Corporation of New York 
In March 2012, the Carnegie Corporation of New York awarded a three-year grant of 
$300,000 for the new Andrew Carnegie Medals for Excellence in Fiction and Nonfiction.  
The book awards are cosponsored by ALA’s Booklist and Reference & User Services 
Association (RUSA).  The Andrew Carnegie Medals will recognize the best fiction and 
nonfiction books for adult readers published in the U.S. the previous year.  These are 
ALA’s first single-book awards for adult trade fiction and nonfiction. 
 
ALA has submitted a concept proposal on a national recognition award honoring elected 
officials and philanthropists who make major contributions to the improvement of libraries 
and library services.  Through these awards, ALA would bring national and international 
attention to the importance and value of libraries during a national adult book awards 
hosted by Booklist and the Reference & User Services Association (RUSA).  
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Carnegie Science Center 
In April 2010, AASL with the support of the Development Office submitted a collaborative 
proposal with the Carnegie Science Center (Pittsburg, PA) to the Motorola Foundation. 
The project seeks to develop and distribute educational toolkits called CAN*Teen to 
inspire girls ages 9-14 to see themselves in STEM careers. $150,000 in total funding was 
approved.  ALA and AASL are now finalizing a timeline with Carnegie Science Center for 
a project launch in April in a limited number of states.   
 
Dollar General Literacy Foundation 
In February, OLOS and the Development Office submitted a grant application for the 
American Dreams Start @ your library.  Since January 2007, ALA’s partnership with the 
Dollar General Literacy Foundation has funded 100 libraries in 28 states.  Each library 
received a onetime grant of $5,000 to add or improve literacy services to adult English 
language learners and their families.  The 100 American Dream libraries expanded ESL 
collections, taught classes, hosted conversation circles, trained tutors, increased 
computer access, build community partnerships, and raised the library’s visibility. 
 
YALSA and ALSC have received an invitation to submit a grant application for Everyone 
Reads @ your library, Year 3 in May. 
 
Institute of Museum and Library Services (IMLS) 
In February, ALA submitted six proposals to IMLS for the National Leadership Program.   
• AASL proposed a national forum focusing on the causal relationship between strong 


school library programs and student academic achievement.   
• ACRL submitted an application to convene two national summits that address the 


need to build the library profession’s capacity to document and communicate library 
value in alignment with academic institutional goals.   


• The Office for Research and Statistics proposed a three-year study of public libraries 
as providers of digitally inclusive services and resources.   


• The Public Programs Office submitted two proposals.   
— The post-hoc analysis of program evaluation will bring together key 


stakeholders from the library field to collaboratively develop a research agenda 
that can advance understanding about the characteristics, audiences, 
outcomes, and value of public programming in libraries at a national level.   


— The second proposal proposes a two-year collaboration, StoryCorps @ your 
library (SCL), developing and implementing a program to bring StoryCorps’ 
popular interview methods and resources to communities around the country 
through the framework of highest-quality library programming.   


• YALSA submitted an application to hold a face-to-face summit and open, online town 
meetings under the umbrella title A Call to Action: the Future of Library Services to 
Young Adults.  These events will bring together national stakeholders to develop a 
white paper and aggressive outreach efforts that focus on how young adult services in 
libraries must develop in order to meet the informational and recreational needs of 12-
18 year olds. 
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In December, ALA submitted three proposals to IMLS for the Laura Bush 21st Century 
Librarian Program. 
• PLA, in partnership with the International City/County Management Association 


(ICMA), proposed a one-year Collaborative Planning Grant to design and develop a 
leadership training model for key staff in public libraries across the United States.  


 
• ALA, in partnership with APA, submitted a scholarship continuation grant proposal 


which would offer partial Registration Assistance Awards (RAAs) to potential LSSC 
candidates. Through the grant, ALA would be able to also offer candidates a partial 
subsidy for completing a LSSC-approved course. This assistance will help candidates 
complete certification requirements. 


 
• PPO submitted a grant application to enhance and further develop 


ProgrammingLibrarian.org, a website launched in 2008 through an IMLS Laura Bush 
21st Century Librarian Grant. The proposal requested funding to redesign and 
enhance the site with professional development resources that include but are not 
limited to an online classroom, peer-to-peer mentoring, and annual peer-juried 
recognition for best public programs.  


 
Mozilla Foundation 
YALSA was named a one of 30 Project Award Winners in Badges for Lifelong Learning 
Competition 2 of the HASTAC/MacArthur Foundation Badges for Lifelong Learning 
Competition.  The competition was started with support from the MacArthur Foundation, 
HASTAC (the Humanities, Arts, Science, and Technology Advancement Collaboratory), 
and the Mozilla Foundation.  YALSA was paired with a badge design/technology team to 
work collaboratively on developing a badge system.  YALSA's badges program will help 
librarians develop the skills and knowledge they need in order to meet the needs of 21st 
century teens.  
 
National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) 
PPO submitted implementation proposals to NEH for two traveling exhibitions: “Diamond 
Dreams: Women and Baseball,” with the National Baseball Hall of Fame, and “Prohibition,” 
with the National Constitution Center and Museum. 
 
Currently under consideration is the establishment of a new cooperative agreement for 
“Bridging Cultures Bookshelf on Muslim Journeys” small grants to Libraries project.  It will 
provide cash grants of $3,000 and access to national orientation sessions to 125 of the 
1,000 libraries selected to receive the Bookshelf collection.   
 
In June, NEH will consider a grant extension for 50 additional libraries for the reading and 
discussion program “Let’s Talk About It: Making Sense of the American Civil War.”  If the 
extension is approved, 50 additional public, academic and community college libraries 
will be selected to receive a $3,000 grant to support the reading and discussion series in 
their library, in addition to books, promotional materials and other programming support. 
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National Institute on Ageing 
In January, ALA partnered with the National Institute on Ageing to help promote their 
Go4Life exercise and physical activity campaign for the elderly. NIA print information and 
DVDs were distributed during the 2012 Midwinter Meeting in Dallas.   
 
Pitney Bowes Foundation 
Pitney Bowes Foundation awarded a grant of $35,000 in support of disaster relief for 
school and public libraries affected by disasters.  The Chapters Relations Office will serve 
as administrator of the grant.   
 
Verizon Foundation 
At the request of the Verizon Foundation, the Development Office is preparing short-term 
funding opportunities for review.  
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Mission of the ALA 
 


“To provide leadership for the development, 
promotion, and improvement of library and 
information services and the profession of 
librarianship in order to enhance learning and 
ensure access to information for all.” 
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ALA Programmatic  
Priorities – Aligned with the FY 2013 Budget 


 Advocacy for Libraries 
and the Profession 
 


 Diversity 
 


 Equitable Access to 
Information and Library 
Services 
 


 Education and Lifelong 
Learning  
 


 


 
 Literacy 


 
 Organizational 


Excellence 
 


 Intellectual Freedom 
 


 Transforming Libraries 
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Total ALA FY 2013 Budget Overview 
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Broad Institutional Strategies  


 
 Promote ALA’s Mission and Strategic Goals 


 
 Anticipate and respond to environmental factors which present 
opportunities or threats to the organization and the profession 


 
 Influence legislation and regulation and advocate the critical values of 
libraries and librarians 


 
 Focus on member needs, satisfaction, retention and recruitment  
 
 Continued growth in online CE provided by divisions and offices, 
with an emphasis on international markets 
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Broad Institutional Strategies (con’t) 


 
 Maintain member services at the highest possible level, in recognition 
of the increased stress on libraries due to the economy. 


 
 Move forward on the strategic initiatives and the deployment of 
services that meet the needs of members and libraries. 


 
 Enhance member engagement both virtually and face-to-face 


 
 Continue to expand international product and service offerings 
 
 Build on the Association’s membership strength and financial health 
 
 Develop and promote appropriate technical standards and 
guidelines which strengthen library services and the profession 
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Programmatic Initiatives and Highlights 


 
 Annual Conference - Chicago, Midwinter Meeting – Seattle and national  
division conference by ACRL - Indianapolis 


 
 Support advocacy initiatives at the national, state and local levels to expand 
online advocacy training – Capwiz software 
 
 Increased support for electronic participation by members 


 
 Online RDA fully operational and available for maximum marketing & sales 


 
 A virtual library conference  
 
 APA Support Staff certification program – Year 4 
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Environmental Assessment  
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Economic Outlook and  
the Impact on ALA - and its Members 


    
   There are five 


macro economic 
indicators to 
watch 


 
 
 


 Policy Provisions 


 Central Bank Actions 
in Europe and Asia 


 Federal and State 
Budgets 


 Corporate Profits 


 Job Growth 
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Economic Outlook and 
 the Impact on ALA – and its Members (con’t) 


 The expiration of certain policy provisions, if they are not extended 
during 2013, will have significant consequences 


               - Current tax cuts expire at year end  


               - Payroll tax holiday ends at year end 


               - Extended jobless benefits end 


               - Mandated budget cuts could go into effect 


 Federal Reserve balance sheet expansion has not resulted in inflation 


 As expected economic and equity results in the US and Asia are 
performing better than Europe 


          - European Union Central bank and the European Union will likely stand by its troubled 
members (Spain, Portugal, Italy and Greece) 


 The pace of US job creation slowed sharply in March, reviving doubts 
about the strength of the recovery 
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Economic Outlook and 
 the Impact on ALA – and its Members (con’t) 


 State and local government’s continue their efforts to address budget 
deficits – cutting staff, reducing services, more fee for service and reduced pension benefit 
liabilities 


 Payroll growth low, home prices stagnate and trend growth less than 3% 


 School librarian positions seem to be at high risk 


                - Must work to make this a “core” position/proposition 


 The availability of resources for members to work on committees and take 
appointments continues to shrink i.e. shrinking institutional support 


 State funding cuts affecting library agencies and library cooperatives 


 The MLS workforce is expected to remain flat 


 Library funding increasingly dependent on dollars raised by friends groups 
and library foundations 
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ALA’s Financial Value Proposition 
 


“To develop  and deploy the financial resources that 
support the strategic plan and deliver programs that are 
responsive to member needs and the general 
improvement of library service and the profession.” 
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Key FY 2013 Budgetary Assumptions 
 
   A 1% compensation increase for staff, including benefits  and pending 
on end of year budget targets a 1% end of year compensation adjustment 
- $295,000  
 
  $50,000 included for new business development opportunities as they 
arise 
  Maintaining fringe benefit rate at 30.0% 
 
  Expected revenue increases in Publishing and Conferences based on the 
sales of RDA, the addition of the Neal-Schuman acquisition and new 
pricing strategies 
 
  General Fund units reduced expenses by ½% 
 
  Budget will add $100,000 to General Fund net asset balance reserves 
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Strategic Areas of Focus 
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Operational Repositioning 


 Publishing Marketing Manager transitioned to Director of ALA 
Marketing 


           - Identify new business ideas and promotional opportunities, as well as, market changes 


               - Will provide an integrated promotional/communication plan 


               - Advisory role for areas lacking a marketing function 


               - Will work extensively with IRO, HRDR and Conference Services 


 Moving Election Process to Governance Office 


           - The election process has been moved to governance and an    operational review for 
efficiency and alternative options is underway 


 Accounting Reorganization 
               - A review of all accounting staff, functions and responsibilities has been completed 


               - Financial system functionality requires the need for a Director of Financial Reporting     
and a Senior Staff Accountant 
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Key Areas of Focus – Business Development 
 
• Neal-Schuman Publishers 
         - Continue to merge into ALA general Publishing 
         - Exploit NS rich content and many author experts 
         - Offer a broader range of online and face-to-face meetings 
         - Enrich ALA Editions growing list of e-books 
 


• International  
        - Capitalizing on emerging markets  
         - Working group developing strategy for international presence 
         - Articulate geographic opportunities through attribution studies 
 


• Continuing Education  
        - Enhance Division capabilities to expand product offerings 
        - Expand on ALA’s provider/publisher position 
        - CE value enhanced by a focus on curricula or coordinated streams 
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2015 Strategic Plan 
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 Business Development Opportunities   


Advocacy 
 
• A national school library campaign will continue efforts to increase 
public awareness of the vital importance of school libraries and the need 
for federal legislation 
 
• OLOS will develop three outreach toolkits 
               - Adult Literacy 
               - Poor 
               - Homeless 
 
• Working with ORS to develop a database driven access to research 
documenting the positive impacts of all types of libraries in a way that 
can be used by advocates 
            - PIO 
        
• Target audiences with ALA’s key messages by PIO 
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 Business Development Opportunities (Con’t)  


Building the Profession 
 
• OFD will provide additional Spectrum scholarships 
               - Supported by Spectrum Presidential Initiative 
 
• Offer professional development workshops and online learning 
opportunities that are inclusive of diverse demographics and thematic 
            - PPO 
 
• HRDR will relaunch the redesigned libraryCareers.Org site 
 
• OFD will update and revise the Diversity Counts report and issue a 
report on the Spectrum Scholarship 
 
• OA will release a web survey (5/13) to gather feedback during the 4th 
year of the Standards for Accreditation review 
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Business Development Opportunities (Con’t) 


Transforming Libraries 
 
• ACRL will refine its consulting service to assists libraries 
undergoing self-studies or preparation for accreditation 
  
• Conference Services will work with the Conference Committee in 
order to build a thematic focus on innovation and transformation 
 
• Integrate the @ Your Library brand and messages into new projects 
and support new campaign partnerships that target families, kids, 
seniors and multi-cultural audiences 
 
• AASL will implement year 5 of “Learning4Life” to ensure the 
adoption of learning standards and its vision for school library 
programs 
 
• An initiative for increasing community engagement for libraries – 
OITP and PLA will participate in a technology benchmarking 
 
• Relaunch ProgrammingLibrarian.org with redesign and new 
features 20 







 Business Development Opportunities (Con’t)  


Member Engagement 
 
• New Monthly E-Newsletter – ALA International Direct 
               - Will transition from bi-monthly to monthly 
 
• Develop a member engagement/message mapping strategy to ensure 
more integrated member communications across the Association 
            - Membership Development 
 
• ITTS will implement MyALA – a landing page to provide members 
with a more convenient and personalized way to explore the ALA 
website 
 
• ALSC will continue efforts for increased member interaction via 
online social media platforms  
             - ALA Connect 
             - ALSC Blog 
             - ALSC Facebook 
             - Quarterly Community Forums 21 







 Business Development Opportunities (Con’t)  


Organizational Excellence 
 
• Leverage existing staff and outside consultants to maximize research activities 
of ALA ORS and ALA-APA, in collaboration with units and divisions, regarding 
the annual salary research and related publications 
               - Secure research funding for national level research 
 
• Analyze student and 1st year member retention to identify and act upon 
problem “hotspots” and maximize what is already working 
            - Membership Development 
 
• Lay foundation for effective electronic archiving process (Library) 
 
• ACRL/Choice will plan and complete one or more special editions for CR03 
             - A personal edition 
             - A subject specific edition 
 
• ALA-APA will hold its first fundraiser – Networking Reception – at the 2013 
Midwinter Meeting 
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2013 Budget   
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Total ALA Net Asset Balance: 2001 - 2011 
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General Fund Net Asset Balance: 2006 - 2011 
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Total ALA FY 2013 Budgetary Ceiling 


+ 


Net Assets  
(Unexpended balance remaining from FY 2012) 


Budgetary Ceiling 
= 


Revenue  
(Anticipated for FY 2013) 


See Article IX, page 30 of ALA Handbook 
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FY 2013 Total Budget Revenues By Fund 
$50,382,457 


OPERATING FUND 
$45,499,832 


PLANT FUND 
$0 


GRANTS & 
AWARDS 


  $3,945,909 


LONG TERM 
INVESTMENTS 


$936,716 General Fund 
$31,640,176 


Divisions 
$13,464,992 


Round Tables 
$394,664 


Headquarters 
Building 


Washington & 
Choice Offices 


Operating 


Furniture & 
Equipment 


Exchange Trans (NG) 


Contributions (NG)  


Unrestricted 


Temporarily 
Restricted 


Permanently 
Restricted 


Huron Plaza 
Property 


TOTAL ALA OPERATIONS 


 Exchange Trans (G) 
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FY 2013 Total Budgetary Ceiling By Fund 
$64,196,615 


OPERATING FUND 
$59,313,990 


PLANT FUND 
$0 


GRANTS & 
AWARDS 


  $3,945,909 


LONG TERM 
INVESTMENTS 


$936,716 General Fund 
$31,640,176 


Divisions 
$26,107,055 


Round Tables 
$1,566,759 


Headquarters 
Building 


Washington & 
Choice Offices 


Operating 


Furniture & 
Equipment 


Exchange Trans (NG) 


Contributions (NG)  


Unrestricted 


Temporarily 
Restricted 


Permanently 
Restricted 


Huron Plaza 
Property 


TOTAL ALA OPERATIONS 


Capital Budget 
$2,223,342 


 Exchange Trans (G) 
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Total ALA Budgeted Revenues 
2013 vs. 2012 


2013 Budget  2012 Budget  Variance  % Change  


Dues   $      8,640,955   $    8,668,925   $   (27,970) -0.3% 


Sales - Net   $      8,858,223   $    5,211,798   $  3,646,425  70.0% 


Sales Other   $      2,263,804   $    2,430,851   $   (167,047) -6.9% 


Subscriptions   $      5,000,037   $    4,578,814   $     421,223  9.2% 


Advertising   $      5,240,884   $    5,299,097   $   (58,213) -1.1% 
Meet & 
Conferences   $    11,182,537   $  13,083,674   $(1,901,137) -14.5% 


Grants & Awards   $      3,122,073   $    4,264,876   $(1,142,803) -26.8% 


Miscellaneous   $      6,073,944   $    6,547,441   $   (473,497) -7.2% 


Total   $    50,382,457   $  50,085,476   $   296,981 0.6% 
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Total ALA Budgeted Expenses 
2013 vs. 2012 


2013 Budget  2012 Budget  Variance  % Change  


Payroll & Related   $          22,048,661   $           21,756,275   $        (292,386)  -1.3% 


Outside Services   $             6,121,921   $              6,772,867   $         650,946 9.6% 


Travel & Related   $             1,994,297   $              2,361,715   $         367,418 15.6% 


Meet & Conferences   $             6,274,503   $              6,458,093   $         183,590 2.8% 


Publication Related   $             5,261,658   $              4,481,087   $        (780,571)  -17.4% 


Operating*   $           10,091,483   $              8,280,420   $     (1,811,063)  -21.9% 


Total   $          51,792,523   $           50,110,457  $     (1,982,066)  -3.4% 
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General Fund Revenues/Expenses 
2011 - 2013 


Revenues 
 
Expenses 
 
      
 


Net Revenue 


2012  
 Budget 


2011 
 Actual 


$27,072,978 
 
  


 $27,072,978 
 
 
 


$                 0 


                     


$26,047,168 
 
 


$26,484,235 
 
 
            


($437,067)            


2013 
 Proposed 


$31,640,176 
 
 


  $31,540,176 
 
 
    


 $     100,000         


     


$27,908,743 
 
  
$28,310,078 
 
 
 
   ($401,335) 
 


2012 
Projected 
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General Fund Budgeted Revenues 
2013 vs. 2012  


2013 Budget  2012 Budget  Variance  % Change  


Dues   $    5,807,988   $    5,754,291   $         53,697  0.9% 


Sales - Net   $    8,116,481   $    4,308,740   $    3,807,741  88.4% 


Sales Other   $        959,217   $       915,668   $         43,549  4.8% 


Subscriptions   $    2,952,390   $    2,370,142   $       582,248  24.6% 


Advertising   $    3,908,039   $    3,866,211   $         41,828  1.1% 


Meet & Conferences   $    7,480,274   $    7,157,539   $       322,735  4.5% 


Miscellaneous   $    2,415,787   $    2,700,387   $      (284,600) -10.5% 


Total   $  31,640,176   $  27,072,978   $    4,567,198  16.9% 
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General Fund Budgeted Expenses 
2013 vs. 2012  


2013 Budget  2012 Budget  Variance  % Change  


Payroll & Related   $ 14,991,639   $  14,268,552   $      (723,087)  (5.1%) 


Outside Services   $    3,926,404   $     3,714,365   $      (212,039 ) (5.7%) 


Travel & Related   $    1,061,250   $     1,115,417   $       54,167 4.9% 


Meet & Conferences   $    2,918,847   $     2,888,131   $        (30,716)  (1.1%) 


Publication Related   $    3,538,752   $     2,619,973   $      (918,779) (35.1%) 


Operating   $    5,103,284   $     2,466,540   $   (2,636,744)  (106.9%) 


Total   $ 31,540,176   $  27,072,978   $   (4,467,198)  (16.5%) 33 







Revenue Producing Units  
Net Revenue: 2011 - 2013 


Publishing 


      Meetings & 
Conferences 


Total         
Revenues 


2011  
2012 


 Budget 
2013 


 Proposed 


$1,292,976    


$1,239,095  
 


$2,532,071 


$1,338,277 


$1,384,236 


$2,722,513 


 
 


$831,309       


$889,356 


$1,720,665 


2012 
Projected 


$1,294,563 


$   863,910    


$2,158,473 
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Division Revenues/Expenses 
2011 - 2013 


Revenues                $13,680,235       $16,348,510        $15,142,398          $13,464,992 
 
Expenses                 $13,648,279       $16,435,834        $15,122,778          $14,902,550 
 
 
 


Net Revenue           $        31,956      ($       87,324)       $       19,620           ($ 1,437,558) 
 
Net Assets                $12,761,367       $ 12,642,064        $12,749,008           $11,204,505  


2012  
 Budget 


2011 
 Actual 


                                 


2013 
 Proposed 


     


2012 
Projected 
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Roundtables Revenues/Expenses 
2011 - 2013 


Revenues                    $   350,139              $  430,639               $   394,664 
 
Expenses                    $   224,750               $  351,373               $   316,125 
 
 


Net Revenue             $  125,389                $    79,266               $     78,539   
 
Net Assets                 $1,092,829               $1,172,095              $ 1,250,634 


2012  
 Budget 


2011 
 Actual 


                                 


2013 
 Proposed 
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Grants and Awards 
 


             Total          Overhead 


FY 2013**        $  3,945,909          $  349,747 


FY 2012*         $  5,319,332          $  577,636 


FY 2011           $  5,371,130          $  519,935 


FY 2010           $  8,458,805          $  860,967 


FY 2009           $ 11,833,718         $1,002,949 


FY 2008           $ 11,529,220         $1,140,488 


*Budget    **Proposed 
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FY 2013 Capital Request 


 
Computer & Related - GF 
 
ITTS - ALA wide Technology - GF 
 
Computer Related- Divisions 
 
General Furniture & Equipment 
 
Building Improvements 
 
Technology Reserve Fund 
 
Publishing Development Costs 
 
Contingency 
 
              Total Capital Requests 


 
$205,189     


 
$  13,730   


 
$  34,320    


 
$  31,658      


 
$  22,700     


 
$           0   


 
$  97,800     


 
$  33,333     


 
$438,730   


$1,025,945     
 


$     68,150   
 


$   154,960   
 


$   158,287     
 


$   227,000   
 


$              0   
 


$   489,000   
 


$   100,000   
 


$2,223,342 


 
$102,595   


 
$     6,865   


 
$   17,160  


 
$   15,829     


 
$   11,350   


 
 $            0   


 
$   48,900  


 
$   16,667   


 
$ 219,366 


 


Purchase 
 Price 


Depreciation 
Year 1 


Depreciation 
Year 2 







Are there any other  
questions or discussion? 


Thanks for your attention 
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          EBD #7.5 
          2011-2012 


 
 


American Library Association 
 


Spring 2012 Executive Board Meeting 
 


Report of ALA President Molly Raphael 
 


April 20 – 22, 2012 
 


 
Since the ALA Midwinter Meetings in Dallas, my focus has continued on the 
priorities identified in my last report: 
 


1. Digital content and ebooks 
2. School libraries and the role of school librarians 
3. My presidential initiatives of advocacy (“Empowering Voices, Transforming 


Libraries”) and diversity leadership development (“Empowering Diverse 
Voices”) 


 
In addition, I have begun a very heavy spring travel season, helping to connect 
ALA with the state chapters and others in the library community, especially LIS 
students, both within the United States and abroad. 
 
Digital Content and Libraries 
 
Shortly after Midwinter, Executive Director Keith Michael Fiels and I traveled to 
New York to meet with several publishers (Macmillan, Simon & Schuster, 
Penguin, Perseus, and Random House).  We were joined by President-elect 
Maureen Sullivan for two of the meetings; Alan Inouye, OITP Director, for all five 
meetings; and Robert Wolven, Co-Chair of the Digital Content & Libraries 
Working Group, for four of the meetings. 
 
Our purpose was to open direct communication with the top leadership of these 
publishing houses, several of whom do not make their ebooks available to 
libraries.  We had the opportunity to make the case for why selling ebooks to 
libraries was in the best interest of publishers as well as to understand what their 
concerns were.  I reported on these meetings in a blog post. 
http://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/e-content/ebook-talks-details   
 
In addition, I was invited to moderate a panel at the Annual Meeting of the 
Association of American Publishers in New York.  Invited to participate on the 



http://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/e-content/ebook-talks-details�
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panel were Jim Neal (ALA Treasurer and Vice President at Columbia University 
for Information Services) and Anthony Marx (President of the New York Public 
Library).  This panel offered us a genuine opportunity to speak with high-level 
members of publishing houses about ebooks.  We are grateful to Tom Allen, 
President of the AAP, for giving us the opportunity.  Videos of our presentations 
and the lively Q&A that followed can be found at this link. 
http://www.ustream.tv/user/AmericanPublishers 
 
At the Public Library Association Conference in Philadelphia in mid-March, we 
also met with the aggregators for ebooks: OverDrive, Baker & Taylor, 3M, and 
Ingram.  Included in these meetings were Keith Fiels, Maureen Sullivan, and Sari 
Feldman, the other Co-Chair of the DC&LWG.  We had the opportunity to learn 
about their plans for making ebooks accessible, in some cases offering different 
business models from ones already available.  Since it was clear from our 
meetings with publishers that some content producers were looking for different 
business models, we were encouraged that new “players” in the aggregators’ 
world might help open some doors to greater access.  I reported on these 
meetings in another published report. 
http://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/news/ala/ala-president-molly-raphael-
releases-report-e-book-talks-e-book-distributors  
 
During the Executive Board Spring Meeting, we will report to the full Executive 
Board and have a discussion to address three questions: 
 


1. What should the ALA’s “strategy” be with regard to e-content? 
2. What do you think the most appropriate role (or roles) is for ALA in this 


environment? 
3. Where do we need to focus our efforts in the short – and then medium 


term? 
 
 
School Libraries and School Librarians 
 
The Presidential Task Force on School Libraries continued its work.  In one case, 
we worked individually to support an elementary school librarian position in 
Epping, New Hampshire, from being cut.  Interestingly, while the letter we sent 
received a response from the school superintendent, it was actually through 
direct action of the Epping voters that the position was saved, a rare occurrence.  
 
With help from many people including some of our vendor partners, AASL 
President Carl Harvey’s White House petition on school libraries and school 
librarians received well over the 25,000 signatures in one month required for 
consideration by President Obama’s Administration.  A response has been 
received very recently and was reported on Carl Harvey’s blog. 



http://www.ustream.tv/user/AmericanPublishers�

http://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/news/ala/ala-president-molly-raphael-releases-report-e-book-talks-e-book-distributors�

http://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/news/ala/ala-president-molly-raphael-releases-report-e-book-talks-e-book-distributors�
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http://carl-harvey.com/libraryties/  
 
 
 
“Empowering Voices, Transforming Communities” (Advocacy)  
 
Our advocacy work at Midwinter focused on ways to engage with communities.  
Two highly successful gatherings for discussion and engagement for ALA 
attendees were launched under the general title of “The Conversation Starts 
Here”.  Syracuse Professor David Lankes launched the program each day 
(Saturday and Sunday) by framing the questions we would discuss.  The World 
Café format was used and received high praise. At least half the attendees from 
the first day returned for the second day’s conversation.  The feedback we 
received from participants was very positive.  We collaborated with other ALA 
groups. 
 
The two conversations were followed by a presentation from Rich Harwood of 
the Harwood Institute for Public Innovation at my President’s Program, focused 
on “turning outward” and “authentic engagement” with community. 
(http://www.theharwoodinstitute.org/)  
 
In addition, we have been able to present the ideas and practices from this 
initiative at state conferences and other events.  Many thanks to the excellent 
work being done on this initiative by co-chairs Barbara Stripling and Patty Wong, 
as well as the terrific support from Office for Library Advocacy and its Director 
Marci Merola and  Assistant Jaclyn Finneke.   
 
 
“Empowering Diverse Voices” (Diversity and Leadership Development) 
 
Midwinter provided a venue to launch several programs intended to support our 
goal of ensuring that we are providing leadership development opportunities for 
members from diverse backgrounds.  We were able to capture videos of many 
ALA leaders from diverse backgrounds, which are now being edited and will be 
made available through our website and other places.  We also launched an 
event called “Champion Connections”, where we paired seasoned leaders with 
aspiring leaders using a “speed dating” format.  The feedback we received was 
very positive, from both groups of leaders.  We are continuing to work on 
preparing an “Associations Options Fair” for Anaheim, to help people from 
diverse backgrounds connect with volunteer activities within all parts of ALA. We 
also are working to provide a better road map for mentoring opportunities within 
ALA, to make it easier for individuals to determine what might be the best 
program to meet their needs and interests.  We have also begun a series of 
leadership webinars featuring leaders from diverse backgrounds.  Many thanks to 
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Office for Diversity Director Miguel Figueroa and Assistant Gwendolyn Prellwitz 
for their terrific work on moving this initiative forward.  In addition, each of the 
projects under this initiative has a team of co-chairs who have contributed in 
significant ways. 
 
The focus of this initiative was the centerpiece of my presentations throughout 
my visit to Brazil, during the first 10 days of March.  Through an invitation from 
ALA Past President Carol Brey Casiano, Information Resource Officer for Brazil 
(US Department of State), and funded by a Fulbright grant, I had the 
opportunity to speak to general library community audiences in four different 
Brazilian cities: Rio de Janiero, Brasilia, Goiania, and Sao Paulo.  My topic, 
requested by Carol and her colleagues, was “Developing Diverse Library 
Leadership for the 21st Century”.  In some of the locations, I toured libraries, met 
in small groups with library leaders, and spoke with library school students 
(including once remotely to three groups in places where I was not traveling).   
 
 
Travel and Speaking Engagements (January – April 2012) 
 
I have been able to accept nearly every invitation from state chapters as well as 
several other invitations. 
 
January 4  Advisory Committee for “Do libraries still matter in the 


digital age?”(IMLS planning grant for high-quality 
video under the collaboration of Dominican University 
GSLIS and Archimedia Workshop), River Forest, IL 


 
January 18-25  ALA Midwinter Meetings, Dallas, TX 
 
January 31/February 1 Meetings (5) with Senior Leadership of Publishers: 


Penguin, Macmillan, Random House, Simon & 
Schuster, and Perseus – New York, NY 


 
February 24 – 27 Alaska Library Association, Fairbanks, AK 
 Endnote Speaker and ALA Forum 
 
March 4-10 Multiple Presentations and Meetings in Brazil (Rio de 


Janiero, Brasilia, Goiania, and Sao Paulo) primarily on 
the topic of “Developing Diverse Library Leaders for 
the 21st Century” 


 
March 13  Public Library Association Preconference – Panel on 


“How to get your point across to the media”, 
Philadelphia, PA 
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March 14 Association of American Publishers, Annual Meeting 
 Panel on “Redefining the dialogue between libraries 


and publishers”, New York, NY 
 
March 15 PLA Presentation on “Empowering Voices, 


Transforming Communities” initiative, Philadelphia, PA 
 
March 16 National Freedom of Information Day, Presentation of 


the ALA James Madison Award to US Rep. Zoe 
Lofgren (D, CA), at the Newseum, Washington, DC 


 
March 19 Simmons College, GSLIS – Presentation on 


“Developing Diverse Library Leaders for the 21st 
Century”, sponsored by the Simmons Student Chapter 
of ALA, Boston, MA 


 
March 21 Marquette University (host) and Milwaukee Area 


Librarians, “Libraries Thriving in the 21st Century”, 
Milwaukee, WI 


 
March 26 San Jose State University, Webinar with Miguel 


Figueroa on “Empowering Diverse Voices” 
 
March 27 – 30 Oklahoma Library Association, Pre-conference on 


“Empowering Voices, Transforming Communities”. 
Present with initiative co-chair Barbara Stripling; also 
ALA Forum/Discussion of Current Issues 


 
March 31 Deaf History Month Program, co-sponsored by Enoch 


Pratt Free Library and Friends of Libraries for Deaf 
Action, Baltimore, MD 


 
April 5 University of Washington iSchool, ALA Student 


Chapter, full day of events planned and organized by 
students, Seattle, WA 


 
April 6 Seattle Public Library, Conversation with SPL 


Leadership Team, and presentation on “Libraries 
Thriving in the 21st Century” for Seattle area librarians 


 
April 17-19 Texas Library Association, Greetings and panelist at 


Second General Session on the e-revolution, Houston, 
TX 
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Media Interviews (January – April 2012) 
 
 


Outlet / 
Journalist 


Topic  Website Link Date 


Atlanta 
Journal 
Constitution / 
Johnny 
Edwards 


Homeless 
in libraries 


http://www.ajc.com/news/atlanta/taking-shelter-in-the-
1293821.html  


1/11/12 


Christian 
Science 
Monitor / 
Mark 
Guarino 


Library 
budget 
cuts 


http://www.csmonitor.com/USA/Politics/2012/0112/Rahm-
Emanuel-and-public-sector-union-play-hardball-over-Chicago-
library-hours  


1/12/12 


The 
Oregonian / 
Kelly House 


Technolog
y trends in 
libraries 


http://www.oregonlive.com/living/index.ssf/2012/01/public_librarie
s_in_portland_n.html  


1/13/12 


Los Angeles 
Times / 
Susan 
Carpenter 


Youth 
Media 
Awards 


http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/jacketcopy/2012/01/jack-gantos-takes-the-
newbery-at-american-library-assn-youth-media-awards.html  
 


1/23/12 


The 
DePaulia / 
John Dickow 


Chicago 
library 
closures 


http://www.depauliaonline.com/mobile/news/public-libraries-
close-mondays-due-to-budget-constraints-1.2755419  


1/30/12 


The Times 
Newspaper / 
Derek 
Barichello 


Future of 
libraries 


http://mywebtimes.com/archives/ottawa/display.php?id=451900&
query=%22American%20Library%20Association%22.  
 


3/9/12 


Publishers 
Weekly / 
Andrew 
Albanese 


E-books http://www.publishersweekly.com/pw/by-topic/digital/content-and-
e-books/article/51095-at-busy-pla-ala-president-molly-raphael-
talks-e-books.html 
 


3/16/12 


Salt Lake 
Tribune 


Homeless, 
crime near 
libraries 


http://www.sltrib.com/sltrib/news/53827281-78/library-lake-salt-
county.html.csp 


4/1/12 


Independent 
Publisher 
Magazine / 
Jillian 
Bergsma 


National 
Library 
Week 


http://independentpublisher.com/article.php?page=1529&urltitle=
Celebrating%20the%20Future%20of%20Libraries%20with%20th
e%20ALA 


4/1/12 
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New York 
Times / Alan 
Finder 


E-books, 
future of 
libraries 


http://www.nytimes.com/2012/04/12/technology/personaltech/e-
books-are-easier-to-borrow-just-be-prepared-to-wait.html?_r=1 


4/11/12 


 
 


 
And Once More…. 
 
As my Presidential Year continues to fly by, I find my appreciation for the work 
of the ALA staff just grows and grows.  The advice and support I receive from 
the ALA Governance Office makes a huge difference in my being able to carry 
out my responsibilities.  JoAnne Kempf as well as all her staff (Alicia Bastl, Lois 
Ann Gregory-Wood, Cheryl Malden, and Delores Yates) are always helpful, 
thoughtful, cheerful, and very competent in carrying out their responsibilities.  
For all that they have done over the past several months, I continue to be most 
grateful. 
 
And there are many more such as Macey Morales and Jennifer Petersen with 
their support for media interviews. 
 
I have spent a great deal of time working on big issues with ED Keith Michael 
Fiels and the ALA Senior Staff, always a pleasure.  We are very fortunate in ALA 
to have such strong leadership. 
 
Earlier in this report I expressed my appreciation to Marci Merola and Miguel 
Figueroa, who have helped guide me in so many different ways on my two 
presidential initiatives. 
 
Finally the engagement and contributions of the Executive Board with additional 
appreciation to the Executive Committee (President-elect Maureen Sullivan, 
Treasurer Jim Neal, Immediate Past President Roberta Stevens, and ED Keith 
Michael Fiels) have made leading ALA a much easier responsibility than one 
might imagine.  I continue to appreciate their advice and support.  It has been a 
special pleasure to work so closely with President-elect Maureen Sullivan as we 
have shared our enthusiasm for issues around community engagement and 
leadership development.  I am thrilled that she will be carrying forward this work 
in a seamless way as we move into her Presidential Year. 
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      EBD #12.37 
         2011-2012 


 
 
 


Digital Initiatives Update & Digital Content Strategy Discussion 
Molly Raphael, Keith Michael Fiels, Maureen Sullivan, and Alan Inouye 


 
ALA Executive Board Meeting, Chicago 
Friday, April 20, 2012, 1:00 – 2:45 p.m. 


 
 
The suggested time allocations are intended to help ensure that we have a significant amount 
of general discussion time after addressing the specific topics. The indicated names identify 
who will provide initial remarks, with the intention that others will provide elaboration as 
appropriate. Questions may be addressed within each topic as time is available. 
 
Introductory Remarks (5 min., Molly & Alan) 


• Overview of today’s session 
• Overarching questions 


o Which issues should be given priority by ALA? 
o What is the proper role for ALA in achieving progress on these issues? 


• General observations and overall efforts as they relate to the Working Group charge  
 


Publishers and Distributors (15 min., Molly & Keith) 
• What are some of the lessons learned from our engagement with publishers and 


distributors? 
o Inadequate understanding of the library and publishing sectors (in both 


directions) 
o Publishers’ reasons for ambivalence in engaging libraries vary 


 The Big Six are not monolithic – different organizations, thinking, and 
personalities 


o Publishers love friction 
o Ebook distributors are largely a black box for both publishers and libraries 
o Each sector has concerns about its future 
o We all want better data, but publishers are especially interested 


• How have we engaged the Association of American Publishers (AAP)? 
o Panel session at the AAP Annual Meeting (with Jim Neal)  
o Other interactions with AAP 


• Publisher/distributor follow-up and activities 
o ALA provided information:  OverDrive contracts and background data report 
o Preliminary input on business models to publishers forthcoming 
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Digital Public Library of America (DPLA) and Related Activities (15 min., Maureen, Keith & Alan) 
• How DPLA relates to ALA digital content interests 


o Brief overview—what is the DPLA and what is its current status? 
o Intersections with ALA interests and directions for the coming months 


• At the request of the Revson Foundation, the Berkman Center held a workshop on 
ebooks and libraries in February 2012. Maureen and Keith participated on behalf of 
ALA. What are the outcomes from that workshop and possible future directions? 


• Based on an IMLS planning grant, the Los Angeles Public Library held a workshop to 
discuss the development of a blueprint for a national digital library; Alan 
participated. What are the outcomes from that workshop and possible future 
directions? 


• The larger context and how to get an understanding of it for our planning and 
strategy development. ALA was an explicit participant in the three initiatives above. 
However, the environment is extraordinarily complex and includes many other 
players than those mentioned thus far. These players include: 


o Library institutions such as consortia, state libraries, and other library and 
information sector associations, … 


o Other aggregators such as EBSCO, Gale, … 
o Major digitization/digital library efforts such as the Internet Archive, 


HathiTrust, Project Gutenberg, Google Book Project, … 
o Organizations in the library community pushing for innovation such as Library 


Renewal, BiblioCommons, Douglas County (Colo.) Libraries, Gluejar … 
o Large industry players such as Amazon, Google, Apple,  … 
o And more … 


 
Outreach & Communications (10 min., Alan & Molly) 


• Communications targeted to the library community 
o American Libraries supplements (on ebooks published at 2012 Midwinter 


Conference and forthcoming) 
o American Libraries:  AL Direct and E-content blog 
o Transforming Libraries website 
o Appearances:  PLA National Conference, DPLA public meeting, NH Library 


Association. 
o Meetings: ULC, DPLA, OCLC, Internet Archive 


• Communications targeted beyond the library community 
o Process for rapid response 
o Philadelphia Inquirer editorial, Pew study/statements 
o Near-term priority: communications focusing on the equity issue 


• Engaging authors 
o ALA leadership meetings with author organizations based in New York 


planned for May 
o Developing plans for engaging individual authors—through ALA leadership 


and the Working Group 
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Working Group Operations (7 min., Alan) 
• Role of the Working Group vs. subgroups 
• Subgroup organization and activities 


o Subgroup 1: business models and licenses (Erika Linke and Bob Wolven, co-
chairs; Carrie Russell, lead staff) 


o Subgroup 2: digitization and library-produced content (Jamie LaRue, chair; 
TBD, lead staff) 


o Subgroup 3:  accessibility (TBD, chair; TBD, lead staff) 
o Subgroup 4:  privacy & ethics (Anne Klinefelter, chair; Deborah Caldwell-


Stone, lead staff) 
o Subgroup 5: communications with the library community (Chris Harris, chair; 


Marijke Visser, lead staff) 
o Subgroup 6: communications beyond the library community (Jackie Rafferty, 


chair; Larra Clark, lead staff) 
• Involvement of ALA units and staff:  Good start but more needs to be done 
• Annual conference plans 


 
Synthesis and Directions for the Coming Year (8 min., Alan & Maureen) 


• Ebooks: Broadening the strategy 
o Continue efforts with the Big Six publishers 
o Other aspects of ebooks deserve attention – other publishers and other 


mechanisms for creating and disseminating ebooks 
• Additional directions for our focus 


o Preliminary criteria include:  Strategic importance for the library community; 
critical and relevant for the association (vs. a division or office); plausible that 
ALA can have real impact 


o Initial possibilities under consideration include: 
 The library community and digital content initiatives:  


Communications, coordination, and collaboration at the library 
community level 


 Digital archiving & preservation and data curation across library types 
– to promote visibility generally and provide particular focus on those 
subsets that are receiving inadequate attention 


 Articulating the strategic value of libraries as the digital revolution 
changes fundamental roles; communicating this message 


 
Discussion and Synthesis (45 min.) 


• General discussion to pull together the pieces reviewed in the past hour 
• Let’s return to the two overarching questions. The Working Group is beginning to 


consider its priorities for the 2012-2013 year and so any input now would be timely. 
o Which issues should be given priority by ALA? 
o What is the proper role for ALA in achieving progress on these issues? 








EBD #12.40  
2011-2012 


 
 


 
 
TO:   ALA Executive Board 
 
RE: Procedures to Govern the ALA Virtual Membership Meeting and Guidelines for 


Preparation of Resolutions for ALA Virtual Membership Meetings  
 
ACTION REQUESTED/INFORMATION/REPORT: 
          The ALA Executive Board is asked to approve the Procedures to Govern the ALA Virtual 


Membership Meeting and Guidelines for Preparation of Resolutions for ALA Virtual 
Membership Meetings 


 
ACTION REQUESTED BY:  
       JoAnne Kempf, Director, Office of ALA Governance 
 
CONTACT PERSON:  
 JoAnne Kempf, jkempf@ala.org, 1-800-545-2433, ext. 3212 
 
DRAFT OF MOTION: 


The ALA Executive Board approves the Procedures  to Govern the ALA Virtual 
Membership Meeting and Guidelines for Preparation of Resolutions for ALA Virtual 
Membership Meetings   


 
DATE: April 16, 2012 
 
BACKGROUND: 
 
In June 2011, ALA held a “Virtual Town Hall Meeting.”  This was in response to a call from ALA 
membership for additional opportunities to participate in membership meetings; particularly 
those members who are unable to attend the Membership Meeting held at the Annual 
Conference. 
 
In 2011, the ALA Bylaws did not provide for the convening of a true “Virtual Membership 
Meeting;” thus, the event was deemed a “Town Hall Meeting” with no opportunity for the 
introduction of resolutions and voting. 
 
The 2012 ALA ballot contains an amendment to ALA Bylaw, Article II, Meetings, Section 4, 
Membership Meetings.  The amended section would read: 
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A membership meeting consists of the voting members of the Association with authority 
to act as set out in Article VI, Section 4(a) and 4(c) of the Constitution.  A membership 
meeting shall be held during the annual conference and at such other times as may be 
set by the Executive Board, Council or by membership petition as provided for in Article 
II, Section 2, of the Bylaws.  Membership meetings may be held virtually, and the 
Executive Board shall establish the procedures for such meetings.  (Underlined sentence 
is new.) 


 
Assuming this ballot measure passes, ALA is prepared to hold a full Virtual Membership 
Meeting on Wednesday, June 6, 2012.   
 
Attached are the final drafts of the “Procedures to Govern the ALA Virtual Membership 
Meeting” as well as “Guidelines for Preparation of Resolutions for ALA Virtual Membership 
Meetings.”  Both documents have been reviewed and sanctioned by ALA Parliamentarian Eli 
Mina and the ALA Resolutions Committee. 
 
Board approval of the Procedures and Guidelines is sought at this time. 
   
 
 
Attachments:   
 
Procedures to Govern the ALA Virtual Membership Meeting 
Guidelines for Preparation of Resolutions for ALA Virtual Membership Meetings 
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PROCEDURES TO GOVERN THE ALA VIRTUAL MEMBERSHIP 
MEETING 


 
The following procedures will be used to govern the ALA Virtual  
Membership Meeting on June 6, 2012: 
 
(1) Members who wish to participate must register for the meeting using 


their ALA ID number.  Non-members are welcome but will not be 
recognized to speak and are ineligible to vote on resolutions.  As per 
Bylaw Article II, Section 6. Quorum.  “Seventy-five (75) voting 
members shall constitute a quorum at membership meetings”.  


 
(2) All resolutions shall be prepared in accordance with the Virtual 


Membership Meeting Guidelines for Resolutions prepared by the ALA 
Executive Board and the Resolutions Committee, and published on 
ALA Connect. 


 
(3) No resolution shall be presented at the Virtual Membership Meeting 


that has not been received through the resolution process. (See 
“Guidelines for Preparation of Resolutions for ALA Virtual 
Membership Meetings”).  Only the “Therefore be it resolved” clause of 
a resolution shall be read.  


 
(4) Members will be recognized in one of three ways to speak to an issue, 


ask a question, or offer a comment:   
a. As a submission in advance via the ALA Connect Group, which 


will be read aloud by a Moderator,  
b. During the Virtual Membership Meeting by text chat, which 


will be read aloud by a Moderator, or 
c. By voice, provided that the attendee has their own functioning 


microphone and when prompted by a Moderator.    
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(5) The Presiding Officer will recognize speakers in the order given by the 
Moderator.  Every attempt will be given to balance recognition among 
the three methods described above.  When submitting a question by 
text chat or when recognized to speak, please state your name and 
library or organizational affiliation. 
 


(6) Each speaker will be allowed up to two minutes.  No speaker shall have 
the floor twice on the same question until all who wish to speak have 
spoken.  


 
(7) The Presiding Officer may close debate on an issue or resolution after 


10 minutes.  Once the debate is closed by the Presiding Officer a vote 
will be taken on the issue/resolution.  The Presiding Officer will 
announce the result of the vote taken. 


 
(8) Official votes of the membership will take place on-line or by other 


means determined appropriate for individuals with accessibility issues. 
 


(9) Members present are encouraged to vote when invited by the Presiding 
Officer. All votes will be held open for one minute.  Voting selections 
made following the close of that minute will not be recorded. Votes will 
be tabulated based on the number of valid votes received.  


 
(10) Informal polling may be used during the event at the discretion of the 


Presiding Officer.  Poll results will be considered as advisory and non-
binding. 


 
(11) Although a text-based ‘open chat’ will be offered for the benefit of all 


participants, Questions and Comments must be addressed as noted 
above to be answered by the speaker(s).   


 
(12) After the adoption of the procedures that govern the Virtual 


Membership Meeting, the Presiding Officer presents the agenda at the 
opening of the meeting.  This agenda may have been amended by the 
Presiding Officer from any agenda distributed earlier.  Other changes to 
the agenda must be by general consent, if there is no objection, or by a 
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two-thirds vote. The agenda is then adopted as presented or as 
amended. 


 
(13) The meeting will be promptly adjourned at its published time. 


 
(14) Resolutions not addressed at a Virtual Membership Meeting die at the 


adjournment of that meeting.  They can be resubmitted to the 
Resolutions Committee for consideration at the next face-to-face or 
Virtual Membership Meeting. 
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Guidelines for Preparation of Resolutions for  


ALA Virtual Membership Meetings 


The following guidelines are addressed to individuals and units 
preparing resolutions to come before the ALA Virtual Membership 
Meeting. 


Definition: A resolution is a main motion, phrased formally, with (a) 
whereas clauses, (stating the background and reasons for a proposed 
policy, advocacy position, or action), followed by (b) Resolved clauses 
in numbered order (stating the proposed policy, advocacy position, or 
action). 
 


CONTENT: 


1. A resolution must be complete so that, upon passage, it becomes a clear and 
formal expression of the opinion or will of the assembly.  


 
2. Resolutions, including memorials, tributes, and testimonials, must show the 


initiating unit, mover, and seconder and provide specific contact information 
from submitting parties. A resolution without a sponsor will not be 
presented.  
 


3. The resolution should address a specific topic or issue, use concise direct 
language, conform to proper grammar, and present an affirmative 
identifiable action.  


 
4, The terms used in a resolution should be readily understandable or have 


specific definitions.  
 
5. The intent, objective or goal of the resolution should be clear and 


purposeful.  
 
6. Resolutions should clearly support ALA’s Strategic Plan, its mission, and/or 


core values.  
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7. Any whereas clauses that relate to an ALA policy must include a 
parenthetical notation of the title of the policy and the section where it can 
be found in the ALA Policy Manual (http://tinyurl.com/buxbhlx).  


8. If the resolution calls for specific action or program with a timetable, the 
timetable shall be clear and achievable.  


9. Resolved clauses at the end of a resolution gain in clarity, brevity and are 
easier to read by following the resolution methodology of Congress and 
other deliberative bodies. The new suggested wording states the resolved 
phrase only once: “Now therefore be it resolved by the [acting body, e.g. 
ALA, some committee etc.], that...” after which each separate resolved is 
stated directly in numbered order without repeating “be it resolved by...”.  


10.      All “Resolved” clauses within a resolution should use the objective form of 
the verb (e.g., “Resolved, that the American Library Association (ALA): (1) 
supports...; (2) provides...; and [last resolved] urges....") rather than the 
subjunctive form of the verb (e.g., “Resolved, that the American Library 
Association (ALA): (1) support...; (2) provide..; and [last resolved]. 
urge...."). 


11. If the resolution is addressed to or refers to a specific group or groups, it 
shall name in full the group or groups in both the ‘resolved’ and ‘whereas’ 
clauses followed by the acronym in parenthesis. Thereafter the acronym may 
be used.   


PROCESS: 


1. All resolutions submitted must be sent to the ALA Resolutions Committee 
for review and must be accompanied by a completed ALA Resolution Form.  


 
2.       Any ALA personal member may submit resolutions to be considered at a 


virtual membership meeting.  A resolution must be submitted for review by 
the Council Committee on Resolutions at least seven (7) calendar days prior 
to the convening of the virtual membership meeting. 


 
In the interest of expedience and effectiveness, the mover of a resolution is 
encouraged to submit a statement in advance to be read aloud during the 
virtual membership meeting. 


 



http://tinyurl.com/buxbhlx�
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3. All resolutions, including memorials, tributes, and testimonials, must show 
the initiating unit, mover, and seconder.  Email addresses must be given for 
movers and seconders.  
 


4. All resolutions approved by the membership will be presented to the next 
meeting of Council by the chair of the Resolutions Committee.  The chair 
will indicate which membership resolutions are clearly policy matters.  The 
presiding officer of Council will call for Council’s guidance on the 
disposition of each membership item in turn.  


 
5. If a quorum is not present for a called Membership Meeting, those members 


who are present may convene themselves into a Membership Forum for the 
purpose of discussing matters of concern.  The person who would have 
presided at the virtual membership meeting may appoint a member to 
preside at the Membership Forum.  Those members attending the 
Membership Forum shall determine their own agenda of matters to be 
discussed, except that the names of those being presented for memorials, 
tributes, and testimonials shall be read at the beginning of the Membership 
Forum. 
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